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Ottawa Gounty Times.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, APRIL

VOL. IX.

f

2«, 1900.

SEMINARY COMMENCEMENT.

HO0E college items.
MERCHANT OF VENICE.”
Oa Monday evening. May T, the imweek has been one of umio*
At this year's commencement Exerual activityat the Western Theolog- cises, Hope College will be honored by mortal Shakespeare's grand play: “The
ical Semirary. On Monday the annual the presenceof the oldest missionary Merchant of Venice” will be presented
examinations began and continued for to India, the Rev. Dr. Jacob Chamber- in nil its strength and beauty to a Hoiper set for a
1 two days.
lain. In a letter to PresidentG. J. ianf) audience by borne talent, under diOn Wednesday evening the com- Kollen the reverend gentleman ex- rection of C. A. Stevenson.
The people of this city have, on a
1 menceinentwa& held at the Third Re- pressed his intention of doing »o.
previous occasion,had the pleasure *of
formed church. A large number of
Great efforts are being made to secure
friends of the School assembled to hear a large delegation from Hope College seeing this play acted in splendid
i the speeches on this occasion.Rev.
and Hoi land to accompany Hope's fashion by a local company. The presMoerd» ke of Chicago, opened the meet- champion for oratoricalhonors, to Ka- eolation this year promises to be far suing with reading of Scripture and lamazoo next mouth. One week more panor to that of the previous year. Exprayer. The first speaker of the even- of preparation will furnish home good perience teaches many L ings.* and the j
ing was Bert Dykstra, on the subject: yells and organise thoroughly those c*»t this time is made up of exceptionaUy good impersouaturs. among them
'‘Theology among the Sciences" Mr.
who are going. J t now looks as though William H. Cooper of the College.
Handsome pauirns
oatterns aDykstra
spoke
in Dutch and delivered
nanusomc
ve|.vubk
di(iC0lu.8e 4\ic.|,0ias jj,,,,,. about 100 persons will accompany Mr. Costumes will he furnished for the oe*
Van der Meuleu. Printed copies of the
by Madame Schultz of Grand
and somethimr we fcl>okeiu the English language on the orations of the various college contest- casino
Rapids.
ana something- "e. ,uhjeett ‘.WhHt ihlnspiratioor
ants have been received.Tne subjects
Those who have any idea of the
'J tie choir of the Third church then
and e|>eakerswill be a.- follows: "The amount of labor connected with the
can recommend. rendeM B teau,|fu|untht.m.
The Rev. Dr. E. Coe, senior pastor of Anglo-Saxon and Bis Destiny, " Geo. production of uch a play by amateur
M. Oldum. Agricultural College: "The actors, will fully appreciate the patience
the
Collegiate church of New Vork
We only have a few dozen of
Hero of Hungary, M Frank M. Whitney, and pluck of the directorand ail ot h* r»
,! City, was next introduced to the audOlivet; “Patriotism’s Messiah,” James connected with it. A full house should
ience. Dr. Coe has been chosen presithese. If you need them
McGee, Kalamazoo; “ConscienceIn- greet the actors when the curtain ri»<-s.
dent of the Board of Superintendents
carnate in Polities,” Harlon Luther
of
the
Sminary.
•calfsoon.
Freeman,Adrian; ‘ A Century of AmeiRELIGIOUS NEWS OF THE WEEK.
I In ids address to the students who iean
Expansion,”John F. Gunns, AlThe meeting of Women's Missionary
this year graduate from the Seminary,
bion: "Marlin Luther," Matilda Bower, •Society will be Weduesdav afterlie spoke some very encouragingwords.
He laid special stress upon the fact State Normal; “Robespierre,"Corne- noon, May 2. at the home of Mrs. D.
lius Van der Meulen, Hope. The ora- Snyder, 1-1 E. -tb St. All ladies of the
that they enter the ministryat the
opening of the twentieth century. tion of Hillsdale'scontestant was too church and congregation are cordiallv
Next Wednesday from 10 till 11 A. M. we
long, bo that, according to the rules it invited to attend.
Many developmentsin thought during
hud to be dropped.
The Rev. Dr. Edward Coe. of the
shall sell 1500 yards beautiful
the next fifty years. Re asked the
Jeweler and Optician,
The baseballteam is in readiness for CcUegialc churches of New Vork.dequestion what type of religionwill the
the seasons work. The boys have all lirctvd an eloquent sermon at Hope
Cor. Ehjhth Si. •ni'l Cndrul Arc.
twentieth century demand?
and
worth from 10c. !<•
First of all it will demand reality in gone in with a will and give evidence church last Sunday evening.
l.x\ a yard, for this one hour they go for
religionus in everything else. This is in the practice games of good work.
Rev. J. T. Bergen conducted the
'l
conducted the
evinced by the criticalspirit which is On Saturday a game will be pluved with
a diy totui.
nothing else but search for truth.
The religionof the twentieth centuHopes athletes have now brand new ltD(] 1b abi,.nl lo at.(,IlUthe ,;.5,ioils of
ry must be cIom; to life. Life is very blue shirts, lb rough the kindnes^of *e Ecumenical Council of For, ign
: real and men want u religion tliut will
the college ladies the letters ii-OR-L Missiofcs. in .-e-ion at New Vork durj help them bear their burdens, face uppear neatly sewed on their breasts,
the putt week.
: their sorrows, make their homes true The boys look well in their new togs. .r.
The Ladies Guild of Grace EpLeopal
.See
ods
and happy. The same Gospel for rich
show wi
is on<
On Monday morning chapel exercises ohui-ch ha- now the following oUieers:
and poor: for employer and laborer.
were lud by the liev. Dr. h U*.
c. A. Stevens. i..v..idenir -Mr.,
tlie great
bargains wt* have tert*(
•a-on and t
are
The Gospel of righteousness and love. V.-vv 1 ark: ou J umday mormug- b; the ! f. M. Gi!l..-Hir.v w |„4ida„t: Mrs. .1.
I exhort you to study the social issues
sur.j, to go with a
huy. II. l-oaka,of Millstone.
j [). Kairtnv. .rcretury:Mr.. J.. C. DrudNot a yard sold before 10 o’clock.
j now before the people. Mix among
Though Hope cannot boast of an an- ford, treasurer,
i the people to whom you preach and
Everyoi.'i.must ij
nual Field Day. she still has something i Rev. A. Clarke occupied the pulpit
I preach the Gospel to them so that it
very
similar
to it. A gymnastic cxbtb- 0f the M
- go last Sunneighbor during
| bears upon the questions of the hour
ition and contest has become a yearly d»i».
before them. We need u revival of
feature of the College.
morality- the morality of Christianity.
I The Western. Social Conference will
$1.00 per
lbs.
The next century needs u Gospel Wednesday afternoon,at four o’clock, hold its next regular meeting on Tuesthe galleriesand part of the main floor UtX» Majh 11. at Kalamazoo. The -peaki which is universal in its scope. The
rliP.'mc-rfirm nnp work n<rn Gospel is not narrow. There is no eon- of the College gymu were crowded with «jr»are all from this city. Rev. J. Van
cnuipu iHii n one week ago. eoption
,.eiaii„„ to God so interestedspectators membersof the
Beige will di-ou.-sthe -ubject:"Roman
Wi
ve them for LADIES and CHILDREN.
PERaugust as that containedin the Bible. Faculty and Council,students and other tfod Refonue/,Dbctrim-s of Justiiicavisitors.
This Gospel is for ail.
CALE,
SILK
or
SATIN
from
otic
to
(iOft contrasted."“The Sabbath ques*
The customary drill in physical cul- tloo as sfyiplied to modern manufaetur
Gasoline and Oil Stoves Cheap.
ture was lirst gone through by the log interests" will b- presented by Rev.
E-jj.-'--;?on the piano by Miss Amy Vales a-d Freshman class, under direction of
Bergen. Dr. J. fl. Kars ten will
on the violin by Will Breyman.
Prof. O. E. Mast. Then some splendid speak about the “Life of John Knox."
500 doz. Good Hand Thread (00" yd- fn
The diplomas were thereupon pre* work on the horizontal bar, parallel The students uf the summary will be
. sen ted to the members of the Senior bars and rings was gone through by the Ictnd in
50 doz. Patent Hooks and Eyes (aext wee
’ in the followingfields dqring the
lv) for
class by Dr. E Winter. The class is contestants for honors, Stanton, Kui—“vacation.50
doz.
Ladies
Gauze
\
ests
lor
each.
composed of NicholasBoer. Bert D. zinga. Bekius, Strick, Van der Mel
| Abrab
Abrabatu Klerk, Kenosha. Wis.
r..
c.. . i,
Dykstra. John De Jong h, Eerko Ac ills, and Van Houle. After the indoor exEiglnli Street. Holland. |jia„b Brummel, (iem-ge E Conk. 15. ercise they adjourned to the campus, C. Kttipr",PcIIh. Neff’ '
Der Werp, Allegan. Micb.
where a standing and a running jump
Citizens*phone
Bell phone JW.
audaluOyard dash were to iinisu the i. E. Winter. Franklin. WU.
P. Braak. Wwoiaer City. Mont.
\ an der Meulen. This is the largest contest.' Indoors Stanton wa- the
t. E. Kuizenga,Moorlaod. Mieh.
- ------ classever graduated from tl)e Seminary. champion, but in outdoor sports Bekius
y, B. Haoceoe, Aicbar.
beat them all. Stantou was awarded
first priae by the judges, Bekius and
L y
SUCAR'0EET SEED REA0Y F0R FARM
ERS.
ERS.
Huizinga each a second prize and Strick
Fred Reeverts. Wellsburg. Iowa.
Tuesday and Wednesday, May Lt the third. Professors Mast and 'Ladd
H. Seliipper.Ttiree Oak.-. Mien.
and 2nd. farmers who are to raise sugar and Henry Sluyter were the judges.
N. B. — Remember we are .showing a big line of Foulard Dre
H. Sluyter, Lucas and Cadillac. M ;eh.
beets for the Holland Sugar Co. can get
The Council met in regular spring
G.
Te
Kolste.
Monroe.
S.
Dak.
their seed and copies of their contracts, session this week. Nothing but routine
Silks at 75c, S5e, and 81.00 per yard.
B. Van Heuvelen. Ti,u!e. S Dai-:.
giving their this year's number, at the business was transuoted, with the exFedde Wieratnu. Goodland, In'i
ception that the salaries af the profesTill, following place:
There will be a special uk-i ting nf
All those who get their mail at Hoi- sors were raised 8100 a year.
the Reformed Classis of Holland on
land, E. Holland, Macatawa. Noorue“The Shakespeare Club.,,
THi: SCHOOL HO.WtU.
Tuesday. May 8, to examine the eai.diloot-, Fillmore, W. Olive, PortSheldou,
dates for the ministry from the Westassisted by the best Musical Talc, it
ern Theological Seminary.
in the Citv. will present Siiake’
However a new ticket
tor members of
........
All who get their mail at Zeeland, the school board was nominated and ,,Miss Jennie Oilmans will lead the V.
W. C. A. meeting next Tuesday evenl,Ltl c s beautilu, p ay entitled Beaverdara. Borculo. New Groningen,
next Tuesday the citizens will be asked j i„g. She will diseu-s mission wora
Will destroy your valuable furs and
work .a
it.
„
! Heath and So. Blendon. at the store of
a?le Chicago. Miss Oilmans has been mThe Merchant of Venice, a. Lnbuis, Zeeland.
winter
clothing.
guitu. men. I . H. McBride, B. Stekegaged in that work and will undoubtedAll who get their mail at Vriesland, tee, I. Marsilje,J. A. Mabbs, John Mts iiy give an interesting talk,
Broivnimr
At. this election
.......
.
-n
.
Zutpheu, Furowe, Bauer, at the store and G. \\
W.. Brow
nlng. At
The Woman's Foreign Mission So- /
will keep them away.
Cui tain will rise at s j;. in. sharp. 0f Kroodsinauud De Hoop, Vriesland. an opportunitywill he given to vote
ciety of the M. E. Church will meet S
Admission 25c. reserved seats 35c. All who get their mail at Drenthe, upon the free text book system. In his with Mrs. A. E. MeCiellen. for the May /
- If IT TIII.M ATannual message, Pres Beach, of the
Seats reserved at Hardies jewelry
mcetiug.next
Tuesday
afternoon
at 2:U|1. V
board, has plainlystated the reasons in
At the annual business meeting of /
favor of this project and every citizen
>>tore 8 a. m. Saturday, May 5th.
C. Vfer Hulst, Drenthe.
should express his opinion in regard to the Ep worth League on Wednesday }
All whoget their mail at Crisp, Olive
.
it at the polls next Tuesday. Polls are evening, W. A. Holley was elected (
We have Sweet Cheese, also mild Lent re and N. Holland, at the store of open
at the Lyceum Opera house dur- president: Mis- Jennie Grimes/Jetvice
full
BoTSFOKD & Co. NienhuisBros . Crisp.
Cor. Eighth .St. and Central
V
pres : Mrs. C. H. Stillman, 2(iu vice
ing the afternoon from 2 to v o'clock.
j ^|j
lbe|,. ,uaj] .lt Overlsel
pres.; Miss Eva Anderson. 3rd vice
DEATH OF .UlCh. O. N. II EE KEN.
If you
worth of Men's, La- and Oakland, at the store of Kateriuk
“A STITCH IS TIME SAVES
pres.: Mi-sGola Smith. 4th vice pites.:
dies' or Children's Shoes for 21c, go to & Poelukker,Overlsel.
Yesterday morning a dispatch an- Mrs Ada Durst, secretary: Mrs. \V. A.
M. Notier, Joti River
All who get their mail at Hamilton nounced the death of Mrs.G. N. Heeren, Holley, treasurer.A social time wa- >*
formerly Miss Anna De Wit. at Oma- enjoyed after the busin
We sell the Ladies' Chicago Corset ia!,d 1?2u,iniu?rvillV>1'at lh'-' storeofBrou- ha. Neb., on Wednesday evening. Mrs.
* ..
Bros.. Hamilton.
wer Bros.,
G. Van Putten.
SOCIETY NOTES.
All who get their mall at Graaf- Heeren was a lady widely known in
membersof the Third Church
this city
city and
and Had
had a
a host
host ul
of friends
friends here.
here. The
schai) at the Store of Ruttfert w Tien phis
1 !1L‘ memoersoi tne inlrd L.iurcu
“Now good digestion waits on appeilen’ She was a daughter of K. De Wit 0f cl1011' vvere pleasantlyenteitaiued at the
Graafschap.
tite, and health on both.” If it doesn't,
Land street. La-t fall she married Mr. I home of theMissesSprim-ma and West
Call for your seed on one or the other Heeren uni removed with him to Oma- 1 Eleventh street, la-t Friday evening
try Burdock Blood Bitters.
of the days above named. Bring a sack
ha. She was for a number of years en- The W. C.T. I.’, will meet with Mrs.
GIRL WANTED.- -A good girl want- to get your seed in.
gaged as cook at the students boarding ! Wing, west Kith str„ Friday May Hh,
Farmers who have not contracted for clubs, and had the esteem of every stu- at 3 P. M. The following program has
ed for general housework. Enquire of
beets can get contracts at those need
been prepared for the meeting.
T.Slugh, 124 E. lath st., Holland.
Cal! Attention to the Following:
distributingpoints.
Her death comes as a shock to her; A Sketch of the Early Life of Mary
Rkpi'jjlicanState Convention
relatives and friendsin this city, us it Lath, -op. by Mrs. Howell,
AN INTERESTING RELIC.
was not known that she was
'
, 7. .
Latest patterns in Colored Organdies.
EXCURSION
i
I3
Ribbons for Beit- and
The remains will be conveyed to
'"'“i •"»olo by .urs ^ mg.
Neck- wear In plain .Satin. Moire,
city and the funeral services held
Later Life and Public Work of Mrs. Dimitiesand Dotted Swis- Mull- in all
Tall'eta and ioubit-facedSatin.
the new shades.
Saturday afternoon at one o'clock at Latbrop, by Mrs. Post,
on May -nu and Jrd at one way fare, name of the paper was "The Grand
Table
Linen- in 2 yds. 2? yd.-. 3 yds.
the home of Peter \ an den Tak, K5 ; A Selection from Mr.-. Lathrop'.- Whit© Washable Dre-s Goods in India
Return limit May 4th.
River Times,” and the date of the copy Last Ninth street, and at 1:30 o'clock in poems, by Mrs.
•'»: yds patterns, with napkins to
J^ineus. I-’er.-ian Lawns, Dimitie.-.
match.
in Mr. Bursley e possessionis April J^, the i irst Reformed
; Vocal Solo, by Miss Maud Flferdink.I Organdies and fancy stripe- and
EXCURSION FARES
1837, sixty-three years ago, last week
Llunen Lunch Cloths and Tray Cloths.
via the
Beside the husband and father, do-: v I member- imi Mend. </ the vork fhecks for yokes and shirt-waists,
Wednesday.
ceased leaves many brothers and sisters ‘aem x s anu li lend. 0. the \.°i
......
PE RE MARQUETTE.
Ladies' Linen Collars in all the new
The press that printed this paper to mourn the loss. Tbev are Mrs. P. u,v ut^tid
All-over Laces and Embroideriesand
shapes.
CHICAGO.
Nellie De Fey ter and the Rev. Thus. ; lucked Swiss.
was shipped from Chicago. The schoon- Van den Tak, Mrs. A.' Van Putten,
Admiral Dewey reception. Sell April er that carried it was ice-bound and the
Umbrellas
from 39c up.
Mrs. Henry Kutnper, Mrs. H. Walkot, Campbell, of Chicago, were united in Largest line of Valenciennes laces and
.*10 and 31, within 150 miles of Chicago.
press was hauled over the ice along Henry and Simon De Wit of Holland, matrimony on 1 ut sday evening by the insertionsin the citv.
Fish Net. Muslin, Scrim and Fancy
Return May 3. One fare.
Grand River to Grand Rapids.
Nets for su.-h curtain- from 5c up.
Gerrit De Wit of Fillmore, and Mrs. C. Rev. Adam Clarke, at the home of the!
MethodistGeneral Conference. Sell
bride's parents, north of the city. A Naindook and Hamburg Embroideries Fuuev Linings at
Mo.. i -i t
oi ' ti -----At the time of the publishing of this Ver Wey of Muskegon.
most reasonable
an
! j,ri‘00f *
number of friendsgathered to witness
n2
LrJ.:
Bursley «•», a citizen of UOne fare
plus 82.00, beyond 200 miles of
mont. He is now 79 years old and has
G. Van Putten sells Boys' and Girls’ the ceremony.The couple were reLadies' Shirt
Plain aud corded TatTeta Silk.- for trim*
Chicago. One and one-third fare with- resided in the vicinity of Grandviiie
cipients of numerous wedding gifts
Leather Hose, “Black Cat,’’ brand.
in 200 miles.
for the past fifty years. He is at presTbey will make their home in Chicago. Ladies Black aud Colored Mercerized ,naigs.
Sateen Petticoats and also wash Pet* ^ large assortment Sofa Pillows,
CINCINNATI.
ent visitinghis two daughters in HolThis evening the Century Club will
Royal Blue (Main) Sweet Corn,
People*' Party Convention. Sell May land.
enjoy its second annual banquet at Ho-. tieuats in fancy stripes and checks. Cotton Coverts for Suits in blue, green,
sweet aud nice. Try it.
7 and 8. Return May J2. One fare.
The Grand River Times has since
red, tan or brown.
tef Holland, • A rich menu has been j Pompadour, Side Combs, and Round
Will Botsford & Co.
changed hands and name many a time,
DETROIT.
prepared and the toasts that follow will
Combs for children.
Double-width Sheetings.Pillow CasMohawk Club Banquet. Sell May 1 until today it is the newsy and progres- Diptheria.sore throat, viuup.
croup. Ininbe responded to by Prof. J. T. Bergen,
ings. and Pillow Tubings.
Kollen. .»c
lev. J.
and improved Pally Belts, buckles
and morning trains May 2. Return ^^^'O'daily of Llraud I^apids, the Llruud slant
- .ant relief, permanent cure. Dr. Mrs.
------ Geo K.
... iW..v...
«. Van
A
complete line of Underwear and
Rapids Democrat.
May 3. One fare.
and rings and also Leather Belts and
Thomas’ EclectricOil. At any drug Meulen of Grand Rapids, Dr. O. E.
Hosiery for Ladies. Gents and Childstore.
Yat'*N attorney G, .1. Dfekema and
elasticbelting.
PORT HURON.
ren.
Keystone Baking Powder, guaranJudge Jas. B. Humphrey.
Democratic State Convention. Sell
teed
to
give
satisfaction,
25c
lb.
Start
a
mailorder
business.be
your
April 30 and May I. Return May 3.
Will Botsi-’ORD & Co. own boss. With very small capital we
One fare.
CENCUS ENUMERATORS.
can show you how to make money. EnHolland's cencus enumerators have
WANTED—
Girl
for
general
houseclose stamp for reply.
J. G. Kamps, of Zeeland, has removed
at last been appointed aud have reChicago Mail Order PurchasingCo.
ceived their commissions. They are
to this city, and will conduct u black- work. Mrs. J. Nice, 110 East 8th st.

Only $1.25
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true blue administration men. Simon
Kleyn will take cure of the First ward:
202-204 River Street.
“Gobbo!!’
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h,-v* 'Vl]1. be mark®d | John W. Sprau and wife
b\ lha. jiomj) n*re-*ary to impr* " the Miller camp Sons of

i

^nefailers of Sample

to

Lee township.. 270 ^ I’J-'S sometimes to listen to the
toGotlieb i advocatesof ntnv i,1',asa,J,J <»nsl h r
Veterans, whether there Is a common sens*' at
import of the event on tlte mind* of the! second *tory of building in Salem .*/0 the basis of them, says The Dairy
Justice, of
Peace. islander.-. GovernorAllen will be e*- Heirs of Julian Stickman to Henry
Worl*]. Some years ago there was a
Danish neighborhoodup in northern
corted by the entire North Atlantic 1 v,-«nkant. 2" acres in Allegan
fcownship.
................ 1.0HJ Wisconsin which had prospered by
.
, squadron under the command of Rear
AH legii papers executed
growing suppliesfor the lumber camps
et al to Eu_'' ne
Admiral rarquhar. he trwps in Por- Ilmer H. Dibl
of the vicinity, which were full of men
1
1
.,,1 J- Dibble.40 acre- in Trp tv bridge
collections
to J, ico will be turned out. salute.- will |
. j „•_*
mded to.
everv winter. But soon the timber
be fired by the Sleet and batterk-s. and ; }<:Ug*.neJ. Dibbleetal torrank.M.
was about all cut and it was a long
at nightther*will be general illutnina- ; Smith. 40 acres iu Trowbridge
haul to market, and the little settletownship ....................
. ..Ldij ment of farmers were in distress and
.........
..... ! .................
UAJV*
Of five over T MuldcrV Store,
How those islander*wil] rejoice,when A. H. Hobf to A. W. Mohni e, bir’l* > did not know what to do next. One of
township ...... 2,000 j the settlers who had heard of Profess•9AAPSCHAP. - ' MICHIGAN. they are introduced to the twin Wes- ' • acreK
sings of our present day AmericanI Mar£aretLent to Eugene K.
or Henry of the experimentalstaUon
IfivUi/atinn btai,
««
‘ ^0 acres in Wut*on township. .. . 200 appealed to him. and the professor
nece” C. ,M. aoij F. K. Fox to Milton
won. op and lookod orer the iltoaUoo.
b*i.'k-6ot life and the mllltarv pomp ac- 1 Fox, parcel ol land in
They were IS miles from a railroad
company ing an imperial government! township ................... * j.200 and freight was high. He prescribed
a co-operativecreamery. It looked like
...... ,
Irving A. Brown and wife toOscar
--—
v- in
iu Allegan ‘.M) a desperate undertaking to change
Jllk hALJi.s
B. --Danner, land, etc.
their whole plan of farming, but there
Highest cash prices paid for
How do I>eoI,le like the look*
Henr>; Sherwood and wife to Hendid not seem to be any other course to
_r _n 1.*
items taken from two different sources? 1^, ^' ^jtj r' " ' acres -'-artiQ
Furs of
all kinds.
follow, and they started the creamery.
Ti,,vooto fhotv here ,K,litioal P»>1 BerraKeVle iuid *tfeto H<Mrr B*
At first they had a struggle to make
VJH c',m fro,u for al h*ai one c&naidate 1 Mjj]er. * acres in Martin townit pay. but they stood by the enterJ.
for
^ .hip ...........................j.^OO prise and won. and now it is a rich and
•i.j East Seventh St . Holland
! f here is considerableStearn* money Andrew Patterson and wife to
prosperous community, it was the
l.oating about the city. It js reported John B. Oviett, 20 acres in MarCall at noon
newfanglednotion that saved them.
Miat 3“^ L tiding ton man has put $1,000 tin township .....................,,^3
Ottawa to be used in booming him
Isaac P. Griswold and wife to MarXaraiin; Calvi-a.
for governor. Sub-lieutenants are betin and Mary Cook, lots 20 and
It has l>een often said of the farmer
lnff put into touch, with this hoodie and
that he sends his best produce to martiie Stearns* boom is on.- Grand7faren r. ^ ^lle8aa..................
Caroline h Fowier to M. V. B. Meket and eats the refuse,and on many
dairy farms the newborn ealf finds itj A letter from a plate house to all /‘f”6’ 1.°.t ,SA^»“ ..........
self confrontedsoon after its birth
Michigan newspapers urgis them ^ HtJadn^a \0(,!‘ to Berend \ 00s. oo
take a page of plates free of charge : aci*es Jn Heath township. ....... *00 with tills principle. It is deprivedof
containing something“prepared by the Jesse W. Crow and wife to Oscar
the rich milk of its mother and fed
Newman, 5 acres in Ganges
with a chalky substance as early as it
You certainly hau- the chance II you liSga^ repufefmintoaiTm- township ......................J25 can be taught to lap the liquid from a
eat our line
didates for governor are putting up an
pan. Iphus H. Hall of Lyndon, Yt,
1 „ oi

‘llc ,la' u'-' nuu'nI >k
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have othcr Elizabeth Kaab et al to Samuel
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•jtXi course they agree wltli him. for the
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ed and
town Is t<» g(t the faetory. and they are
Brouwer
to
Henry
Brouwer
broken
down. Nine
I w ; be i n w j sec<» T5 n r 13 w o-q to put up little money for It. Then
ttmes in tea
some promluont farmer Ik secured.
it indicates DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION.| '"'^Smlth 'lutl0^ \nd^45 • Vadd to
Usually he gets a bonus for his work.
that there it tome special
The Iteaucrali of Micblgan will meet In Lamont
700 j He goes around among the fanners
diseaseor weakness of State convention hi the Auditoriumin the City •<
. , ’
’
"
and “talks it up.” I!<- is a good talker,
the important and deli- of I’ort Huron on Tuesday the tir-t -lay of May, * 1 J.rl,CH
Jacob De
and the result Is that farmers sign an
4f' af cate organs which make at eh ven ..Cock. a. m.. for the purS->seofeleJt^ Jot * block 20
her a woman. Nine timet
h:i' agreementto take a certain amount of
ing four delegate*and fonr aiternttteN from the
;
in ten it means that some
tin* stock of the concern. Then a
state at larve. and iwod' k-gaiosand two alteni- j Martina \ an Dyke et ill toGerrit
instant and radical meat. meeting J« held, a committee npj*ointdistrict to attend KatnjKT uud 4-0. e ; lot 4 block
met ------------itttt be taken to save
-------her from com- ate* from • <ieh cougres^lotial
20, City of Holland .............. I'io : ed and usually an agreement is made
plete mental and physical
the National Democratic Convention to be held
with the agent to have him build and
*^of mvownTuiT^^«taV*r ’^s^Vnr *• K,"I,,SI4ri,-v- Ml‘w,ur)' •,u'.r ,lh.
Henry Greveugoedand wife to
Davra^rt^ ThVyrr
\c-ordlnK to the rule adopt' d by the Demo- 1 John D. Vug. lot bix block 1 of C.
stock a factory.He names his own
Webr. “I felt as though there was some one cnitir State content h* !d in Detroit!n 1**0. ' B. AlbCCS add. to cltV of Grand
price, which is usually 50 jst cent or
ttady to grab me if the Inst aound was made. alld .
everv „tv in the Mate 1* Haven ............... *. .
I really cannot deraribrthe feelings 1 had.
.......... ,;>M more greater than the outfit Is really
I can say 1 have no such ugly feelfugs now.aud | entitled to one d. legal*'l** t: *• Muteeouvention Edwin D Blair and wife -to Hienze
worth. Then the promoter goes ahead
I trust 1 never may again. I w«* suneringfrom tor * 80
‘ Miijvotes
"
m"the last gen- D Blxby w t. u e j. n w j e-c. 11
M< h
lorOoveriMTat
mid puts up the plant. It is usually
female weaknessand very tti uch from nervous eral ''lection,and one additi
[•legate for a ,
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*
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r
10
West.
- ........ —
................ :io0 "accepteti * without hesitation by the
" I was not able to do anvlhing.] could nut r,"'Uon <*: n >t < * tl un -.Vi vot'-s Hut each .. ...
.
committee, and then the pn noter
ah up all d iy. 1 had not sat up all day since the count: > . ntiti* I
two.b lecU
All
ru \ * i,
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birth ot my tiaby, four mouths beforeI l>cguu to . i,.,..,,, ,
, . , , ......
wJ»2 Holland Gong. Kef. church.
starts out to collect. By means of
lake Dr. Keief.medicU.es I took one
-e r.Md.nt- of the countleMhe;. i ..{4
]ol fc bloi;k ^ Cit f
medicine for four months but did not get along i represe
it
1
bluffs, wheedling, promises or threats
stall; so. discouraged.I thought I would try The dvlegBt«>from tt.*' s. viral C.ingre^lonal ........................ 'A'U he collects in cash or notes a good
share of the subscriptions. He then
i
.............
- ..................
al..b;an couxtv.
‘Prescription ' aud nine of th*- ‘Golden Medical ociorkon th«- day of the coim-uthui lh such Jobo SheU HUU wife U) Thomag and
gets out— usually discounting the notes
Discovery’ and used Dr. PieTce'* PleasantI’ellcts |)laci-sa- may h* fafter l*e de^gimbd by tin ' Jubtl A. Shell. SO acres ij, Wat*
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- at
at a
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........... . • »^.OGD l , .
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for me
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and usually altogether too big for the
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now I eat anything I want 1 believeI owe my toMI1 Un'- elmirniariof the district dvU-ga-j township..
625
“prominent citizens” who subscribed
health to Dr. Pierce's
tiou; one vice-president
of the convention; one ' •* , n
,
.....
Discouraged, broken-downwomen should uujmber on credential;
one uietni^rof the com- .
W"e
1 large sums do not, as a rule, pay much
write to Dr R. V. Pierce, at Buffalo.N: Y.. | mi.t^on ,.erman.,„ organization and order of
J4i *Cret 10
actual cash. The cost is usually paid
and learn how carefully he studies
i^eighton township ............
by the farmers who subscribed smaller
these apparently hopeless cases. He will I 'U:‘"‘'7
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Jacob Hock*.-mH and wife in P M
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Wo l ive explained
many times, says The*
KunU New Yorker. A slick, plausible
harvest this year.
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CREAMERY PROMOTION.

OTTAWA COUNTY.
Van Zinderen and wife Ui
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C. MA.HT1KG. 1'ublUher.
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Are

(

meats.

We

aim

to

have choice meat,

a. all

:
j

“Fine Roaets, Steaks, Pork, \ eal, Bacon, Mutton, Poultry. Sausages, Lard,
Etc. Everythingbelonging in a flretclass meat market. Prices as low as any.

We

dia and Ceylon, so blended as to pro-

(

time*

to be an office seeker in tbat party,

j

pay the highest cash pric$ for

Marriage LU-euxe*.
OTTAWA COt'NTV.
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Among

Thomas Cam

obeli. 20. and Nellie
De Feyter, 25, both of Chicago.

IfltVSenacted by

the last legislatureof tliis state, there

poultry.

is

one to which 1 want

to

from other teas. Are unequalled at
the price, and are as pure and full of

Huo. both of Blendon.

taxation-

the recent

duce a character of flavor distinct

Albert Wesseldy,25 and Tillie D*

-

M.

aroma

call your read-

In the bank for

a

rainy

day. He

is

,

I

taxed a certain per cent on that money,

'

!

A merchant’sstock is taxed and also

!

his property according to its net value,

i

Are the railroads taxed accordingto

Blom’s

their net value and is their rolling
stock taxed like our merchant's? No,

Real Estate

picked from the trees.

«

Being

Sleds Koning, 23, and Kate Uis-elade,
20, Fwth of Holland.

I

i

I

air-tight- the odors

and chang-

1

1

ing temperature of the grocery store

J

>

cannot aifect them.

i

1

1

SOLD BY

Jacob Lievense. 50, Olive, and Gertie
Luidens. 57, Holland.

Benjamin Lillie* 2t*, and Eveline
Matter, 21, both of Coopers ville.

•

delicateflavor of the tea be preserved.

|

I

when

Packed only in lead-lined, air-tight
packages. In no other way can the

Jacob Schoenmaker.24, Zeeland, and
Annie Lamer, 21, Borculo.

John Roelofs. 27, and Nellie Nederthat is the new tax- veld, 27, both of Jamestown.
ation law. A poor man by practicing
Theodore Bleur, 48, Cadilac.and Kate
Proprietor City Meat Market. strict economy has laid up a few dollars Cornell,35, Holland.

S&st Eighth St.

as

I
I

ers' attention,and

WM. YAK IlER VEERE.

blends of the choicest teas from

the best gardens of China, Japan, In-

Yen

KANTERS

I

R. A.

Ale Van Raalte, 30. and Elisabeth L.
Bretsen. 30. both of Olive.

oh no: these mighty corporationswhich

j

John J . Van den Bosch, 42. Hudson*
rich by charging such ville, and Mary Wolma, 28. Allendale. sucking dottle fok calves.
AixciAN
has utilized the idea of the baby’s bot; exorbitant and outrageous prices, both
Tower Block, Cor. River and Eighth Streets.
Frederick
C.
Hoek.
Laketown
and
tie and made a feeder for the calf by t
on passengerand freight traffic,they
Dins Bonselaar.
! which its weaning will take place at a
escape, only they are taxed according
Herman Kalman and Grade Bosch, much earlier date thdu by the old
to their net proceeds.Where is the
both of
method, and by this device the calf ab.
righteousnessand justiceofthistaxa- William C. House and Lillie Forbes, sorbs the thin blue substitutefed to it
DISSOLUTION OF I'AICTNKIlSHIl'.PH
PIIPC' Oil PC l
If you are thinkingof going into | tl0D comlng lo? Laborini, m,D ai.e
both of
in a way so entirelynatural that it re- Vntb-.. •« i.Mt-phi- .riv,-n th-.i n-i,.i
riLta. riLc&i
businessor looking for a nice home, you aware of the conditions existing Stephen Hamlin and Cora D. Wolf, mains iu ignorance of the deception be- 1 ,iei>hip lately existing between John |
call
both in state and nationalpolitics? If both of Ganges.
lug practiced uj>on it. A bracket or
r Karssen and Albert Kamferbeek has w,w)rl)* tumoo. allaysthe itahing at once,
. corw->nt. h.-cn
DOUlttw1-ivi‘N lntf.inircllof Hr u-n.
tnntnfll
Ml. iCtaasa
»cts “s * l*outoci?.givi-N in-tam relief. Dr. WilB. F. Overmyer, Ohio, and Elsie E. supporting device for the milk recep- inthese conditions which exist to-day are
o\ muuui consent oeenouMlvetL All : Hams1 lodton PlleOintment Is prepared onljrtor
V reeland, Leighton.
tacle is first provided. and to this frame outfctanding debts of the firm will be Plies and Itching of the privatepart*, and notbnot mitigated or modified in some way
JR.
George Homan of Cheshire and Ma- a horizontal bar is attached, carrying
then we are going the same way like
linda Borter of Lee.
at its extremity a rubber nipple of amthe European nations. Tax, tax. tax on
John
Sold onaguarantee by J. 0. Dotsbuqr. Holland
Asa M. Rechart and LillianBonner, ple proportions.Connected with the
115 \Y. Twelfth St.. Hollanjl.
everything, the rich becoming richer both of Otsego.
Albert Kamfebheek. nipple is a llexible tube extending into
Holland, Mich., April 13, 1900. -14
l and the poor paupers.
James White and Jennie Halstead, the liquid in the pail, inside the nip-J. D. K.
bot h of Otsego.
ple there is a rubber tubular re-euforceH. Clark. Chauncey, Ga., says De
1 have several nice Houses
....
7. ” .
Simon Fox of Bradley and Alta A. ment having cross slits in it. which
That Tlirobbint; ll«-a*l:»«-luacts as a valve. With this device the
Lots for sale and a few A 1 Besi- \y0uld quickly leave you, if you used Leighton of Watson,
calf may be fed liquid nourishment,
ness places on my
i Br. King's New Life Pills. Thousands
*T had a running, itching sore on my receivingit slowly and by natural .suck- diseases. - Beware of daegerous conn- , particulars enquire at this office,
I of sufferers have proved their matchless
leg. Suffered tortures. Doan’s Oint- 1 Ing.
forfeits. L.
-------It is cheaper to buy now than to merit ltJV siok and Nervous Headaches.
They make pure blood and strong ment took away the burning and
False Eeonour. f
rent next
j nervee and build up your health. Easy ing instantly, ana quickly effected perGKXKKAL ItKI'AlU SHOP.
manentcure.C. W. Lenhart. Bowling j Ecobomy in the dairy means liberal- Any person desiring any work done
! to take. Try them. Only 25 cents.
Money back if not cured. Sold by He- Green, O.
Yours for bargains,
j ity of purpose. To economize on the
I such
as repairingsewing machines,
ber Walsh, Holland, and Van Bree &
Prayer
i grade of gait you use In your butter or locks, guns, umbrellas, or small
A full line of Humphrey’s and HunSon, Zeeland, Druggists.— 5
C.
i-mi-er Bo.* tan 25 oentt to
Homoopothto Romedle. for«..
Bell Phone.
“Golbo!!!
each at S. A.
| music store. Holland,
43t 1
J. O. DOESBURG, Druggist.
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Mrrrly Waiting.
Identltied.
rlehlj dressed woman entered the
fnform.itlon From One « f tlie l.rad*
oflb-e of a trust company in rhlladelIk;: Itetflona «>l Iih ( utture.
phla the other day to rent a box.
As a result of the I
price of
"Have you any one to Identify you?"
broom corn many are seeking the nec- asked the attendant.
essary information to enable them to
"Certainly not,” said tin* woman Inenter upon the industry in sections dlgnumly. "K very body knows who 1
SEED POTATOES.
where it has never yet been tried. !4UJ "
Ooi and True Stnrk— Selection These, and jierhapsregular growers as | "That may he." was the reply, "but
well, may tind desirable matter in
Urfore Tutiera Hlpen.
•be ! i don't know that you are the woman
Thousands of planters use the small foHu'v,0« fr',!u lbe broom corn region 0f tj,at nnin0<

\vn« Junt after the dinner that pre*

A

ccxletl that lxi.\ party.

“She doesn't seem to 1m» much of a
conversationalist."lit* s«ij?^esie<l.
referriug to tlio jmest of tin* evening.
"Oh. l*ut she is." repliedthe Kiri who
knew her. "She's really brilliant."
"Rut she said almost nothin;: at dinner." he uraed.
"True." was the reply, "but Just
wait

until

we

-

get to the

•

j

|

>

opera.

!

!

the pit or bins after having of1I1,,'u>l*.
brcseuted by Ohio Farmer: , jugt then another woman who had
used the choice tubers for sale or
*Ir"uui corn was grown ns an Indus- Unm transacting some business,raised
Tlio Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
the table. These small tubers will be rf*' ,*lst ‘,l *'e" ^0,'k. and only within I her bead, and a frigid nod passed bein use for over 30 years, has home the signature of
! u»od year after year until the entire tlie ,a!,t ‘St ^e,,rH bas the industry be- tween them.
I
nml has been made under his per*
Crop will all he good seed (?». and yet come on'? ‘,f nny considerable propor"P<»
you
know
this
woman?"
asked
For Infant* and Children.
tbc-se very same peojde will argue
'l be crop has been raised to
sonul supervision rince its infancy.
the bank oltleial.
Hu Kind Yon Han Alwap Bought these small tubers are "Just as good as K",ne vxU‘nt 5n Ohio, and also in Mis- "I don’t want to know her.” snapped
Allow no one to den ve you in this.
Hturl, Kansas and Nebraska,but now
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-:: - ruod” are hut
the Wvmian. "She lives next d«*oi* to
the bulk of the crop is produced in me. and instructed her footman to
Bears tho
Experiment:;that trifle with and endanger the health of
eastern central Illinois.The rich,
Signature of
Pi,. hick my dog. hist because it chanced
Infants ami Children— Experience against Experiment.
loamy soil mtahh, for the most sue- to ..... .
Vou Il(^ln-t ;i,k me
eossful growth of Indian corn is also | to identify her. for 1 won't
th, S,,N tot a.muM t, its .l.-vclop- ; **! «uul,li|-t
Mi-nrlfy mv," ,v
“No family can atToid to be without!
One Minute Cough Cure. It will stop
•n
„„
.
, ,
tcrt0'* ,,M' upplicuiit for a box. "1 think
a cough and cure a cold quicker than!
Castor la is a liarmlp.«sniUstitutc for Castor Oil, Parcauy other medicine." writes C. W. W’ili'i"i
i
;
"W'
‘""1 .V"U l..n tin. l.„m.s M..
K<»ric, Drops ami Soothing' Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
Hams. Sterling Hun. Pa. It cures!
1
‘•vt'u ",'jro 1 olct.v, tellliK, v. r.vl».lj-V,.„
contains neither Opium, .Morphine nor other Xareotic
croup, bronchitis and all throat and
smooth and mellow for broom com,
Itelong :i> long ns I was a member. A
lung troubles and preventsconsumpMihstanee. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
which should !»• drilled in. 70 to is) nice Christian spirit:"
tion. Pleasant and harmless. L. Kra-{
seeds to the rod. Too much care canand
allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrlueuand W ind
In the •neanrinic the bank official, entner.
not be taken In :!.• selection of the
Colie. It relieves Teetiiing Troubles, cures Constipation
tirely satislle«| that the IdeutiOcaiion
seed. 1'xperienceproves that it pays to
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates tho
YOU ARE A DEMOCRAT
was complete, linudt-d over the key to
| buy only what is known to be good
and of course, want a democratic newsStomach nnd Bowels, giving healthy ami natural sleep.
the box. to t!u> in concealed chagrin
seed, properly select**! and saved. Put
paper. The Chicago Dispatch i- the
i-’f the other woman. u!io had idcjitlfled
The Children’s Panacea— The Mother’s Friend.
seed in a vessel of water and reject nil
Great DemocraticWeekly Newspaper
her against her will. New York Tribof the Country. It advocatestho re, that lloat. A differenceof oue-hnlf in
une.
adoption of the Chicago platform and
i the amount produced has been found
the renominationof William Jennings
to result between the plantings of good
ThoiiKht Th«-> WenBryan.
and po.>r see<l. The Tenue-si-e liverSummer
in Dawson City Is delightful,
Bears the Signature of
There ha-, never been a political camgrei-n is the variety most generally ami even the winters. >ay those who
paign that will equal in importance
grown,
r.rs our stock axd tiil'E stock.
jrrown. and
and its yieM Is large and of, ----• ••
have siaid
there in that season, are
that of the one to be fought next year.
However,
I
would
not
always
yood
quality. The Missouri livergreeu, glorious. Many ar* the stories told
The republican party, backed by the un-vmoney power of this country * and U'hoose the very largesttubers, ns these *‘s grown in Illinois, yields a some- nbotit the wondroie beauties of the
Europe, is alert and aggressive. Flushed I may be rough, coarse or unshapely, what liner and more pliable quality of trail over the lee and the White pass,
with the victory of three years ago
, but always those true to a tvpc.
brush which grades better for what is "here even women have gone, hanwill >.?ek by every mens in Its power to a great deal of advantage may be *°ld as “earpet
dling their dog's from day to day as
maintain its
jrajncd i,v selectionin the Held before
The extreme limit of time for plant- ,,1L* tain handled theirs. Every man
lug in this latitude is from the middle and woman there lias a story, all lu™“e
<r> »
H
their enemies. In no better and more
^ St‘,ect,ou s!‘ou,<1,>0 ,nadL*.at of May to the middle of June, the lat- teres ling and some thrilling,
effectiveway can this be done than
time with respect to growth of ter part of May and first of June being "I used to like to start out first In Hie
Years.
the circulation of good, -ound demo- j v^nt*> bealtb, size and height of vine, preferable,dependent, of course, upon ! morning," said a Detroit woman. "Once,
T-t Ctf.T.JB CQW.tSf. 7T M J.W.T tTKCCT,MtW TOP* CITV.
cratic newspapers. The publisher of appearance, ntnnber. color mid manner the
.......
.v ason and the condlUon of the as 1 hurried my dogs down the trail iu
The CHICAGO Dispatch will send a of growth III the bill, whether compact ground, which is of primary impor- the gray dawn, I saw three stray anicopy of The CHICAGO DISPATCH from, or scattering,as the tulx-rs h*-ing not hince. The black seed may he plantiMl mals romping on the way. Now, if
now until Jan. 1st, 11K)1. for .>0 cents, j mature will show their characteristics ,vv° or three weeks later, when It has you catch up with a stray dog on the
H you are not already talnng this great n,))st forcjb|v at this time. This should been found impracticable to sow the trail, he Is yours; so, my heart fluttering with Joy, 1 began whistling to the
h ...... -o k
this vourself,but vou should induce i
. "s uot P1^”06 ,1,e b''st 'H’-alityof half wild creatures.
•*
•
very
much prefers mature brush.
"At first
paid no
attention to
your friends
to join
you. Hv a little The
— writer
..........
•' ........
«.oi t.'iey
.mV |«m
uu anenuon
io
_ _
effort you can easily raise a dub of ten P013 toes for wed as compared with The wed Is rather slow In sprouting m*, bat kept romping and leap frog- Better than a Hano, Onran, or Made Box for It stow and tdkaa. wall i
or twenty subscribers. An extra copy i immature seed, notwithstandingthe and JJ* its early growth, and the ground ging up and down the train. I slowed don’t costas much. Itreprodua^themusicofanyinstminent-haild
n
cent cry
erv for si-i-nmi
eron seed
m-im! to the
tho sliould
he well
wt*ll hnrroteoii
nn my
nn- team
t«.‘iu« .m.i
...........
...
r_ ... I stories and sings — the old familiarhymns as well as tlio d* >i»ular
— 'i •' i1<ra U\l‘H
for club of
gcat
second crop
should be
harrowed and worked up
and put
myself
iu front,
Prices,$7.50 to $100.00. See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on evmTu7mi?,IIC?G°(Dlsi'^tch indorsed contrarj-,provided this mature seed while the plants are small and the ! the better to make my peace with tho
by \\ iiliam Jenmugs Bryan and other can be stored in a cool enough place to weeds kept down until it is well -tart- renegades,
lugucs of all dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 135 Fifth Avc., New York. "
democratic
.
.
....
democratic leaders.
keep them from starting the least par- ed and indeed until the crop itself so | ‘'When we had come within 100 yards
Address The Chicago Dispatch,
Hcle of growth.and at the same time shades the ground as to smother the of them, they stopped playing* sat
120 and 122 Fifth Avenue.
net freeze. However, as so very few j weeds. The cutting should be done down and stared at us. I whistled
Chicago. Illinois.
are prepared to keep mature tubers ; after the beads are fully out. but be- again, and they all ran. How foolish
I arm riri
For Mile.
attiMi
| thus,
mu.
JUH-I rely
VI > UU
JM'IJ.N.II
*M| 1
Itllwhen
Ill'llIt
we must leither
on second ; fore the seed fully FI
ripens.
If IR'KIJ*
delayed
I felt
it 8tl(]llt*lll
suddenlyV UnWliCHl
dawned Oil
on Ilili
me
$0 acres of good farming land. Just !cr°I> or Immature first crop seed, and until the seed is ripe, the brush will that I bad been trying to harness three
outside
and digging
aside of city. Apple orchard and
and | here
!iere comes in
in our selection and
digging! not keep the good
goo<l green color which is
is wild wolves:"- New York Independent.
some small fruit. House and barn and !*cfore the crop is ripe. We must take desired and which is of imjiortance.as
There is nothing1 makes a room more attractive than nice Wall
plenty water. For particularscall on j into consideration that the extra early I the color Is considered in grading the
They lludu't Met.
owner.
A. \V. KLEIS,
Paper.
Don’t “bite ’ on cheap trash. It will only cost you a few
I varietieswill
more difficult
to keep stock and consequentlyaffects the! A correspondent of the Hartford Cou..... be .....
.........
Half mile south of City.
than the late ones if we are to use ini- ] price of the marketable article. If left rant tells of u news clipping bureau cents more to a room for good substantial paper: then you will be
mature first crop seed, and as we can- too long before cutting, the brush has which sent a letter to John Runyan,
satisfied. The price for getting it put on the wall is just the same.
Some men an- never satisfied. After
not grow second crop in the north this a reddish
author of a work entitled"The Life of
having their limbs broken, head
As we make Wall Paper our special business, we can certainly
is the best we can
, To raise and care for a crop of broom Mr. Badinau.”in can* of a publisher,
smashed, etc., they go to law and try
Potatoes will run out under certain corn that will bring substantialreturns urging Mr. Runyan to subscribe to the give you some good advice in this line.
to get further damages.
conditions,the same as other vegeta- when marketed the farmer must have i bireau.
Our stock of Wall Paper is complete and up-to-date, and at
hies or fruits, consequently we must be special knowledge and training and be ; "After the decease of the late 1*. T.
Big Crop.
on the lookout for the tuber that has provided with the means for removing Rtruum," continues the correspond- prices from 5c per double roll and up to the very best in the marTf you want big crops of wheat or
the "run out" marks. A jiotato that the seed and putting the brush in the eat, "the ’Greatest Show on Earth’ ket. You will do well by placing your orders with us.
other grain, use Northwestern Fertllhas begun to decline wil! show it in a drying sheds the same day it is cut It continued for awhile to use the magic
in tl,e
the shape
of j must uot ne
be left exposed to rain or
or ; ol
of his name. It was coming to Harte^-fand giu-s^he W.
Satisfaction difference
u,nereuce,n
*lial>e and depth of
Hart
Trv it. For
For sale
'
will be more numerous, and even dew overnight Care must be ford, and it scut free ticketsto clergysale bv
the skin will have changed Its appear- taken iu removing the seed that all the men here. Among the letters contain*
B. J. Albers.
The Paper Hanger.
ance, as shown in the cut where the seed Is taken off and ail blades re- iug said tickets was one addressedto
Overisel. Mich.
upper figure Is a tuber from run out moved from the stalk. The sheds are the Rev. Dr. Joel Hawes, who had Citizens’
Cor. Thirteenth Street and Central Ave.
Non«* of That f<#r
stock and the lower is from true stock built much like large, long corncribs, died some years before. The letter
"Well," said the minister, addwsslug of tlje same variety. The foregoing is «ud the brush is laid on shelves made was sent to Dr. George L. Walker, then
little I'rath'is."how would you like to ,lie ady!cc* of a writer in American of slats, one above Hie other, the whole the active pastor of the First church,
-ALSObe a preacher when you grow up to be
construction being with a view to the j "Du reading and pondering it Dr.
a
most thorough circulationof air Walker is credibly reported to have
$70
"I wouldn’t like it at all.’’ was the j
‘‘f.Pr
, through the brush. From teu days to said: ‘A letter from 1*. T. Ramum to
Delaware treatment for brown rot of 'two weeks is required for thorough Dr. Hawes.' Mr. Ramum is dead and
Style
“And why
! v I'nnje' .
drying, when it is ready to Ik* baled. Dr. Hawes is dead. It is evident that
’Cause I’d bate to always be* tankin' n ’ ta' ' V1 ,
Rales are made to contain from 300 to they have not met yonder.’”
Drop
boys' mothers say they'd pound the „ ' . uJP™* t e trees thoroughly with 500 pounds, the average size being 350
—IN—
l'a|»er C'ar|»etH la Korea.
stuffin' out of them after 1 was gone
° n 001
sull’-iale* oue pounds. The bales must le made
Craw.
Heal
"Carpets in Korea are nut of as little
it tliey Jidu-t
Iw“'1 'Or’
-luare n„d smootli.
‘ When the fruit buds begin to swell,
moment as are carpets here. They are
J. I. Carson, Prothonotary. Washingc'ltherl'vit1h ?l‘e ama,e of <*>PPer Seven Bole* or irriK»iion.
handed down in families as heirlooms
owwtYsMACIV mass.
ton. Pa., rays. “I have found Kodol
, or 1 "* Bordeaux
1. The more cultivationthe less wa- from generation to generation to beWK peps a Cure an excellent remedy in
''e^or<-‘the first buds open repeat ter is required,
come darkened and subdued with age.
case of stomach trouble,and have’de- tlj<2. Irrigationfurrows should general- They are rugs always and arc* made of Delivered at Your
rived great benefit from it.- use." It 'Mien the bloom begins to shed. ly uot be over three Inches deep
paper by a peculiar process. In ap- --FREE!
digests what you eat and can not fail to spray with bordeaux
‘3. Do uot let the water lie around the pearancethey are much like the lactuie. L.
; In ten days or two weeks repeat the stems of plants.
20
ether
kiads
....... $15.00 op to $50.00
quered boxes which come from Japan
in. The No 19
latter.
J. Do not overirrigate.
Two thorough and which are so much used as hand- New Horn,- ti:i- i double Iced; a scier.l.iictreadle
AND ALL
W
lien
fruit
begins
to
color,
spray
motion
it
will
n-it
masyour
nek a he; Heel
Chicago’s registrationfor tin* April " 1,,'u t'UJt negms to color.
soaking- a month are usually suffi- kerchiefboxes." .-aid the old time
bearing; aut malic tension. Nothing like it; no
:e of Nt
New w,th t,ie C0PPer acetate solution.
cient.
election was 347.7S2. The vote
American consul in Korea "The na- ct!ie-r und just a; good. Costs no mere than an
York in the last election for mayor Repeat the latter in a week or ten
o. Do not water trees or vines when tives always take off their sandals old-fashionedmachine. It is tbegr at- H wonder
of the ab'e. See t!. No. Is New Home before you
days.
was o2<v>oG.
iu blossom, nor until the fruit has when they enter the house, and that bay any jther. Bak .ain Lis: Free.
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properly set.

An Aid lo nitrllnt-kM.
: One way iu which a gardener may
(gain a little advance in earlluess of
vegetables, especially of heat lovers
like beans, cucumbers and that class,

0. Irrigate preferably on cloudy days
or at night.

7. Do not apply water when the soil
is hot— Oceanside (Cal.) Rlade.

m

NV»* Stnntlurd lla.o Stacker.
shows a standard hay stack*
j er invented by ^ Coloradoman
which
i Is very simple in construction,strong
are strictly in it.
M/vk
and durable and has no castings. It is
i a combination of base frame, swinging
Wt* give it our persona! atderrick and stationary standard.The
tention and see that everv deKAHTH SHELTER FOR TENDER THINGS.
standard is the most novel feature
tail is carefully attended to*.
Is to build a soil shelter, as shown In
about this machine.
It serves to
short______ _________
______
the accompanying cut from Vick. This
en the draft nnd elevate the draw rope

We

We furnish

Till cut

in

of earth to the north or

stock

Best of livery in connection at
18 W. 9th

1

|

ing taken not to have the soil fall over
too deeply.

und oevur the seed

^bl7ubrokS:1t‘if Iv/ut?
many

|

& SON.

j

|

Wagons and Buggies
Whips, Harness,
Blankets and Varnishes.
Are always on sale at the lowwagon shop and

est prices at the

carriage

STANDARD HAY STACKER.

j
1

”

b

WHEN

; 4.M ^n^'learoinTtrbean eleetri-

horse does the elevating. It

is

d

TAKKEN.

"Well,’’ answered the literary editor,
EAST EIGHTH STREET,
with a yawn, "the Ten Commandments
j written in a circle of the size of a silver
N. B —Though prices have advanced lately. I will sell at the same prices as
quarter is about as line as any I have before. Several Second-HandBuggies on hand.
1

|

claimed dan

g

|

1

STRONG

^

AGAIN!

IN

DOUBT, TRY

^

7>.cy hare itood the te« of years.
, ail'd Ii ave cured ttiouvand*
of
.ca-y* of Nervous Diseases, such
las Debility,Dizziness.Sleepless*
Fness and \ ancocele, Atrophy, &c.
They dear the brain, strengthen
the circubtioo, make digestion

vigor to the whole beinj.All drains and losses are checkedptmuntnily. ^L'nletspatients
are properly cured, their condition often worries them into Insanity. Consumption or Death,
'.laded sealed. Price $t per box; 6 boxes, v th i- i<!a.J’»?al cuaranteetoci-e or refund the
mo^ey.ls.oo. Send lorfrce
Address. PEAL MEOlCIXE CC.. Cieselaad. 0.

•

book.

FOR SALE IN
i

emporium of

H.

fl

!

alfalfa.

Road \Yagons
and Farm Wagons.

Flap Writing.
‘‘By the way, N’aggus,” asked Borns,
who was lounging in the office of the
literary editor, “what do you consider
the finest piece of writing iu exist-

Invention
luvuuuou Will
will UO
do an equal | ‘•Well.
“Well I Kimnns*
suppose Iia
1m? knows
L*nm
pretty
I cr1op Ilp°”
if not wa,er Hoak* i amount of work in less than one-fourth ' trell wliat to do by this time
I C.L Suffldem moltture It, tlie foil U . the time required h.r tlie eld
...... ..
. »oU
he lenV mIMhroueliret
the «e coudltlou Indlspetueble to » rleke. Its rapacity I. estimated at learnln- the th nsa he mu.ta t do”good crop of
,rom r0 10 J00 toU8 .
™ns8 ^ mus,n 1 a°-

“

!

ence?"

plant.
.
“***
,)oor

varieties of soil as auy other col-

tirated

JJJMILII

,

give remunerative returns upon as

I

KI\Ei: sTllELT, HOLLAND.

of the proposed fortification.In such
a fortification tin* balls from the enemy’s guns sink without doing damage,
and shells explode harmh^sly.

The finest assortment of The Ideal ConditionTor Alfalfa.
The Ideal conditionsof soil and moisCaskets, Robes, etc., from the
cheapest to the higher grades, ture for the growth of the plant are
found, according to G. I,. Clothier of
at prices that are right.
Kansas, iu the valleys of streams
where sheet water is obtained at the
ServicesPrompt and Courteous.
depth of 20 feet or less and where the
the “New Brick,” No.
street. Both phones.

Earth Pitrllllentioii*.
Military engineers are practically
agreed that no material for fort fleatious is superior to earth. When clay
obtainable. as on the seubborc,
is not
uot obtainable,
snud is collectedInto bags, and these

MEYER
Two-Seated Surries,

windward side
You with our own hearse, of the row as protection on tiic one
hand from raw winds and on the other
carriages, chairs and all other
to catch the sun heut. The row can Is?
equipments.
thrown up with a small plow, care be-

We carry

.Musical Merchandise.

fact accounts largely for the lohg life
of the rugs. When I was there, however, I shocked the feelingsof every
one by wearing my shoes, carpets or
no carjKts.and during my stay I completely wore out some of those beautiful dark colored carpet-. They are
about a quarter of an inch iu thickness
and very effective."

HOLLAND BY HEBEB

WALSH

*

\

Ottawa County

Times.

Com

reasonthat the sureties arc Insufficient and that
granted.

lorncuL-l
in uu Connell.

We Stand

therefor licenses be nut

Third. That the bonds of Ferguson ami Ferguson In- not approved by rea»on of Insufficient
APRIL 27, 1900.
sureties on their bond, and that for that reason
ment and waa calledto order by the mayor.
and for the further reason that the place where
Present— Mayor liruxae,Alda. Ward, Klela,
DEBOCKATIC STATE CONVENTION. Piteuian, Hole, Spriewma. Luldeu*. Van I’utteu, they desire to keep a saloon is in n part of the
city occupied almost entirely by residence*.Is
Next Tuesday the Democratic State HaiM-rmann, Weathoek and the city clerk.
far away from the center of the city, and would
The readingof mlnutti and the regularorder
convention will meet at Port Huron.
make violations of the law easy by reason of the
of.t»u»lneMwaa auapended.
The fare from here and return is W.72. II. 1>. Keppe! |>clltloncd for permission to place inaoimyoi
inability of me
(he city ponce
policeomcersio
officers to ue
be at Ihat
Delegates can leave Grand Rapids at buildingmaterialofi Twelfth at reel adjacent to pan of the city a* much a» would be requiredj
if a shIooii was there situated, and that for the
«:50 a. m. and arrive at Port Huron at neat fc of lot 8. block 51.
further reason tim aii the inhabitant*,
without (|^e t() t]le
Granted, aiitijectto ordinance.
noon, or can leave Grand Rapids at 3:27
Mr*. Ida Kronemeyer petitioned for a cement
p. m., arriving at Port Huron at 9:30
iddewalk adjacentto her propertyon River *trect

*
*

Holland. Mich.,April Si, 1900.

The common council met pnituant to adjourn-

|

ina;

The only store

|

?i*

Alone.

.....

,

in the city that sells

,

4.

Dry Goods, Clothing and Shoes,

.

.

t

^

and keeps
«

p

.

complete stock of each. Our successful handling of these three lines or goods

Grand Rapids at
7:20 p. m., arriving at Port Huron at
midnight. For those who wish to at*
tend the Mohawk banquet at Detroit,
p. m., or can leave

they can return by way
16 for the round trip.

-

between Thirteenthand Fourteenth street*.
Granted, and the city surveyor Inatructedto

Fourth. That the bond offered by John II.
Van Zee be not approvedfor the reason Hint
gi\e line and level* for sidewalk.
Oorneilua Dosker petitionedfor permission to the sureties thereon are Insufficient: that no
license be granted to the said John li. Van Zee
repair the building on River street known as 21*
to keep SAaloon at No. 6 We*t Eighth street, a*
of Detroit for River street.
prayed for by him, for the reason that he ha*
—Petition tiled.
not presentedsufficient boudsi* provided for t>y
SupervisorDykema requestedassistance.

Geo. P. Hummer and W. F. MeGranted, and supervisorInstructedto procure
Knight are both candidatesfor delegate an assistantat the rate of 12.00 per day, ten
at large. Mr. McKnight will have a hour* being considered a day's work.

he made

down. Here

contributed liberally to the campaign

J. G.
H. J.

Van

i

'oimuittec

on License-

Adoptedand recommendation*ordered car-

ficient companies.

out.

rl< <t

pains taking and valuable work |»erformed
past and that they too bo relieved from

DEMOCRATIC COUNTY CONVENTION. in the

further duty from and after May 1st, ll«W.
At the Democratic county convention
3rd. That the committee on tire department he
last Monday Geo. P. Hummer was made ami hereby are authorized and Instructed to
chairmanand D. R. Waters, secretary. transfer to engine house No. 1 such part of the
Business was gone through with hur- furnitureand equipment* of engine house No. 2
riedly. Mr. Waters presentedthe fola* they may deem advisable,and to dispose of
lowing resolutions:
the balanceon the best possibleterm*.
We reaffirm and readopt the Demo- 4th. That the committee on tire department be
cratic platform adopted in Chicago in and hereby are instructedto devise ways ami
1899. including particularlyits plank means to Improve and make more efficient Hose
on bi-metallismand we hereby instruct Company No. 1 and the apparatus locatedat enour delegates to the state convention
gine house No. 1.
to use their votes and influence for the
Aid. Ward moved to amend said resolutionso
selectionof delegates to the national as to refer the entire matter to a committeeof
conventioncalled to meet in Kansas three to t»e appointedby the mayor, such comCity, July 4th next, who will loyally
mittee to aet with the chief of the tire departfavor the ‘renominationof Wm. J. Bryan
ment.
of Nebraska for president.
said amendment did not prevail.
We point to the criminal docket of Theqnestion then recurringupon the original
Ingham county as a proof of the shame- motion, said motion prevailedby yea* and nays
ful results of the Republican methods
a* follows:
and tendencies in Michigan and pledge
Yeas:— Aids. Klleman, Hole. Sprletsma. Van
ourselves to do all in our power for
I’utten. llabermaiin.Weithoek, C.
such reforms as will reduce and equalNay*:— Aids. Ward, Kiel*, hidden*,.t.
ize taxes, stop the increaseot offices
The clerk reportedthe follow ing bonds:
and purify the state government.
Treasurer—Gerrlt Wilterdink a* principaland
We believe the pledge made to the
W. ll. Reach, CorneliusVer Schtire,I*. II. Meworld regarding Cuba in our declaraRride, John C. Post and 1). H. K. Van Raalteas
tion of war against Spain should be
sureties.
lived up to in good faith and applied
Marshal— Henry J. Dykhuis a* principal, and
in all strictnessand honesty to the R. I). Keppel and A. H. Meyer* a' sureties.
Philipinesas an indisputableinference Constable— First ward. Simon Roos a- princifrom that declaration.
pal. and IS. I). Keppel and Jacob I.okkcr as sureWe believe with Senator Hoar that ties.
the ship of state should be sailed in the
Constable— Second ward, Henry J. Dykhuis as
old channels, guarded off the old rocks
principal, and !.. K. Van Drezcr and A. B. Boslaid down in the old charts by followman as sureties.
ing the old sailing orders obeyed by all
Constable— Third ward, GerritVan Haaften athe old captains of other days, and that
principal,and Jacob hokker and Edward Vanour bearings as of old should be taken
pell a* sureties.
jrom the north star of the constitution
Constable— Fourth ward, John F. Van Anrooy
and not from the meteoric light of emas principal, and John Nit- and A. R. Bosnian

We

declare our unalterabledevotion

to the noble teachings of the immortal
Declaration of Independence and Washington's affectionateand wise farewell

address.
Consistent with all its past record in
the days when Poland, Greece, Hungary South America were struggling
for independence and liberty, the Democratic party most sincerelyextends its
hearty sympathies to the brave men in
South Africa who are resisting with
their lives, their fortunes and sacred
honor, the tyranny of Great Britain.
The Boers of South Africa are the sons
of liberty of today as were our fathers
in 1770 and because of this precious
nolitical ancestry of ours that peculiarly attaches us to the Boers. We are
constrained to acknowledgethe ties of
consanguinity stronger than the blood
of a racial descent.
We favor liberal laws and their fair
administration favorable to all disabled
soldiers and sailors.
We favor the adoption of an amendment to the constitutionmaking senator* elective by a direct vote of the
people.
We favor an income tax and believe
a law for imposing it can be drawn conformably to the constitution,but if not
an amendment to the constitution in
that regard should be made.
We are in favor of maintainingthe
Monroe doctrine and oppose the constructionof a ship canal across Nicaragua under the terms of the PauncefoteHay treaty.
We favor getting as close to the people as possible in important affairsof
governmentand to that end would have
Michigan adopt the initiativeand re-

come

the better your choice.

Shoes.

Clothing.

Cropon Dress Goods,

,

f

.

{

We

ANNUAL ELECTION.

j

* j
Constable— Fifth ward. Nicholas Jonker as
principal,ami John Dc .lough and Louis De
Kraker as sureties.
Druggists'llonds-Hebcr Walsh a» principal,
ami Walter C. Walsh and C. J. DeRoo a* sureties.
Anna It, Kramer as principal, and John Kramer and Edward Vaupel! as sureties.
Henry Kremersas principal, and B. J. DeVries
and G. J. Diekema«' sureties.
CorneliusDe Free u* principal,and C. -I. De

duA

do more

m.

Boston Store.

E. Z. Waists for children at

G. Van

HOLLAND. MICH.

I’utten'*.

FURNITURE

“Dutch Uncle’?
RIDING CULTIVATOR

sureties.

Closing
To make room

-Out

for extensive repairs and

in the interior of

my

Sale!
improvements

store, I will close out at strictly

Roo and A. R. Ro*man as sureties.
Sue A. Martin as principal, ami C. Ver Schtire
and J. C. Post a« sureties.
Bonds and sureties approved.
The clerk presentedthe foUowiug applications

COST PRICES

saloon-keeper's
license*, and liquor dealers'

for

and saloon-keepers'
bonds
Peter Drown, E. F. Sutton, C. Rlom Sr., John
H. Van Zee. M. Seery, David lilom. Mary A

-ALL-

Rider. I H. Selby.N.liofsteengcand Abel .lupin-

Bedroom Suites, BookCases, Chiffoniers and

:

Albert K and David W. Ferguscn.
saloon-keepers and liquor dealer' bond* U'

ga.

follows:
Peter Drown us principal, and H. Roone and

Lace Curtains and Draperies.

Purdy as sureties.
Hofstccnga a JapJnga as principals,ami J.

J. H.

All other goods at reduced prices.

Kulte Sr., and J. Van Dyk as sureties
K. F. Sutton as principal, and Otto Rreymau
and Cornelius Rlom Sr. as sureties

and

Cornelius Rlom Sr. as principal,

DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY.
F.

Sutton and Cornelius Rlom Jr. as surctler.
John H. Van Zee as principal, aud C. Rlom Sr.

REIDSEMA

and 0. Rlom Jr. as sureties.
Mary A. Ryder a* principal, and 11 Roone and
Peter Drown us sureties.
M.. Seery as principal, ami Anton Seif and F.
Me:

/

a* sureties.

David Rlom and Edward Rertsch u» principals. and Jan Van Dyk and John Hummel as
sureties.

.lame* H. Selby as principal,and Fillmore
Rird

A. K. and D. W. Fergusonas principals, and
trusts, believing Jacob Unite and A. M. Japingu as sureties.
that they displace fair and healthful Referredto the committee on licenses with in
competitionin trade and substitute st ructionsto report Thursday, April 26, 1900,at
7:3d

p. ni.

The council adjourned
1900,at 7:30 p.

m.

till

EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND.

j

EYES TESTED FREE.

and F. J. Metz as sureties.

ferendum.
We are opposed to

monopoliesthat threaten the general
welfare and free institutionswith all

you

|

j

us

allotted any space in

wo can safely guarantee a perfect lit, Ladies’ Fine Shoes, sizes only from
44 inches wide,
2J to 41, values as high as $2.50,
and a suit that will hold its shape.
worth *1.50 to $2.25 a yard, your
specialprice per pair .......... S9c
choice at our special price, per
| Men’s Blue Sergo Suits, all wool,
Ladies'
Fine Shoes, latest shape
yard ........................... $1 lo
guaranteednot to fade, made up
lace or button,tan or black, worth
Figured Dress Goods, values 30c
in the very latest way, lined with
$2.00 special price .............. $13!)
and 35c per yard, 30 and 42 inches
extra fioeitalianlining, some are
count of the insufficiency of one of the bondsMen’s Fine Shoes, lace or congress,
wide,
special
price
per
yard
.....
22c
half lined with the serge goods,
men and on account of remonstrance made by
worth $1.50 special price, per
extra $12.00 values. Our special _ _
the atopic living In the vicinity.
1 'creates, fast colors, 30 inches wide,
pair ............... ............ 1 19
price .................
......... $7 75
this season’slatest patterns,spe- ^
Adopted and recommendationsordered carMen’s tine kid leather shoes, tan or
ried out.
cial per yard ...... ............. 7^c i Men's light color suits, very latest
black, latest shape, worth $2.50,
Adjourned.
Lawns, light colors, special per
makes with double breasted vests
Wm. O. Van Eyck, City Clerk.
special price per pair ........... 1 95
worth $12 00, special price ...... 9 45,
yard .................... .......
Misses'tan or black shoes, tine kid
Royal Blue Tomatoes, none better. Summer Corsets, extra values, spe*
1 Men's fine black Clay Worsted Suits
leather worth $1.25, special price
Try them. WILL BOTSFORD & Co.
cial price ..... .................
worth $12.00, special price ...... 9 251
Ladies* Oxfords,kid leather, tan
Ladies’ Skirts, tailor made, ready
Men's All Wool Suits, extra good
or black, latest shapes, worth $1,
to wear.
just bought an
$9.00 and 87.25 values, special
special price ....................75c
agent's sample line and have
price ...........................
4 85
A complete line of Ladies' and
marked them at nearly half the
Children'sSuits, ages 19 and down
Public School*of the City of Holland,
Gent’s Shoes, prices range down
actual worth, values are $1.50 up
to 3 years old, prices range from
to $10.00, our special prices are
from ............................
4 00
The annual election of School Trust$5.00 down to ..................09c
down from $5.50 to ............. 89c
ees for the school district, known as
| Boys Suits ages 14 to 19, range of
the “Public Schools of the City of Hoi- Tailor-made Suits and Spring
prices $9.50 down to ............ 1 98
Money spent in this will
land," will be held on Tuesday.May 1, Jackets at special bargain prices.
i Men’s Hats, extra qualities, at 39c
1900. at Lyceum Opera House in ‘the pulley Belts, extra value, special
45c and 50c.
than double
city of Holland.The Polls will be open price ...........................19c
J
i Men's Caps, special prices on the
from 2 o'clockto 8 o'clockp.
Ladies' Shirt Waists, newest makes
for
you.
At said election there are to be $1.50 and down to ...............45c latest shapes, 19c. 25c, 39c, 45, and 50c
elected three trustees for the term of
three years, in the places of P. H. Me
Bride, Germ W. Mokma and B. Steketee. whose terms of office expire
The question of free text books will
also be submitted to the voters.
Dated, Holland, Mich., April 12, 1900.
G. J. Van Duren,
Sec'y of Board of Education.

j

pire.

Goods must

If you pay as you go you will save
The choice wt give you in Men's The makes and wearing qualities of
money by supplying your wants from Suits cun not be surpasscil. The latest the shoes wo sell is the foundation of
this store. We give you the same colors, newest cuts, and the best work- our large shoe trade: that is why we
qualities at a lower price, or better manship and materials are comprised continue to handle the same makes
qualities for the same price than any
from year to year.
in our suits. With those advantages*
other store.

Putteii.

Luldeus.
.lame* Kole.

can do more to extinguish a lire than two Inef-

their

and the

why we prosper and our trade increases, while others fall

Dry Goods.

Therefore resolved,That thedrivernt engine
On motion of Aid. Hitbcrmnn the council took
and worked for the cause, whereas Mr. house No. 2 I*- permanently relievedfrom fur- a recce* of live minutes.
McKnight did not contribute a dollar. ther duty from ami after May l*t, UMh,
After receu, the committee on licenses,to
Ottawa county should send a full dele- 2nd. That the clerk be authorizedto extend to whom had been referredthe new IniuiIm of Algation to the State convention and sup- the membersof Columbia Hose Company No. 2. bert E. Ferguson, reported recommendingthat
the appreciation of the common council for said FergusonIs- not granted a license on acport Mr. Hummer.

_

line,

are a few extra special good saving opportunities that you should share

in: the earlier

would

Hummer has

is

be

to

,

each

the application1* unsuitablefora saloon
and that the buildingis so arranged a* to render

and two separate amt distincthose companies
slate him as delegate to the National aud two drivers one at each engine house,and
convention, a propositionwhich they whereas, in case of tire one efficient department

indignantly refused. Mr.

commendable material and make

this Store. That

Detroit

to throw the silver people if they

in

extraordinary qualities and makes of goods, which we only handle.

be of

Ry Aid. Sprletsma.
Whereas,the experience of the past few violation of the law ea*y as ha* been 'atisfacmonths has shown that it i' unnecessary and torlly shown to the general public In the past.
a propositionto the opposition
All of which Is respectfullysubmitted.
useless to continue to have two tire equipment*

ago at

we are constantly giving the people

tied In

rocky road to travel, as good authority
says, that four years

exceptional values

is

Thursday,April

FIT

..OOM PAUL..
It is

GUARANTEED. PRICES RIGHT.

A good cultivator helps to

\ Don’t Leave Town
.SCO
4

4
4
7

:|o

Before you’ve been in our store. No matter whether you buy -j- m
or not; you’re just as welcome. At the same time we will 7 >
gladly show you anything that might possibly interest
^ ^

etc.

»

you.

Drugs.

4
4

other.

sticks.
finishes

5

too. Corn is a gfood crop.
make Rood corn. The “Dutch Uncle*’

“Dutch Uncle, ’ and

good one,

a

gangs are operated without levers.

the insidiousand fatal dangers that attend great aggregations of wealth.
Holland, Midi.. Apr. 26, 1900.
We denouncethe Overstreetbillon The common councilmet pursuantto adjournfinance that has for its objects the re- ment and was called to order by the mayor.
Our large ami well selected st4»ck of Fare
7 n
tirement of the greenback, the perpePresent.—Mayor Rrus-e, Aid-. Ward, Kids,
Our complete line of Sundries, including everythingfor the 4 >
tuity of the bonded debt, the continu- Flieman. Kole, Sprletsma.Luldens,Van Putten,
4 babies, such as rubber nipples,teething rings, complete nurs- 7 H
ance and employment of the National Habermann,Klkseu. Westhoekand the clerk
^ ers,
4 ?
bank system and the establishment in
The reading of minute* and the regularorder
'As
fine
and
well
selected
a
line
of
Hair,
Cloth
and
Until
m
this country of gold monometalisra thus of businesswas suspended.
4 Brushes as you see in any first-class drug store and at prices 4
assistingEngland to prevent bi-metal- L. E. Van Drezer and 13 others remonstrated
4 that will surprise you.
ism in all parts of the civilized world.
againstgranting a license for an additionalsaAnd what ought to interest everybody at this time of year is
Recognizing the important and influ- loon in block 37.
ential service rendered by the Hon.
Referred to the committeeon licenses.
4 Faints, Varnishes and Wall Finishes.
Geo. P. Hummer during the campaign
The clerk reported saloon-keeper's
and liquor
!
It is always a pleasure to have and sell the BEST— Heath A 4 m
of 1899 in behalf of the Democratic par- dealer'*bonds of a. E. Ferguson a* principal
jr Milliiran’* Frepared Faints, the Shnulard Mixed Points of 4 to
ty. and knowing his faithfulnessto true and Jacob Kulte, Sr., and Tiemmen Siagh as
./Immca— cheapest because: First, Can be reduced 25 per cent 4
democracy,we hereby ask of the state sureties.
q 7 with oil. Second, Goes farther. Third, Lasts longer. Fourth, 4
conventionthat he be chosen one of the Referred to the committee on licenses.
uj 4 Looks better, because brighter than any
4
delegates at large trom Michigan to
The committee on licensesto whom had been
Use
“t'reolite”
Floor
Faint—
dries
over
night
—
your
money
7 £
the national convention, and the dele- referred the applicationsfor saloon license* and
back if it
^
gates selected here today to attend the the severalbonds, reported us follows:
Our “Railway'’ White Lead— best on earth— cheapestbecause
state convention are hereby instructed To the Honorable, the Mayor and the Common
uj -y
to present Mr. Hummer's name for suel*
can take 33 per cent more oil than any other brand.
Council of the City of Holland.
delegate.
Gentlemen:—
“Alnhnstine"Wall Finish— does not peel off like other cheap -j
The electionof delegates to the state We. your committee on licenses, to whom were
1;
4
convention was at once proceeded with referredthe diiTurentapplicationsfor saloon
Full line of i’aint Brushes— all kinds— all
4
and the following were elected:
licenses and the bonds presented for keeping saInspect our goods before you buy
4
James II. Crofoot— Jamestown.
loons In the City of Holland, would respectfully
Geo. P. Hummer- Holland.
report that they have carefully considered said
M. G. Wanting— Holland.
applicationsand have investigated
the suretle*
^
P. J. Danhof— Grand Haven.
on the different bonds offered and would recomD. O. Watson— Grand Haven.
mend:
ZEELAND,
4
First. That the applicationsfor licensesfor
Wm. O. Van Eyck— Holland.
D. R. Waters— Spring Lake.
keeping saloon at the places set forth in the different applications
of the following jtersons be
Isaac Goldman Holland.
HEATH & MILLIGAN’S PREPARED PAINTS. ALL COLORS.
Thos. Van Eenenaam Zeeland.
granted,and the bonds approved.
1, Mary A. Rider: 2. Peter Drown; 3, Michcal
John S. Masterson—Tallrnadge.
Seery: 4. Exavior F. Sutton: 5, David Dlom and
Wm. H. Harrison— Chester.
Edward T. Rertsch;0, CorneliusDlom Sr.
Dirk Miedema-Holland town.
For the best canned and bottledgoods
Pure Teas, Coffees and spices at DotsSecond. That the bonds of James Selby and of
Henry Klein— Holland.
call on Botsford & Co.
Conventionthen adjourned.
Hofsteenge and Japing&benotapproved for the ford & Co’s.
26,

a'

prices.

elsewhere.

KRUIF
4 DRUGGIST,

It is

made

to

cultivate

C(|kN

not to stand at the ends of the row’s while you are workings levers.

We guarantee it

We

to beat

them

all.

are agents for the Osborne Lever Harrow, the only

harrow that

will do

good work

No. DO Steel Beam Plow,

in all kinds

steel

of ground, and Oliver

which is guaranteed to do

better work

than any other plow you can buy.

VAN RAALTE.

B.

Corner River and Ninth, Holland.

WM. D. R0TTSCHAEFER,
HI East 13th Street,

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Estimates given on

all

work.

me know as

If

you are thinking of building, let

I can save

you

money.

51-

A. DE

MICH.

Are Yon Looking for

it

Fur 111?

FOK SALK.
Call at the house of the undersigned,

,

No. 90 West 7th street, Holland, Mich. 80 acre farm, 9 miles from Holland,
Ue can sell you a 40 aero farm with a wilh :| ff°od buildings, 2 houses and
good house and barn and it young orch- barD- good orchard etc. For further
a rd on it. 20 acres, black soil, adapted : Information enquire,
for celery
J. S. DOGGER.

growing.
H.

j

Kammeraad. I

Feb. 22,

*

'00.

Holland,Mich.

.1

f

|Beanthe
O
lb.
Co.

Keystone Unking Powder, gmiran*
teed to give sutUfuotlon,25c
Will liOTSi’oitD&
-----

-------

Get 84 00 worth of Shoes for 25o. For
particularssee M. Notier, 200, Uiver,

Alberti

&

_>*Th0

KinlJ

You

Haw Always Bought

BigMtnro

OTTAWA COUNTY.

of

j

VRIRSLAND.
The Grammar and Primary Depart

“Gobbo!!!M

raents of our school,are pro paring fora

Dykstra

programme on Arbor Day, April 27.
Trees will also bo planted upon the

Bargains!

UNDERTAKERS and

Bargains!

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
of the real estate season, I offer choice

lowing bargains
5 Lots in Holland City

for

10 choice Lots in Holland
These are
I

prompt attention

have Houses and

fol-

:

for

................

500

1500

....................

for

Bargains and are offered for

THINK OF THIS!

15 days only.

Call on or write to

26 East Eighth Street,Holland.

ring.

J.

lOtt

C. POST, Holland, Mich.

McOMBBR

F1.

WILL GIVE

'

Miss Catherine E. Zalusky,of Holland, entertained Miss Anna Tunis of
this place, over Easter.
Miss Gertie Veldtnun, of Grand Rapids. is the guest of her cousins,the Misses Cornelia and Gertie Van der Meer.

Ateofutefy

A public auction is to be held at the
home of Mrs. H. Vogel on Thursday,

Pure •PoWb£/$

April 2«>. Mrs. Vogel expects to make
her home with her children, Mr. and
Lots for sale at prices from $525 to 81500. Mis. J. M. Van Zoeren, at Zeeland, for
the present,and Will intends to leave
50 feet of frontage on Eighth street, with for Grand Rapids.

building,’for 81250.

Lady attendants.

DR.

all

of the

......................$250

5 better Lots in Holland City

Bell Phone 105—1

‘RoriiL.

Mrs. J. A. Van Zoeren of Grand Rapids, is visitingwith relatives and
friends.

Fo; the opening

Calls receive
night or day.

sohoolgVounds on that day.

Free Consultation and Examinations

Jake Vogel, of Grand Rapids, was
home Sunday.
Miss Lena Yonker attendedchurch
for the first time on Sunday last, since

ing

Miss Fannie and Mr. Henry Van de
Bunte, of Forest Grove, spent Sunday
with Marinus Van Zoeren and family.

impure ingredients are

inferior or

used in Royal

her severe illness of last winter.

its cost;

purpose of cheapen-

for the

only the most highly refined

and healthful.

Royal Baking Powder imparts

Mrs. B. Freriks, of Forest Grove,
brother Andrew Van Zoe-

visited her

peculiar sweetness, flavor

ren and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. John Borst have
their home in Beuverdam.
Mrs. D. Schermer has
a visit to Grand Rapids.

AT HIS NEXT REGULAR VISIT AT
at

HOTEL HOLLAND, HOLLAND, MICH.

No

made

and

that

delicacy

noticed in the finest cake, biscuit, rolls,

returned from

etc.,

which expert

unobtainable

Mr. and Mrs.Cor. Don Herder visited
Grand Rayids a few days.

pastry cooks declare

by the use of any

is

other

leavening agent.

Miss Lizzie Leenhouts,of Zeeland,
spent Sunday with S. Coburn and family.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, May
OFFICE HOURS. »

Dr.

TO

!> I1

YOU ARE AFFLICTED.

since the

last.
sick

lire.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

The mother of Mrs. C. Miles is very
low at present writing.

WOULDN’T

80 acres of land in this section: then

For thirty year* Ur. McOmber has been actively
enKagcd In s|>ecinlwork. From day to day hi*
enormousex|>6rleiice with patient*from every

11>

.

wonderfull skill in determining the nature and
cause of disease', as well as Increasinj: his vast
knowledge of methods, means, agents, remedic-

1 1

and new. discoveriesfor their alleviationami

1

cure.
That he cures the most obstinateand obscure
diseasesseemingly with the Ricatest ease, and
especiallyafter patientshad s|»-nt large sums of
money with physiciansof fame, Ms too apparent

1

the medicines taken, you do not
get well, or better. You do sometimes feel better, and then is when
the disease has only -‘backedup to
get a new start.” It is the

questioned.
Ladles in this city ami adjoining towns and

country, whose alillciioiu had baflled the skill of
good doctorsfor years, and when tbeirconditions
were worse than ever before, cannot understand
why their cases should havcliceu found by Dr.
McOmber sodiffercntthan they had alwav' sup-

Arc You Losing Flesh

And Strength,Growing Weak-

posed they were, and after so long a struggle
with other doctors,were so readily and quickly
cured by his advanced methods of treatment.

The same can be said of diseases of men;
young, middle aged and old. No matter of
bow long standing or with how many hitter
disappointments
you have met in the past,

er,

Suffering and Disease, and

and have a talk with !>r. McOmber.
is equally successful in the treatment of

Have

grow pale and thin, and sometimeswith but
littlewarningare firmly in the clutches of the

I

Mr. O. Broekbuis is going back to

.

his old place again.

.

Paul Tunis from Muskegon, has visited his brothers and sisters in Vriesland Noordeloos.
and South Drenthe.

to

Catarrh,

FAIN IN HACK AND SIDES

_

FLOUR AND

FF.KD.
Price to consumers

nvfHtavr
i.iustL..

;

Flour.-

;

"

i

.sunlight,patent. per baml

;

........

4

-M

I

|
rightly. J

CRISP.

RAVAGES

Regain Strength

OF

if>

evidently has the good of tile pupils ^
"Slfi™ dWlelseBorn to Mr. and Mrs. G. Timraer, a his centermost idea. His sped.-h to the Pricespaid by thei'nppon a Rertsrh I.eathc r (Jo
>-'•
son. It seems that Oakland wants some school was full of practical ideas if we No. i cured hide ..........................
hear
I "
.............................. 7‘i
more sugar beet workers.
lust week.

Weak,

Weak, Inflamed, Cataract

to

.

1
served. !!“••

1

low down, between the shoulders, Mr. and Mrs. J. Paul, from Holland,
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. J.
back of neck, top of head, forehead Farma.
cure.
Are you Troubled with
and temples; your appetiteis poor,
Delays are dangerous.Do not say: ‘M wil
Friends of John J: Hulst are helping
wait until he comes again.” but go now and
Deafness. Hard of Hearing, bowels constipated, and you may him considerably to tools and money.
get his opinion free of charge before it is too
Ringing Noises in the Held be bm-d of hearing or have noises His property was all destroyed by fire.
late. lie has cured thousands who had suffered
The loss was heavy.
in head and ears, eyesight becoming
exactly as you do.
and Ears?
Mr. J. Masselink,our teacher, has
dim, losing flesh and strength, you
left for New Jersey where he will teach
get tired easily and at times feel a Dutch school. We wish him success
•‘worn out," all caused from the in his new held of labor.
Have
You
Sore
Eyes,
are
destructive

How

Chickens, dressed,per lb .............. to 10
Chickens, live, perlb .................
....t07«
9
Spring Chickens live ....... . .......
Tallow, per lb .............. ......
! Lard, per lb ............. ............... .. 8
Uecf.uresH'd.perlb............. .... SlO 6
Pork, dre*sed.nerlb ..............
i Mutton, dressefl, perlb ..............
*1 to. 07
Veal, per lb ..........................
to P.' ;
’ j Lamb ............................

list.

[

sumption?

dreaded disease comsumption, liml in l>r. McOmber's system of treatments a quick and happy

on the sick

Flour‘“ Daisy.” straight, perbarrel..........^ s)
Grand tapids lately.
Ground Feed :l per hundred, M) 00 pet ton.
tion. pain and suffering. The disMr. M. Tunis bought a horse of Mr.
Prof. McDonald, of Allegan, dropped <*”> Meal, unbolted,pet hundred. per
tress, though the cause may have G. Van Rbee.
in on the school in No. 1 and Thurs- j j?0nruM(,Hl 0(lllea ;! ,,tr urrei.
Mrs. J. Farina and son Henry visited day, and seemed well pleased with the I Middlings ^) per hundred i«ooperton.
originatedin the head, may be in
labors of both teachers and pupils He j |{rMU Ki per hundred, oupertou
the lungs, stomach, liver, kidneys, her brother Mr. Dalraan in Beuverdam

Asthma, Bron- bladder, womb, rectum or
where. You have
chitis, or a tendency to ConFrom

is

GERMS OF CATARRH

You Failed to Get Relief or flammation that produces ulcera-

Are You Suffering

Chronic Diseases of Children.Girls, entering
womanhood, who from abnormal condition'

Mrs. Broekbuis

John Boeskooi the, sausage peddler
from Grand Rapids, is staying with his
lurking in your system, destroying brother Roelof at present.*
cake was
tissue, increasing irritation and inMaggie Schut enjoyed a pleasant trip
I'OISONOUS

Getting Pale and Thin from

Cure?

He

Why You

. .

j

to be

go

PORT SHELDON.
look like spring at
Mr. P. Peterson lias been very

A while ago the Bozen Bros, bought
ALLEGAN COUNTY.
LOCAL MARKETS.
A.
YOU?
FILLMORE.
I'riccol’MldIn F irnifr*.
Kleyn bought 40 acres of Chris Cook,
product:.
Fannie Drost visited relatives
You are not exactly sure of the and now Mart Anys has bought 80 acres.
....... 15
Hotter, per
.........................
...... I»
Kick*, per iloj ..........................
cause of your weakness, affliction These young men believe in getting a West Olive.
... . 07
Dried Apples, peril) ..................
Mrs. II. K lorn pare ns who has b
or decline, but stop and think! home before they take a wife.
Potatoes,tier bo .................. . .. . ... :w
Charley Anys and family spent Sun- seriouslyill is improvingnicely.
. 1.50
Reims, hand picked, per bo ..........
Have you not, sometime in the past
Onions ...............................
.... -M
day with their mother.
Winter.!
pples—Kood
............
...
1.00
suffered from
Mrs. Wm. Bourton and Mrs. B. RynGRAIN.
CAT A HR A I. IXFLA M M A TION
hardt. of Holland, were here Sunday. home last week Tuesday evening.
, Wheat, per bu .................. ....... 70
1 Oats, per bu. white .......... ....... i‘> an
— perhaps in the nose, throat or Mrs. Bourton is spending a few weeks
Ruck wheat per Ho ...... ................. rn
with her daughter, Mrs. C. B. Cook.
... 43
Com, per bo .....................
air passages, and afterwardsfelt
for
the
summer.
..... 60
Harley,per mo .........................
The boys are beginning to enjoy
..... .V)
distress in parts of your system themselves catching fish.
Rye. per bu ..........................
Clover Seed, perbu ....................
you knew to he weak? And you
Timothy seed, per bu. (to consumers) ..... 1 MJ
PARMA’S
CORNERS.
in
the
Dist.
No.
1
school
house.
On
acare still wondering why, from all
HUFF. PORK, KJ'C.
YOU’D LIKE TO GET WELL,

Fail.

state In thi» country, and many from other
countries, and with every varietyof chronic
maladies has constantly milled to his

f

3.

It begins to

McOmbcr Cures
Where Others

f

A. M.

2, and

1,

Alum is used in making cheap baking powders. If
you want to know the efiect of alum upon the
tender liningsof the stomach, touch n piece to
your tongue. You can raise biscuit with alum
baking (Kiwder,bur at what a cost to health !

The new fence surrounding the
church premises, is nearly completed.

CATARRH.

over!
Sunday.
erect
Minnie Dangreraondwas home

wood.

Prices

paid to Farmers.

F. Klumper, Sr., is preparing to
m.'SISIS
more modern
Green teach, from .................. n.ioto 1.6''
Members of the delegation to Allegan
Proposals for Lumber.
did not meet the expected opposition:
Sealed proposals will be received by
hence, they came home happy.
The Timmerman house, east of Fil- the Common Council of the city of Holraore, was burned Tuesday, but the land. Michigan,at the office of the City
furniture was saved. Mrs. Hollar oc- Clerk of said city, until 7:H0 p. m. of
cupied the dwelling during the winter. Tuesday. May 1. 9(.H). for furnishing
and delivering to the city of Holland
Some expect that Prof. McClure will
for the ensuing year, lumber for city
speak here in the near future. An enpurposes at such times and in such
tertainment by W. H. Cooper is longed
quantities as may be ordered by the
for.
Street Commis!>iou**r.
Bids to specify
price on Xo. 1 white pine t'»:12crossMAY.
Wm. Oonk died Monday evening at walk timber, on sidewalk lumber six '>)
the age of 71 years. The funeral wa> feet and longer, and on hemlock side-

residence.

a

1

1

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Albert ArnolOther Growths ?
To get well the cause must be re- dink, a II pound boy.
and Health.
Mr. Roelf Rouwborst has rented the
moved and the damage to your system repaired. Your experiencesin house of P. M. Xienhuis and will take
If in poor health you arc weak, and the reason Is Your Blood Impure,
care of his sheep farm. The stock is
you are weak N because you are losing strengt h.
Have You Pimples on Face and thc Past have couvinoed you thor increasingand lie expect- many lambs
if half your strength Is gone you are half dead,
held yesterday from the house, Rev. Dr. walk stringers.
The Common Council reserves the
if three-fourths
gone you are three-fourthsdead,
Back and do You Suffer from oufl'1-v tll?.t
m-tMs tiiis summer.
John
Van der* Meulen officiating.He
and remedies employed will not do
Crisp creamery receives daily over was one of the oldest residents here and right to reject any and ail bids.
if all gone you are all dead. If you have a little
Now that you have an oppor- 9000 pounds of milk.
By order of the Common Council.
strength,that i' your foundation on which to
highly respected by all.
Wm. O Van Eyck,
build, and to regain strength, vigor, vitality,
Xienhuis Bros, will run a peddling The ChristianReformed Church of
tunity to consult.
City Clerk.
vital force and healing energy,is it not wise that
wagon next week.
Xykerk,
have
called
Rev.
Van
Ark
of
free of charge,
Dated, Holland. Mich., April 19, 1900.
you choose the best of methods or treatmentsat Are You
Jacob Van de Zwaag is gone to Fre- Borculo.
any cost to regain that which means a returnto
And
Like to Have The
!-rrealestspecialist that
visitahu would
wouiu You
iouMKeiona\e
edthi8gectionbeforej
you ever
ghould
act mont to look for work.
Rev. J. Keizer, of Graafschap.will
Proposals for City Printinghealth"'
H. Welling lias moved to Kalamazoo preach at Xykerk next
r. .
To increasestrength, give tone, vigor and vitalThem Made Straight in a Min-' wisely and promptly and take advan- with
his family. We* are sorry to see
ity once more to the system, the cause of your
Mrs.
Hutson
was
buried
Wednesday,
tl®
cJmminPCoSneil ul the city o^Hob
him go but wish him success.
ute Without Pain, Chloroform |
depletionand weakness must he determined and
Mr. Bctson is very
land, Mich., at the office of the City
Egbert Redder will work this sumremoved, and if this is not done and the proper
or
any other. It has cured thousands who
H
Clerk of said city, until :.'!0 o’clock p.
treatment employed to rebuild, enrich the blood,
had tried for years in vain for relief on- mer for Mannus Weener.
nourish,fil'd the nerves and repair damage to
ly to meet with bitter disappointment Ralph Prins i* again working for Mr.
The delegation ,e tin, Allegan Con. ir^H^ntin^o/ th^iu oMt"!:
|| diseased organs and tissuesthen all given Have You Any Disease
vent ton reported a warm time and
tb£ en6ui‘c vc.lr •
in findingtheir condition* worse than A. Timmer.
over to the chance* of life. Act wisely, go to
at the beginning.
Harm Arnoldink is busy delivering a "good man was elected as Chairman. The Common Council reserves the
one who lias had immense experience In the
For Which You Have Failed
his garden seeds.
Rev. Boer has accepted a call to Chi- right to reject any and all bid-.
HE CURES EVERY CASE
treatment of those who have suffered as you j,,
By order of the Common council.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Jan Ilassevoort, cago. He expects to move there about
to Find a Cure ?
and who now hle's the name of Dr. McOmber.
not beyond the reach of human skill a girl.
Wm. O. Van Eyck.
the middle of May.
and especiallydesiresto meet all who
City Clerk.
County
Commissioner,
McDonald,
of
Our
Farmers’
Club
will
have
a
meethave reached the bottom rouffd of the
Dated, Holland. Mich.. April 19, 1900.
Allegan,
visited
the
school
here
MonThen go to Dr. F. McOmber, one ladder of despair. Go and have a talk ing in districtXo. 9, one mile west
CROSS-EYES— STHAB1SM US
who understandsyour ease, one with him. It is a duty you owe to from Xienhuis Bros., on the 7th of May, day and reports very favorably.
Proposals for City Team Work.
Does more to mar the expression, who can cure you. and who will yourself, your family,your friends. Xo 1900, at 7 o'clock p. m.
O. Willyard, having exchanged his
Sealed proposals wiil be received by
Henry Redder is working a second property for a farm near Dunningville,
distort the features and make a treat you on terms so reasonable transactionof your life can be of greathas moved there, and Mr. Dunham is theCoiniuonCounciloftheCityofHofcountenance homely than can hard- you cannot afford to remain afflict- er importance than the recovery front year for Jack Mulder
again a resident of our
land, Mich., at office of the City Clerk
your present affliction.Do not delay and
J. Weersing is taking orders for nurly be realized. The sight of one
ed. Consultations and examinaRumor has it that Dr. Fisher mav '*! su|l1 clN ' V11,1,'1n clock p. m. of
sery stock.
BE SORRY WHEN TOO LATE.
eye becomes deficient if not nearly tions always free and confidential.
Farmers are getting busy preparing sell to Dr. Rigterink but no papers are J ucsda-v< rM,a.v \\ VM]' for doin£ th« city
drawn up as
team work for the ensuing year. Prices
blind. If both eyes are crossed Remember Hotel and dates.
Those cured by Dr. McOmber suf- to sow their oats.
, . .. to be given per load and per day: 4 loads
fered exactly as you do. They made
the vision is weak or near-sighted,
Mr. tales clo.-eethe work in the 0f p.(.uvei0f one ai;(j one-ha!f vards per
the same long, weary, expensive but
Spreads Like Wildfire.
become inflamed and irritated easihigh schoo room here Friday. It i0Iuli httulcd t0 the center of the city
HOTEL HOLLAND,
futile struggles for health that you
When things are "the best" they be- brings the close o his three years sue- and pr0perlv spreading same, toconly, eye-lids contract, eye balls conhave and their effortswere finally re- come ‘‘the best selling."Abraham
cessfui work as principal
stitute a day's work. Two teams to be
verge. By his painless, lightning Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
warded when they met Dr. McOmber. Hare, a leading druggist,of Belleville,
The gentleman who expected to find furnished when required,
He cured them. He can do as much O., writes: "Electric Bitters are the
method Dr. McOmber straightens
violators of the game law here Satur- The Common Council reserve- the
1, 2 and 3.
for you. He will be at Hotel Holland, bestselling bitters I have handled in
them in one minute. Xo chloroday came and left but found no fish but : right to reject any and all bids,
Holland. Mich., Tuesday, Wednesday 20 years. You know why? Most disform, no pain, no bandage.
By order of the Common Council.
and Thursday,May 1, 2 and
eases begin in disordersof the stomach,
Wm. O. Van Eyck,
The brick Company is now busy us
liver, kidneys, bowels, blood and nerves.
City Clerk.
usual, often finding some difficultyin;
ElectricBitters tones up the stomach,
Dated, Holland. Mich., April 19, 1900.
securing cars to ship its product.
RINGING NOISES IN THE THE DEAF
DISregulatesliver, kidneys and bowels,
TO
Mrs. H. J. Fisher is very low, caused
purifies the .blood, strengthens the
CHARGES.
BIDS WANTED.
By the only successful treatment. nerves, hence cures multitudes of mal- by cancer of the liver. Little hope of Sealed bids will be received for the
her
recovery
is
entertained.
cerInsidiously, but with positive '^re alarm bells announcing the
Entirely new and original methods, adies. It builds up the entire system.
c
construction of a brick and stone culBrower Bros. & Co. are now sending vert between Sections ' and 17 in the
certainty, the destruction of the tain approach of deafness. A con- discovered, invented, and known Puts new life and vigor into any* weak,
sickly,
rundown
man
or
woman.
Price
ear and deafness follows chronic stant buzzing, ringing, singing only to Dr. McOmber. who cures 90 50 cents. Sold by Heber Walsh, Hol- out a peddle- wagon. H. Xykerk pushes l(nvn8hipofOverr-’ Allegan County,
on the linos.
Mich. 3e pc rate Bids are required on
discharges of foul-smellingcorrup- noise in the head and ears is a posi- per cent, and benefits all, even af- land, and Van Br’ee .V Son. Zeeland.
GR
\XD
P
the material and labor, and all bids arc
tion that feeds from the internal tive indication that a disease has ter cases have been pronounced inSUNDAY
bo reClJ,vt,dbv Jj'hn KolU'n.OvcM'iscl,
FERTILIZER.
parts of the ear. These tender and been making progress that may, curable by specialists of great fame.
APKlf
Allegan Co., Mich., by May lo, 1900.
Farmers should now get their fertilieventually,
destroy
the
delicate
and
delicate parts, once bathed in this
It is the condition, not the years
Pere Marquetteirain will leave Hoi- £la"8 and^ieciffcations can be seen at
zer. 1 have the Northwestern and alfoul matter, soon ulcerate,slough intricate parts of the organ, and you have been deaf, that renders a so Swift’s, for corn and other crops, and land at 10:45 a. m. Leave Grand Rap- ^ law off}cc of Gc(\£" UoUen, Holland,
and run out. Go to Dr. McOmber, place it beyond repair. Heed the cure possible or impossible, a'nd Dr. also a special fertilizerfor sugar boots, ids at 0:30 and 1:50 p. m. Round trip ' 1 he tomrd reserves the rl&ht 10 rt!Ject
rate 50 cents. Bicycles
1 any or ail bids
a specialistwith great skill and warning and take action before it is McOmber can tell you in five min- it can be purchasedof me or from Bert
Ovcrisel Township Board.
Tinholt
at
Graafschap.
April 18. 1900. John Kollf.n, Sec.
ability, who always cures this too late. Dr. McOmber cures every utes whether your ease is curable
lliui't miss our premium offer of garB. J. Albers.
case not totally destroyed.
or not.
loathsome, dangerous malady.
Ovcrisel, Mich.
deu and field seeds.
Don't miss our premium seed offer.
|
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Rheumatism? jt
Crosi-Eyed,

the

1

,

Sunday.

Bandage?
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FOUL SMELLING
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BRONZE TURKEYS.

rJHifckfc
srwiifi

____
slkW

a

FARM,

_

^l•It^r'»S«d*

»rtW.vruW to Fr x^cf.

;:.Tro)

W

U:.

fllthloo l.attiir.
-M
' li*(ri>«lii«uabui!irlililc twurDftU;J.llrr' !•(,
MuU.mi.Wu., i;j list.
(,
h»1\v.r.- Mi'in brrra*l>>«>'A>bK>!<
S»'t«i lit
I WT %ct*.
*. If
Ifr7 .u
>u doubt,
(loubl.tl.'ll*
rr.f.vthru. H oalthbi
[ NO, 0C0 uc* tuitoiar.**,
Vn v »|j|xtl on UUI
.

ORCHARD
AND GARDEN.

10 DOLLARS WORTH FOR 10c.
M pt(i of ran farm BfU ?xli Bath, tho s-urrt
1 Can— Boalta.prtKlaalflfSMi'Kh. f<Miao!«wi •k«)

Il-'.uui

arn— «l>u>cuaitM4ta : r.
— tb< poab-rt(ra«a M M-’ b: lUUtr lift tc.
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LEAVING CHICAGO

Street. Fare,

uuenso Dock. .No. I Slate
U

. II.

IIKAI H. I'realdent. Holland,

one way, *> *&, rmm.l trip. W.f.0.berth Included.

Mich.

OHAS.

H.

HOPPER, G.

F.

A P. A., Chicane.
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Walsh-De Roo

l

|

!

MILLING

CO.

5

1

can always he relied upon to receive

C

;

[

-

.

J‘

in

!

!

*

"

Seed Store!
; NOW OPEN. i

all

J
t

wheat offered every business day

the year,

in

and to pay highest market

prices. Our record for the past 17

3

years proves

it.

..I

r"

.

each

j

i Walsh-De Roo

l0 ^ ^

month.

tn

^

1

Milling

Co

HOLLAND. MICH.

Building, River street, is now a
J? !*£!!:
pi'
conflSlng
ready fo:1 busincs.-. Nave on a ni iSS?
licence fof root crops, lias
nothin,, brood in
newh made flower gar- J j]ia„ occupations. The merchant,
baud a full line of Yegctab e
which will compare in point of econo- den.
a
j lawyer, doctor, mechanic ami fartm-r
and Field Seeds, such ns
my aud value as a succulent stock raa tion with the corn crop and the silo of A sheep rightfullynamed Judas Is- 1111''0 t'oulin,‘t,K,n,s,'lvt s cIos,‘1-vt0
carlot, which for many years had been ,,l!slurs’ , am! ,,ie l,oul,,-v ,,aist’r*
a America.
Clover. Timothy.
. ... ....
..
whetlier for fancy or market, mu.-t
used at otie.d the big Chicago s!augh.rV:rU,r, “f ,.ancy,0P ,;,5,rk‘;,• ,mi>t
a
Hungarian.
The wire fence has the advantageof ter houses to lead other sheep to the ] '“‘f "!a1 bUMI10i“f’ !U:t "ork t"1 ,'asines3l
; taking up a minimum of rimin and of daughter pen. went on a strike latelv ! pr,!“.
Millet, Redtop,
,
permitting the running of a fire along and as a result met his
‘ ; . \r;' M’* fro,,n , llT'° )',:^T,‘Ivn, fl'’c'ks of
Orchard-Grass. o the fence row to get rid of foul
> Birkeys un hens and one tutu in each

__

I

j
•

HOLLAND

Tuesday, Thunday, Saturday, 7 P.M.

acre.

"

!

MRU

'

bees.
----

-

XI* FAST ST KA

WILL LEAVE

"""

__ ___
week
l?,'.

A

“800 CITY”

-

---

I

LINE.*

l!*«0

Monday, Wedneidiy,Friday, • 8 P.M.

have found that 50 turkeys in a
or field are enough to do well.
| If you keep more than that together

'
"r '

------

farms.*»T ^

about ns stupid us n tnulo. I have nev-

,wl,'lvlor
ls v«T
:!*rt
"-•.•Hut n„.i
Dg l'i«ctieal faim tool for use on t.ie jjke
like lhat
that of
of tl,e
the trust
trust wIlicb
which Inanufac.
manufac- ^‘“'dher after they are about a inomh
large
fnr4,g
[old.
When
I
get
n
Hock
of
50, 1 start
vere and dangerous l••.•!•uIt.* of Ihroat
tures it.
another drove in another field. I M-t
and lung Iron bits. What shall you do?
i.o
The state of Iowa paid $1,000 for
The Australian wlient crop of this | four or five turkey hens and at the’
Go io
to u
a wanner
warmer auu
aud more regmar
regimu* eneli
mate? Yes, if possible: if not possible Polled Angus cow for the herd at the winter (their summer) Will only aver- ! same time give to chicken hens ns
for
for you.
you. then in
in either
either case
case take the Ames Agricultural
Agriculturalcollege.
college. /
a Hint m
seven
nor acre.
i many turkey eggs as 1 think the turage about
v-ui bushels per
ONLY remedy that has been
| keys eau take care of. If possible.I
in all civilizedcountries with success Monthly roses -the tea roses-will do
The spraying of fruit trees when In ; act an Incubatorwith chicken eggs,
in severe throat and lung troubles, better if so planted that they are shad- bloom anil the keeping of bees don’t ; When they nil hatch, I give the tur; Bose hoes German Syrup. It not on- ed from t||0 afleruoon sun>
work together at all. The spraying keys nil the poults and the chicken
ly heals and stimulates the tissue- to
finishes up the
i hens all the incubator chicks, and that
destroy the germ disease, but allays inA ton of clover hay out at the rigid
J makes
business lively nil armmil, myllamination, causes easy expectoration,
gives a good night’s rest, and cures the time and properly cured is worth as
Local pride should prompt a man to . self included. Women In the poultry
patient. Try ox k bottle. Recoin mend- much as two tons ns it is commonly se- keep
pep the weeds cut on
ou the highway ' business have very little time for soed many years by all druggists in the cured in the clover belt.
bounding
his farm 'wen if the law did eial duties, and the pink and spider
world. Sample bottlesat H. Walsh’s
web teas that are so much the fad in
drug store.
Immense quantities of orange bios- not require him to uo it.
fashionable society have to be given
Wo will |,a7aMlaii.1fJlo IK.,
'V||‘"T tr‘m
The cost of the seeds sent out by iu the thicken yard. The turkeys and
and expenses for a man with rig to intro- * lorida w.ili "hich to bedeck the fair
congressmen this year was $GS,450, chickens do not ask the color of their
duce our Poultry Mixture in the conn- brides of the north country.
teas, so they get their supper on time.
which is, from our point of view,
t.iv
unn.l hn£tl..>-«
— -• a (Aud if you expect to succeed you have
ty. Orllv
Only good
hustler-u-unti.it
wanted. KeCelery raised on land fertilized with pr;lt',icaI"aste of 1,,e I,ul)1|c funds,
fcicne* . Addre.--. with -tamp, Eureka
to give them their supper on time and
Mfg. Co.. 5U2 Mo. A vo.. East St. Lou's. the sewage from a public hospital has
On a. Scotch farm highly cultivated attend to all the details of the business
ID— been found to transmit typhoid fever
ou time.)
the yield for Inst year is reported at
germs to those who use.’ it.
I have my little poults so they will
SI bushels of barley per acre, Cl of
fly over a board a foot high when but
Whatever the seed corn may do or
SO of onts ami 350 of potatoes,
a week old. There are more turkeys
not do in the way of germinating, you
m,
ri i r e ...nil I
K'- overfeedingand lice ami
can safely depend upon all the weed
fr"S
'™>' "f fit tluin all uiIilt tilings mmseeds germinating iu good shape.
l™a
:";’s 0 tlK;,scast"'" "j" , blueil. If you ,!„ not top tton m-nr
nmonnt
pnH for l,rmllus_ otmlo, ,0
| ,hl. ,,0US(. ¥n tli:lt
......
.W
lv | the house so that you can run tkci
!val,z';: - an nveuraS° of ^‘9
C0YeP when Q heavy 8lohn com( s
a Tennessee Is now the leading state
the production of phospl.ate. ‘JC.fHK)at t'hk'a»0 last
j X]V vwu .Mv lial,u.
men being employeil in quarryingthe
cent. 1 find n large shed with a board
phosphate nx-k and preparingit for The motherly old hen and her chick- Hour is due to run them in iu case of
market.
ens are always a pretty sight, but the
sudden storms. Of course you must
Mv sc il store in the Wilms a
is

4

Al'ltll.

TIIK KLKGAXT

behind him, but I have taught turkeys
to respect my wishes and stay ou ouo
plantation. People ask me if they are
not hard to raise. 1 rulso a larger per
cent of those hatched than I do of
chickens. For the hist two years I
1 have raised over 1*5 per cent of all tur! keys
keys hatched.
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er hail any exiwrlencein trying to
te»u li n mule to keep his hind feet on
th*i ground when his best friend stood
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Pens, Bcuns,
Buck v heat.
Corn, Fodder.
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Farmer-, gardener? and other?
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already received,you should write piv published in the local paper it is will s.-ou monopolize any so called
TO-DAY for the “Leading American ] still in very bad taste, and we!i bred “anent
Seed Catalogue.
people won’t do it. It withal often
j

.

You make no mistake

sell nothin^ but reprices. We buy foi^cash and
thus can meet all competition. In addition to this, we have contracts
formed in such a manner that we can furnish goods at last year’s prices
liius saving money, tiie benefit of which we give to our customers.

,,f

L

)

i1,n.

in

per-

Me also -e!i the best Plow on earth— the Peerless, all steel-. This
plow is positively guaranteed to do all that is claimed for it; trv it and
:f not found just as represented you need not keep it.
lime given to ail having bankable credit,otherwise part payment
sary. Liberal discount for cash.
bin

nd^Hor ^'brnfing re^abd u“
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crown on the bank of LUe Erl<* twn m.'W
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IllCCva
.my
orchard-',KiiurMuU't-dfrrr irniii
lot,
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it,

oortTg,wall), uphls, yellow*,etc. Large stock nf
Fear, Pluai, t berry , Apple, I.tc. luuense supply of suali fruits.IJeaclq miner? lor

Ornamental Trees^tirutis, Plants, Bulbs, Seeds.
40 Meres hardy- Ro.es. 44

Gr<‘enl)rm«*B of P.-ilres, Ft cm. Feme, Ifcws,
Direct deal saves money, try us. Elegant
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showed
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seed
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shipments
showed a
a big
hi;
Thousands of ^ari-'n’ eradependon Ferry’s Sc-ods'
seed corn tested and the fences looked lban any otker ,nal1- The enumerator increase over the previous year aud inevery yeur n.-id never suffer
after during the slack days of the win- 'vil1 have ,0 be a v,'r*v patient man if I dluded •slrai^1t sliipmcmof 20 cardbapiKdntn:r.:. Cheap suhst!ter, the
the spring
sm-itig work
work will
t..ovo along
nt,mn. 1,0,gels
£ets an
al! ,1,,
x]'o information which his ! ,a(is fron“ I,lluols- the stock being
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tor.
will move
j shipped to Montreal and then down to
It pays to pay a little more for
without
hindrance
and
friction, but if ordL’rs ,'0<,l,lre‘
* f KKv'sSKKiw. Fivecenm jier paj^r
Poston aud on steamer, favorable
everywhere, and always worth it.
all this work has been left till now 41
freight ran s having attracted it over
Abrnrsthe Bert. 1900 Seed Annual free.
Just
ns
paint
for
the
outside
of
a
fellow is likely to be a little behindD. M. FERRY L 20., DETROIT, MICH.
building and paper for the inside will the route.
hand all summer long.
cover tip defects, so will Virginia The orders for ISOO wore even great“A man who will plant a willow crw,,c'r plaDted n‘‘ar the rough and tin- er than they were the previous year,
rwl.., ..i.
!V
tl... I .
. V
dealers in several markets having rehedge along the liighway should be sightly things around the homestead
ceived orders of more or less imporcover
and
beautify
them.
This
creeper
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to the penitentiary,”
, nitlli
said ail
an indig
......... .. *
tance, while large orders were placed
:
mint granger to us not long since. The ovos ,l wire ,on('c* a d'-»d tree, a pile
RAILROAD COMPANY. willow hedge is a nuisance and no mis- of stoneB or an uninviting outbuilding, in the west. Altogether those orders
foot up to about 11,000,000pounds,
a. x. i-. >1. !• M 'P.M
take. It makes tiie roads impassable ** Wib "ro'v *n the slmde or in the sun
Lv. Gram! Rapldh
7 10 12 00 4:111 11 w
which is equal to GO.U00 boxes, 2,ih.hj
Ak. Ifnliitmi .....
in the winter, is a hindranceto the
with a wealth of greenery
! H 10 12 to 5 :ts I 0:,
tons, or 200 carloads.English reprea*. Chicago.....
1 :<0 S Oil tutii.T 2.V
mud drying up in summer and is very* a11 :slnmncr aud with some rare colors
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sentative.? are taking small lots continAM.
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which must
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ually from the seaboard markets, and
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foliation
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by
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still
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not
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ably more, possibly up near the 10,000.Aw. Grand Rupidh
; 8 50 I
5 % ash aud be planted at least 50 feet a slip of tills creeper anywhere and
000 bound mark, as further large orapart. So planted the highway would anyhow, and it will grow.
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ably utilized.
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We have a good a??brtraentof vehicleson band, and if
v.e hate not in stock it can be obtained on short notice.

CO., Phila. ",vall.V mortifu-sthe donors and gives l,Unng t! L‘ ,D0Dth
tll5s
nnalnnd Short of poultry.
rise to a whole lot of unpleasant crit- over*v cilizon of ,!i0 republic will be ; Of late years England has iteen run: icism. Voting lady, when* you step off, waited upon b*v lI,e ct‘nsus ' numera- 1 ning short of poultry, and she is look: don’t do
tor for information as to where he was ing to the ITilted States and Canada
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some one breed and stick to it. ever eraKe
tbe bn,cdlng >'ards for tllL‘ .V0UDR tur'
keys until they are large enough to
seeking to produce the best of which
drive out on the range, putting 50 in
auc men
such breed may be vujmuie.
capable. The
men Smaller farms mean more civilized
each yard. At six weeks or two
who fail are largely those who are ul- communities, better schools,better somonths they are driven on to their
ways shifting around in the matter of clety’ telephone serviceand in the
, ,
summer range, driving them home at
future rural mail delivery. They mean ' n,!11K‘r railf0, dri'ing th(‘ni 1,oine at
a better type of agriculture, better nisbt untl1 Xhcy ,mve ,Larnod tI,etri(-‘k
by the bushel
of coming home to roost I did nut
have this trade-mark ou ! 0r,entaI countriesbid fair to take all stock, greater variety of crops, freelearn in a day or in a year the art of
a leaden seal : Smaller tbe suridus cereal products of the Pa- Jom from the burdi-nof hired help.
raising nearly all the turkeys hatched,
quantities in paper ; (dlc co,,,st :u the future. The
uot until 1 had lost hundreds each
hags are sealed with a of this eastern market has been of im- 4‘lt* I,reparingof a permanent pasyear, I acting as pallbearer and chief
green label and dated, measurable value to all the coast farm- ture in t-11*1* country i? a very different
JB^1
ers. aud
to tbe producers
nroducL-rsof tlilu®
in EngJ6ST You run no risk if ;1 ers,
and indirectlv
Indirectlv to
tlllu= fr"lu
fro,u > ’ preiiaring
I'^paring one iu
Eng- IU0,.irIn‘‘r’!!ud 1 nssure •vou 1 !i,led thc‘
vou plant these sealed ,.he Whole countrv, iu relievingea<tern land or Scotland. There the climate I f0s,U00, of (niounK'r, ad!ui,rab,.v’'ve,‘«'Seeds— they are
Seeds they
markets from the competition of the
!,aulraI countries,a
0(!,"0,!>ly OVCI’ bun(‘d k®p;,s* aud
products of the
vai'k‘L> of grasses can be blended to tbI°f bo,a' V' f,10 of a uvl1 ,!1It‘d pl,rsemake a perfect pasture, and when
sbaH uot hav« t0 laeet ll‘osy
that
While it is quite a common custom once W(11 ostabli.-hed such pa.-ture
,hJ u‘--'t world and be held
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watch for the coming of the circus
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and then offer the bovs 5 cents a bushUe wilvs !,,v uot c,0!ie together,
el for the dandies cut up bv the roots T1,e farm!‘an(1
from $2 to l'ut tht“-vnevt‘r lr-v 5l.via» over it. If paK.i seasoned timber. \\ e use second-growthspokes in all our Wagons, and
It is surprising what a li,t of these 54 ptr nK,11,h In,'rt‘ f,’r work this
ever aUl‘n,Pt h. they are almost enceavorto build the best W agon for the least money. On examining our
pests one can get rid of iu tins
season than ever before. It is bocom- J,U,L‘ 10 rua a *,ark tiirough their loot, goods and obtaining prices you will find our claims correct. In vehicles our
L.
‘
ing quite a problem how to profitably and one vxperionee of that kind is geu- assortment is too numerous to mention.
If a factory wagon is wanted-one that is known all over the countrv-we
The men who make a success in
whicli costs $M5 per month
l,no,llik'I have had them caught)
keep the ‘‘Belknap ”
stock breeding are those who select and over iu the management of the
v':i.v and hang until dead. I use
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ting better returns for their labor than
Nothing will pay 1 letter for the monthe professionalman. Possibly we are ey invested than chickens if they are
'AM; ; P.M
Serious losses are sustained each year joining to a time in this country when properly handled, but to be profitable
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•
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by the stock raiser for want of so sim- a professor who can speak five Ian- much care must be exercised. Because
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of electricity has been known to follow bet after bis name to express his col- are neglected so much, but the better
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2 10 p Mbt f°r AUegllU ltRVes *,rom '-ast Y at
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Other trains week days only,
H. F. .MOELER. Gen Pas,. Art.

premium seed

and slaughter a number of no source of regret that America

is,
— ........
.... believe
.... IU
JV
average
farmers
it. By

.....
liVtv.
keepInS constantly at them thev may evenby attaching wires to the fessionalism to one where brains and I tunlly he taught what a good thing the
|s and bow much better off
strands of the fence at intervals of, muscle shall work in harmony. The '
say, 20 rods and carrying such wires best paid labor in the country today is they would have been had they stopped
where brains and muscle are deveiop- to listen to advice years ago.—C. S.
down to contact with moist earth.
•ne the resources of n rrent cniintrv.
Voorhes & Co.

tiie fence

them.
vented
J.C.HOLCOM.LAgenLHor!inaSdR8PiUe’J1,Ch
Don’t miss our
offer.
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bis danger can be entirely pre- passing from an era of intellectual pro-
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EVERY
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1,(‘n

Dr. Peal’s

Pennyroyal Pills

FOR SALE BY HEBF.R WALSH. HOLLAND. MICH.

QU

ESTION

A

NSW KRED.

Yes, August Flower still has the largest sale of any medicine in the civilized world. Your mothers' and grandmothers' never thought of using anything else for Indigestion or Billionsness. Doctors were scarce and they
seldom heard of Appendicitis, Nor.ous
Prostration or Heart Failure, etc. They
used August Flower to clean out the
system and stop fermentationof undigested food, regulate the action of the
liver, stimulate the nervous and organic action of the system, and that is all
they took when feeling dull and had
with headaches and other aches. You
only need a few doses of Green's August Flower, in liquid form, to make you
satisfied there is nothing serious the
matte'* with you. Sample bottlesat
Heber Walsh's drug store.

I

CITY DIRECTORY.

Sweet Revenue!
He Conldn't Solve It,
She sat in a ear with a little smile of
As n train was approachinga town
on the Great Northernrailway In Ire- satisfactionon her face, for she was
land an Intelligent looking young Irish- well and tastefullydros-rd, and that
man observed a lady standing up means a great deal to a woman. As
searching her pock* t. She commenced she moved up m make room for a newto weep. "Have you been robbed?" comer a man entered, and as he sat

THE CUCUMBER BEETLE.
The Early

Inure* That Cntehea the
Cuunrliltii.

The

striped cucumber beetle is the

first insect to attack cucurbits in the

spring. Hardly have the seedlings
pushed through the soil before these
small yellow and black striped beetles
begin feeding on the leaves and succulent stems. In the grub or larval stage
the insect is usually overlooked.It Is
a slender, wirewormlikecreature with
black head and tail. The adults pass

\V. I!.. Commission Merchant and
.D dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Ulchest market |r;lceraid for wheat. Office, at Elevator, East Eighth street, near C. .v \V. M. track
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CITY STATE HANK. Capital
II. K. Van Raultc. President.

D

W. H. Reach. Vice President: C. VerSchure,
Cashier. General Hanking Business.

First State

Bank

-

Bank
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Harntss

Oil

on your U-st hamem, your old Imrand your rurrUc'-top. uml tlu*y
will nut only look' iN-ttir 1 i wear
longer. SoUloverywhep iniMi- ail
•ItM front hall i Ini io Ww
Vfcir 1}

SitMOUO Oil. )(l.

:

Kodol

,
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There is always more or less Hash!
“Diamonds, too,” went on the miserlanguage in a telegram.
able man as he caught a Hash from her
No man can be happy unless lie tries
waving lingers. "Or are they artifito make other people happy.
cial?”
Friendship bought with money Isn't
The tormentedone sprang up. stopDigests what you eat.
ped the ear and made a rapid exit, proof ag.iinstthe coin of your enemy.
It artificiallydigests the food and aids
The
unexpected
seldom
happens
to
followed by the cause of the trouble,
feature in strengtheningand reconwhose fa rev.' 11 remark to the inmates show up for dinner at a boarding
structing the exhausted digestive orhouse.
of the car was:
gans. It is he lat est discovered digestThe poor man who weds an heires-“Well. well, but some people are too
ant and tonic. No other preparation
believes in the gold cure for liuanelni
sensitive!”
can approach it in efficiency.It inills.
They were husband and wife, and
stantly relieves iind permanentlycures
No man can render assistance to an- Dyspepsia, Indigestion,Heartburn,
Flatulence,Sour Stomach, Nausea,
..... ..... "m'' ll"ll,
ing himself.— Chicago Daily News.
Sick Headache, Gastralgia,Cramps, and
dolphin Times.

Dyspepsia Cure

1

t

^

'.lUlLTfw

.

all

other results of iniperfectdlgestlon.

Prepared by E C DcWltt A Co Chicago.
W. W. Mayhew. Merton, Wis., says
Two of Xnat'a Facra.
‘I consider One Minute Gouge Cure a
William M. Tweed was a portly man iu nature there can be none in the geo- most wonderful medicine,quick and
of medium size, with a long, pendulous logical Hue
that can possibly excel .s!lfe/’ . 11 '7 the
remedy
that gives immediat results. It cures
nose, lit! hr porcine eyes, fat. drooping that known
as "The Giant's Head.”
cheeks and a straight, firm mouth that It stands, or, rather, reclines,agaiust coughs, colds, croup, bronchitis,grippe,
was decidedly his best feature. The the face of the cliff at Point Pinos, in whooping cough, pneumonia and all
throat and lung diseases. Its early use
outlines of his face wore those of a Monterey comity, Cal., and all who
prevents consumption. Children alBartlett pear, littleend upward, and I have viewed the wonder declare it to
ways like it and mothers endorse it.
never saw craft so palpably written lie the most colossal as well as the
upon a human countenance. Xnst most marvelous freak iu natural sculpI’ntlKihlyFn-nrrnii^tiU
used to be bind of drawing Tweed's ture in existence.
“We
come
now." said the campaign
face, by the way. as a sack of money.
All portionsof the “head” except the
orator,
pausing
a moment to take a
The general contour of bis head lent back, which appears to be “blocked”
Itself to the outlines of the sack, and into the metamorphic rocks against drink of water, “we come now to the
marrow of the subject.”
he used $ marks for the nose and eyes. which it seems to be so naturally re"How do you know it is the marStrange to say. it was a capital jHjr- clining. are as perfect as though fresh
row?” interrupted a jeering auditor.
trait.
from the hands of some giant sculptor. "I feel it iu my boms!” iustautlyreAnother of Nast's trick pictures was The chin, mouth, nose, eyes and brow torted the orator.
one of Hoscoc Conkling. He would are all perfect,as is also the hair,
Hereupon the enthusiastic crowd
draw a large letter V, with a smaller v which appears to be gracefullydrawn cheered for live minutes, to the great
Half the
mid overwhelmingconfusion of the
inside it and surmount the pair with back from the forehead.
an interrogation mark upside down. . The ears are not so “true to life” as other fellow.
knows where to get the best -hoes
.

A Wonderful GeoloKlealFreak.
Among the mauy wonderful freaks

CUCUMBER BEETLE— LARVA AND ADULT.

V.nl:v

,

World

—

cording to Mr. Quintance, because The big \ represented Conk Hug's point- j the other featuresare, but even in this
and we want the other half to know.
Next Tuesday
D. B. K. Van Uaaltk, - President. when the arsenitesare sufficiently ed beard, the smaller one his sharp ; respect no stretch of the imagination
At
12:45 p.m., standard time, you be- It is only fair that people should
Adrian Van Putten, Vice President. strong to kill the beetles burning of nose and the interrogation point the 1 js required In order to see tolerably gin and take after each meal a half lea*
,niul
C. Ver Schure.
Cashier. foliage is almost sure to result. Vari- Hyperioncurl which he always allowed j perfect auricularappendages.The
spoonful of Dr. Caldwell's Sump Pep- understand where they can get the
ous kinds of covers have been recom- to fall negligently upon his forehead, i bold features,backward wave of the idti, you will be permanently relieved best value for their money, Good
mended for covering the plants as they 'Jhat caricature made the haughty sen- : hair, massive forehead, mustache, fine- of any stomach or bowel irregularities
goods and low prices are constantDR. A. C. V.
are pushing through the soil and later. ator wild and exasperatedhim more ly chiseled nostrils and deep set eyes and we will gainyourfriendsbipby this
than any bit of fun that was ever poked are all reproduced on a natural yet gi- timely advice which we give in all sln- ly increasingour trade, and when
Most commonly used are ordinary
Heber Walsh, druggist, Hoi*
boxes with top and bottom open, the in his direction.— New Orleans Times- gantic scale and with wonderfulexact- '"'‘Lvone buys of us once, he always
land.
ness.
top being covered with cheesecloth. DemocraL
conies to us asain. Men’s, boys.'
A domelike covering may be easily
A Story of Amo* rcnimlnic*.
The Typewriter nml the Eye.
li
is
feared
that
th*
French
railways,
women s
Id n
made by crossing two halves of a barOne summer a number of years ago
There is the general opinion among
rel hoop and putting on a cover. Amos Cummings passed two weeks oculiststhat the eye is much relieved which even in ordinary times have in- newt
Over Vaupcll'sHarness Store. Holland.
Cloth or paper wire covers are used by on a pilot boat and took Ernest Jar- by the general introduction of type- ! sufficient accommodations for travelers. will not be able to handle the exsome growers.
raid, the author of "Mickey Finn . written matter. A recent medical work
Planting an excess of seed is advis- Idylls,”with him for company. One. upon diseases of the eye gives a great; position business.One line alone has
All kinds of Plate. Crown and Bridge
able, as the injury becomes more dis- day a great storm arose, and the pilot! many proofs in substantiationof this; been ordered by the government to add
Work, flold and Plastic Fillings.
105 engines, 272 passengerand l.:;74
tributed. and after the beetles have boat was tossed about on the waves opinion.
freightcars to its rolling stock.
2** Wert Eighth St., Holland.
satisfied their hunger the plants should like a chip. Every minute a wave The characters are so large on the
be thinned out to the proper stand. would dash over the deck and threaten keys that there is no appreciable strain
MOUTGAOE SALE
Early planting also will frequently al- to carry everything away and swamp on the vision, and when dexterityis atKind You Have Always Bought
low the plants to get well started be- the boat Cummings and Jarrold were i tained the eyes can scarcely be said to Boars
Default having been made in the condition*of
a certain mortgage, dated ihe twenty-sixth day
fore the beetles make their appear- in the little cabin, the former lying' be used at all. A vast strain is taken Signature
nf March, a. d. Irf-T.made and executedby
HomoeopathicPhysicians.
ance, and their effects on the plants in a bituk intently reading a book ou| off the eye by writing with the typeof
Foskari F. Fonger and Lucy M. Fonger. his
wife, of the Townshipof Olive, Count) of Ottawill uot l»e so severe.
the French revolution. Jarrold poked writer instead of the pen, but the adTower Block,
Holland.
wa. and State of Michigan, to
!’. De I’ree.v
The value of squash plants as trap his head out to look at the storm, vantages of reading the typewritten
In China a rich man gets as many Sons, n co-partnership,or the village of Zeeland
crops in early spring for the striped when a mountain of sea water fell matter are even more important from servants as he wants, and yet he pays In said Comity and state, which mortgage war
Office hours, bto 11 a. ra. and '2 to 4 and
recorded in the officeof the Register of Deec*
cucumber beetle has recently been de- with a boom on the deck and tilled his a medical point of view, and the strain them no wages, while the common for the County of Ottawa, u ibei r o! Mort
7 to !» p. m.
gages on page 8SS on the thirtieth day of March.
monstrated. Professor Sirriue of New eyes with spray. The boat gave a upon the hands is also slight
people have to pay them well. Even A. D. ISPT. at
ck A. M.
Bell ’hone 171. Citizens Phone lu7. York has found that if squash are
fearful lurch and careened until it
It is said that a person can work for then they are hard to get. for the rea- there is now due t id unpaid for prihei
tods
Interestat the da*, of this notice, the
planted around the margins of fields, seemed that she must turn completely eight consecutive hours, with slight inson that the employe of the rich man one hundred two dollars and tifteei
four or five days in advance of plant- over.
terruptions, without the hands being can make more than triple the ordi•st- of this foteo'OM
an attorney fi
ing the main crop of melons or cu"This is awful. Amos,” said Jarrold. j consciousof fatigue. In using the nary wages in perquisites.
by Inu MiiiiIn
ortgage, and no proc
cumbers and again four or five days “I’m going to put nn a life preserver, typew riter the additional labor of foof any kind
inequity having
xtituted to col
later, the beetles will to a considerable
.J debt, or any
For
Sale
or
Exchange.
for 1 don't think the boat can stand cusing the eyes calls the muscles Into
now thm-fon
t* IS
ifftL
extend feed on the squash. If neces- it mauy minutes longer.”
tmdue use, and the result is that many
100 acres of land, 20 acres of .. in virtue of tbe
itaine
sary. a third planting of squash can
mortgage
anc
tin* s
standing
maple
and beach.
"Oh. keep quiet, and let me read, defects of vision which would
..k not
uu,.
------ rrtimber—
------- j--- ---------- ... losaid
be made after four or five days. As Mickey,” said Cummings, never lifting! probablyIk? discovered undcr normal catu<3 in Holland settlement, two miles such case tnai
soon
as
the
main
crop
begins
to
come
.pul
VETERINARY DENTISTRY
H,.,llu,ul chu,,ch in Caldwell town- hereinafterd<
his eyes from the page. "The men conditions are brought to the front—
hichc-t bloilt
up it should be sprayed with bordeaux on thi< boat draw a regular salary to Sclemifie
A SPECIALTY.
MissaukeeCo. .Mich. Will also of May. A. D.
exchange for city property or for good of that day.
mixture to render the plants distaste- keep her afloat”— Saturday Evening
factory
For terms enquire at Court Houm
ct.’ityof Gnind lluven. C
ful
to
the
beetles
and
to
let
the
beetles
Faria
la
France.
Office, Seventh St., near Central Ave.
1‘oSt.
of Ottawa, and Mate of Michigan, (that
this office.
tf
breed on the squash plants, hut as soon
Paris has always been France, All
the place of holding the Circuit Court ff
Calls by mail, telephone, or telegraph
Appropriate.
County of Ottawa). The premise- to «
as they begin to feed some of the
the great movements of the country
promptlyattended
10*14
are described in -aid mortgage a- follows
iiiuii'ii-i’tiivcir*limn.
At Chalfont. St. Giles. England, have been centered here, whether poplants should be dusted with an arthat certainpiece or parcel of land situal
An interestinglittle
book is the mon- the Townshipof Olive. County o:
Beuite,as paris green, and manv bee- stands a remarkablemonument, erect- litical,
......... religious,
ivnjjivuo, social,
i-uvj.iiliterary
uiviun or ar
ar*
..........
state of Michigan, and described
follow;
ed by Sir Hugh Palliser to his tistic. So that any attempt to trace the offra,’h "n "St'ou,il1-"'vrin' i1 ''Y
tles will be killed.
East 1- of the north west q of the ______
It h uot advisable to dust all of the friend, Captain Cook, the celebrated history of the city launches one imme- om‘1 Bndeu-Powell
,{aden-Powell of Mafekiug fame. of sectionnine, town -ix. north of range
we-t being twenty acres of land, ui'”-trap plants with the iKiisonsit first. navigator,one of the most singular diately into the study of the nation, Dealing with quickness of eye. and re- according to the governmentsurvey.
Every few days more of the trap visits to this monument occurred while an effort to master the history of markiug that common sense and a lit- Dated at Holland thi- Hth day of Feb
A. I*,
plants should be dusted with poison, iu 18(55 when Queen Emma of the the French people sends one to Paris. tle reflectionwill often suggest the
J. P. DE FREE A SONS Mortgi a
and it should he done thoroughly.The Sndwich Islands went iu company One realizes this particularlywhen he most likely points to look for the ene- Gr.o. E. Kou.es, Attorney for Mortgagee.
F. Id M.
applicationsof poison to the trap crops with Bishop Wilbcrforee. People iu comes to study the lives of her great my. Colonel Baden-Powell tells the
following story:
the
district
still
recall,
with
amuseand
the
spraying
of
bordeaux
mixture
J. A.
men and women. They may have been
"Once I was having a match with a
on the main crop should lie continued ment, how the village band, wishing to born in the south or east or north or shikari in Cashmere as to which of us
greet her majesty with an appropriate west, but to rise to the first rank they
as
needed.
G rod wet Printing House,
could see furthest, lie pointed out a
tune and uot knowing the Sandwich were obliged to see!: the capital. It hillsidesome distance off. and asked
Fine Wax Beana.
Islands national anthem, tootled forth
North ICIver St., Holland.
me if 1 could see how many cattle
Among fine wax snap beaus for home “The King of the Cannibal Islands.” was there they sought instruction, there were grazing on it. 1 capped him
formed relations,began their careers,
use a leading place is claimed for the
by asking him if he could see the man
to
played their parts.— Scribner’s.
saddle back wax. The pods are tenin charge of the cattle. Now. I could
The Flrat linbrella.
not see any man. but. knowing that
-ANDNot Tnetfnl.
To prove at what date the first umthere must be some one in charge. I
Lord John Bussell was not tactful.
brella was made is a seeminglyhopelH)M!y put forward this bluff. The
less task, but we find records of their On one occasion he took the Duchess shikari looked hard at the infinitesimal
to Sell
use among the Greeks and Homans of Inverness down to dinner,and after moving specks which he knew to be
not alone as a protection from sun or he had sat down for a minute he jump- cattle.Imt the cowherd was beyond
High land aud low land: ^ooi
........so
.. —
lie
- —
gave
•> it up and confessed
rain, but as a distinguishing mark of ed up aud went to the opposite side of him.
pasture; plenty of grass, water am
royalty. By the time of Queen Anne’s the table and sat by the Duchess of St. himself defeated.
shade.
Also, irravel for sale.
reign they had become quite common
His wife asked him afterward
roi: sale tut 'trade.
simply as a protection,but they were
all imported until about 1S02, when
E. B.
',n‘\ f°”e, Jl' , 'L s,ald' "I **•'»!' : A food farm, 7(i acres with house and
the manufactureof them was begun in h.iw been ill if I had sat uith my back barn, good orchard and plenty of water.
10-tf
Box 73 Holland. Mich
England.
to that great
Half of farm is black clay loam, other
"I hope,” said Lady John, “you gave half is gravelly loam. Located 2 miles
linen IIIn Fop.
GENERAL
your reason to the Duchess of Inver- from city i.-—
limits on the Zeeland road
“A little fellow.” says the Kennebec ness.”
near Scholten's bridge. Will sell for a
Trees?
Journal, "the oldest In a family of little
"No,” he said. "I didn't,hut 1 told reasonable payment down and balance
at
five
per
cent,
or
will
trade
for
desirones,
whose
father
worked
away
from
SADDLE HACK WAX LEANS.
the Duchess of St. Albans!”
SOUTER has a fine lot of th<
able city property. Also have a lot
der and stringless, round, smooth aud home winters, had occasion to visit his
and good new house and barn on East very choicest. All kinds and sizes
fleshy. The meat is solidly joined be- grandparentsfor a few days. On his
I)<iiii«-Ntlc Infelicity.
Fourteenth street and a vacant lot v>p.
AND
return he found another little member.
tween the beans.
Husband— What’s worrying you now? East Thirteenth street, good location. at prices to suit the times. A1
he Mas , Wife— Oh. I was thinking about the
It is recommended uot to plant them Ills remarks will show that
trees guaranteed true to name.
-------G. J. SCHUCRMAN.
until nights are warm, as they are both surprised and indignant: ‘Well, if : lace curtains you said 1 might buy for
Write him or call up by Citizens
Office opposite Walsh-De Boo .Mills.
more tender than green podded varie- you haven’t gone and got another gosh I the parlor. If 1 don't get them, the
phone No. 11<7.
ties, though the plants are vigorous darned kid! Won't my fatber*be mad neighbors will think 1 can't afford
Geo. H. Softer. Holland.
Fncle Sam’s new 2 per cent, bonds 1^.,
when he hears of it!’ ”
and prolific.
them, and if I do. they’ll hide the vie
are
quoted
at
104, which establishesa
of our handsome new furniture which
Whvn an Orchard Nveda Stimulating;.
Co in re he n v e.
The season for parties and socials
the neighbors might have through the record of high credit never reached by
Estimates made and prompt
As to the iudieatiouswhen a bearing
any other nation.
On a tombstone in an old New Eng- windows.—Philadelphia Press.
at hand. So is Tony Rosbach will
attentiongiven to all matters
orchard needs stimulating the eminent land churchyard there is au epitaph
a fresh and completeline of fruits, can
pomologist Dr. Warder once said, which never fails to bring a smile to
dies and cigars at his store on Rivei
in our line.
Some men are never satisfied. . After
W. H. Shipman, Beardsley,Minn., street. Do not fail to call on him.
“When the growth of the terminal the face of the reader:
having their limbs broken, heads under oath, says he suffered from dys214 East 12th Street.
branchesfails to make an annual ex“To the memory of Ann Sophia aud
smashed, etc., they go to law and try pepsia for twenty-live years. Doctors
tension of at least one foot in length, Julia Hattie, his two wives, this stoue
185 East 6th Street.
Dairy Farm For Sale.
to get further damages.— Chicago News. and dieting gave but little relief. Finthe tree should he stimulated by ma- is erected by their grateful widower,
M-ll
ally he used Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and
An
SO-acrc dairy farm within twi
nuring the land and giving It thorough James B. Hollins.They made home
Make life a ministry of love, und it now eats what he likes and as much as miles of Holland, is offered for sal<
cultivation.”
he wants, and he feels like a new man. cheaper than any other farm so neai
pleasant.”—Woman’s Journal.
will always be worth living
It digests what you eat. L. Kramer.
the city. Inquire at this office. 8-t
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,
j

R

•
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‘

P"t

the winter in the ground. They come
With Saving's Department.
out during warm spring weather and
attack various kinds of foliage with
$50,000.00. ravenous ap|K-tlte. They eat dirty,
Cor. Eighth and .Market Htreeta.
tough and even poisonous foliagewith
ISAAC CAPPON,
G. W. Mokma, avidity. After a few days’ feeding,
their hunger being appeased, their food
President.
Cashier.
Is confined to tender parts of plants,
and it is difficultto induce them to eat
foliagecoated with foreign substances
City State
such ns the nrsenites. A. L. Quintance
WITH SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
of the Georgia station,who has made
Corner Eighth and River Streets.
a study of these cucurbit pests, says no
HOLLAND. MICH.
one line of treatmentor pue insectitrtmblUked iSfJ- Incovforattdas a State Bank
cide seems satisfactory and best rein e8<)0.
A general banking business transacted. sults are probably from, the conjunction of several remedies.
Interest paid on certificates.
Loans made.
Hi reel application of poisons to fo$50,000 liage has uot proved satisfactory,ac-

CAPITAL

ens nml protects.

I

1

J

'v''!L
1,muscmel,t ,l>'
exclaiming,
‘Megorra. I knew he could
not solve it! -London Tit-Bits.

27. Sec'y.

oi new

.

'

?

F. £ A. M.

Eureka Harness' OH Is thcliORt
prcservuilvo
lealli.-r
ntiil tie.- licKt rniovntftr nl old
leather. Itotls, aoftens, black-

}

,
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Regular Communications
of Csitt Lodok, No.
191. F. A A. M.. Holland. Mich., will be held at
Masonic Hall, on the evenings of Wedm-sdar,
Jan. 5. Feb.
Marchs, April 0. May ». June'l.
June *J9, July C7. Aug. ai. Sept. -JS.Oct.Nov.
a, Dec. Cl: also on St. John's Dav*— June ••Hand
Dec
F. M . GILLESPIE. W. M.
Otto Hkrtman'.
s-

I'ust Iron Slniimcli.

“Why,

“Yes. you have, Dave. There it is.”
“Well, see will that tit it?" said Pat.
handing him the small piece, and it
did. A look of surprise crept over the
guard's f.ace as he left the carriage,

lAViltllANKS,I.. Justiceof the Peace, Notary

X
Public and Pension Claim Aucm. KiverSt.
near Tenth.

:i

he said to the comfortable one:
permanently and thomugly cured by
.lane, tids Isn't your afternoon
the use of Dr. Caldwell'sSyrup Pepsin,
off. How did they come to let you out which i- made in three -iz lOcts.
today?"
cents and •i'l.Of1and is sold by Heb ;r
The young woman grow very red in Wul-h. druggist, Holland.
the face, for all the occupantsof the
“Oh, don't tc-tnd.Here, take my tick- ear were looking and listening,and
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
et, and I will give the guard a proh- stammered out as she half rose and
A soft corn is usually hard enough
to boar.
lem,” while their fellow passengers then fell hack In her seat:
“Now look here"—
awaited the scene at the station with
After passing its natural limits am“How well you’ro dressed, too!” con- bition is boundless.
Interest.
When the train stopped, the guard tinued her tormentor. "They must
Common sense for want of us<- has
collected .all the tickets but one. give you §20 a month. Eh? Is your become uncommon.
“Where Is your ticket?” he asked the mistress about your size?”
Every time a pessimist smiles he
•'Now, do be quiet!"cried the uncomyoung man.
feels ashamed qf It.
"You have got my ticket.” he replied. fortableone. "If you think”—
he asked.
“Oh, no,” she replied;'Tve lost my
ticket, and they will accuse me of
fraud.”
Seeing her distressed state of mind,
he said:

“No, T. have not got it. I'll call the
station master and see about it."
“Where is your ticket?” asked the
stationmaster when he appeared.
“lie has my ticket. See if lie has a
ticket In his hand with a small piece
off the corner.”

'DEACH,

Not

Of course you have'nt. No one need
have. Doctor Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
if a renc dy pr»*i)ared on purpose for
stomach trouble*, weak stomach, .-our
stomach, big stomach or littlestomach,
or any irn gularitic-, caused from ir.digestion or constipation. They can be

|
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BOOKBINDING.

i

KOOYERS

NOTICE!

Land
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Land
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—
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Don’t forget “The Merchant of

fled secretary of state treated the complaint of Mr. Macrum with contempt,

Venice" uu Monday, Muy 7th.

removed him from his office and to his
Wednesday. A. Kamphuis and place appointed his own son, an inexfamily arrived in this city from the perienced youth scracely above his majority,who on bis wav to Pretoria
Netherlands.
stopped in London for bis English inNext month the members of the structions. He is now to all intents
Mystery Club expect to hold their an- and pur|>oses the English agent in the
Transvaal protected by the American
nual banquet.
flag, that for the first time in all our
G. Koninjr has purchased the prophistory symbolizes Tyranny against
erty on East Fourteenth street, former- Freedom.
ly owned by Rokus H. Cook.
D. R. W.
Spring Lake, Mich.
Died at her home In Hilla’re. Mich.,

On

There

,

,

A gratifying sense
Dress Goods where you know none but

on Wednesday, April IS, Mrs. Mary J.

yard of Dress Goods sold here

The Cornet Concert Co. will be at
Richmond, mother of Mrs. George H.
Zeeland, Friday evening. May 4, comHill of this city. Deceased had reached
prising instrumentalquartette, duet,
the age of nearly fit) years.
and solo music, accompanied by the
The republicansof the County held Zeeland Cornel Band, consistingof
their convention at Grand Haven yespieces,
terday. A resolutionfavoring Win A.
PROGRAM.
E. Kami *
Smith was adopted. John B. Mulder March— Medley ................
a proper uso of vision. Proper and Ben. Mulder of this city arc among Hum Drum— Choru> ............ 3u Male Voice-

have an elegant line

and good

I

i''

not abuse, and

it

I

See our

i

glasses.

_

plaid,

Waltz-Paradise ............... Cornet Orchestra

day at John Vandcrsluis’.when you can
buy

Only a careful test by a

competent optician

,0,,,, or tin,,.,

beautiful -Ire*

and seersucker wash goods for

fi) cents

lead to good results.

season. See goods
and remember sale

in the

Suiting in

*1

is for one hour. FolTlie program has been preparedwith
low the crowd.
great care by the members of the Zeeaccurately it’s just as well The “Passion" rendered by local tal- land Cornet Band. The Band has been
ent. and conducted by Prof. Francis
enlarged so that it now includes .'12
to embrace the opportunity
Campbell, of Grand Rapids, was a rare
members. It will undoubtedly be one
by calling on us.
treat to lovers of music who were of the finest entertainmentsthat was
fortunate enough to attend Monday
ever given a Zeeland audience at home,
evening. Especiallythe violin playing Tickets for sale at Pruim’s restaurant.
EXAMINATIONFREE.
b.v Mr. Wilbur Force, of Grand Rapid,, ice
joe. Tickotswill be
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED. was soulful and inspiring. The soloists on sale at Holland next week. AtOsall elicited the hearty applause of the
sewaarde't Hall Friday evening. May 4.
I audience.

and $1.50 per

an. Blue, etc., for

yard.

yard.

#

values, at 50c and 75c per yard.

Spring Suits, Jackets, etc., verv wide, at

80c, 88c, and $1.35 per yard.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Cake Walk— All Around the Town.
America ...... ..... ............. Audience

show window

to $1.70 per

rich, stylish

Colored Dress Patterns. Spring shades, at $3.25, $4.25

Waltz— Evening Whispers ...... Van's Quartette
a yard. Thi* is one of the greatest bar- Violin Solo ...................... \Vm. Harthom
gains Mr. Vandcrsluis ha? offeredthis Solo— Alway-. (with scene) ....... Mi»s Shepard

can

As long as you can be

line of

We

and $5.50 per pattern— only one of a kind.

|

|

offered. Even*
V

reliable kinds are

Black and Colored, Plain and Fancy.

Black Henriettas, extra good

,

s

!

at $1.25

bnying

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction.

is

wearing. Prices $1.00

Crepons

1

Waltz -vueen of the Me... Zeeland Comet loud
the delegates to the Congressional con- Vocal solo— Two I.ittleHlue Little Shoe* .......
..............................
Harty Miller
certainly a great abuse of the eyes vention and Andrew .1. Ward ami G. J.
Waltz— Adventure* ........... Van'* Quartette
Diekema
among
the
delegates
to the
to be indifferent or careless about
Vocal Solo— My l.luh- Georide Ro»e..A Real Coon
State Convention.
In-'.rumen'.nl Waltz-Quay..... Henj. Vau Loo
what they need in the matter of
Another big bonanza next Wednes- Vocal Octette-Whetethe Lillies Ulootn.

use, ihougli,

in

of security in

Our Matlasse Dress Goods must be seen to be appreciated —

;

OBSERVATION

is

Is

fitted

25c Dress Goods

[

IN

MANY STYLES

AND -COLORS-SPECIAL VALUES.

'

j

j

10Ci

There are no busier persons in thej
city at present than supervisors Ruti gel? and Dykema. The new tax

R.

requiring ulbdavits of neat ly everybody
i works all sorts of hardship? for the as-

|

Graduate Optician.

se-sors.

On

standing

of

Over Stevenson’sJewelry Store.

—

i

ble at fillingout the blank? while oth-

1

er» bluntly refuse to do so. Many a

J

LOCALISMS.

account of a misunder-

Because
of a

1

the law many pi-r.-dnsgrum-

_
i
j

dollai more will appear

!

sor?' book? '.hi

on the

r

Experience
41

Holland Citizen and

d bear

ui

two "GobboV

thi

strain?.
, ,
. . .
ad.

i

Suppose you were a stranger in a
lost your way. whose

CENSOR.

irgS3iBPg-'TT-?^nTO«nra

,

!

|

1

'

!

:

Our New

tomor-j

-r‘ ^

eucourageuieut.

.
m

,

.

loc.:
the .•lerc.iant
Monday. M. y Tin. ’J’..!- .- -.::vt.y
\

i

•

A:;

t

.

; party t

.

•

If

the agreeable gentlemanwho is

now

, ,
t::e

his last appearance in

..at character. | the efficient postmaster at Holland, was
I to open a letter deposited in that office
. jor tj-ansmLsion by mail to a distant of-

president, Miss Anna Floyd, residing | fice he would be guilty of an offense for
near Saugatuck. i- on the program of i which he could be inuicted under the
the

—

m be is of the- Y. P. C. T.

me-

For bedrooms there

U. to- P0llal la'vr

,of

i
1
!

•Sl.a^.s u.,“i

ZnZtiz ‘r^itj

Good China Matting

j

_

j

j

“ud
1

;

i

™-;,v

:

. . .

.

. trip,
.

Holland, expects to go back

with Inm for a

'

oliier'
.
.
suppose some one in Holland
vvritiug to

a

relative

T,

«

or friend

,

City

addition, on

-

yard,

-

10c
19c

Very Fancy Japan Matting,

..... .

30c

CARPETS.
4 rolls of fine Brussels Carpet at per yd .......
1 roll of

_

!ot

per

cotton warp, per yd.

All-wool Ingrain

8 rolls of best

Carpet,

Tapestry Brussels.

“
“

49c
45c
05c

st..

i

-

New

at,

Fine grade Japan Matting,

pQD ^AI_E OR P Yl-/\
FAR

tz

!

sen of

nothing to equal them as a floor covering, and they touch
the pocketbook very lightly.

. ^
i CHANGE OH
I

are Now Ready.

FOR EXAMPLE:

size box :j2.
The ladies of the Episcopal church tenced to a term in the penitentiary
or severely fined, and it would make no House and lot. College ave. , size
will have a .-ale • f useful and ;aucy ardifference whether the letter was of
104x110.
ticles at K. of P. hall s>aU.-'aay an-r- an 0jjjcjaj 01. private character. Letnoon and evening, Ap 'll 2''h. ai;d will ters are jus't as sacred pa-sing from this House aud lot. 11th Street, size
50x150.
serve supp
Ul o: J ). Supper 10 cents, to a foreign country under international treaties a? when passing between ex
OU-.
-!
between Pine
und Maple st.s.
Campbell C"., South Dakota, is visitirg crime of opening a letter is just as
his parents at Zeeland. John Meeuw- j great in the one instance as in the 15 Very desirable lot- in south west

—

is

1900

1 encloi:U,'es'
P'^cted by international! For Sale at J. O. Doesburg's Drug Store.
'.. tK); tal treaties against espionage or in- -.nice Lpectionby a censor or any one else.

-Sbv-

.o. ...

... .

Styles in China and Japan Mattings
For the Season of

|

GoanJh-arC.A Steve -na-

BROUWER

JAS. A.

1

j

,

DU MEZ BROS.

EAST EIGHTH STREET.

year limn ever before. iarjxe city and bad

THE ENGLISH

a'

it.

can Readilv be In-

guidance would you place the most contidenee in. a stranger’s,lost like yourself, or a citizen's born and bred in the
ti
a house May 7th.
| city? When a ship reaches the oiling
The Treatment <il Mr. Miieruui hy our State
jOf a strange port, whose hand directs
rind organ has again come
come forth
The grind
urpurtuicnt.
I the tiller and
brings her safe to her
upon
its
m‘'1and regao - our people
Us mel- ; pe|.nijt n}t. 50me comments on the moorin.’s.'Whose opinions,experience!
odious
: view taken by the “G rood wet" of the and statements can the n-iider
reader detii.iui
depend
Dr. F MeOmber wi'.l beat Hotel Hoi- outrage penetratedon Consul Macrum upon the more, those publishedfrom
...
I bv an English censor in South Africa, bona fide Holland citizens, or those
land Tue-day, Wednesday anc Thurs- , -j ail, j|,jormfi^ the able editor of the originally drafted in every hole and
day of next week. See
j Grondwet apologizes to his readers for
corner of the Union, except our own
Rev.A. W. DeJonge. ofthe Fourth the conduct of the English censor by Holland and suburbs? Read this Hoisaying the act was ol no consequence land case:
Ref. church, has received a call from
because the letters opened were ptivate
Mr?. Jan De Kok, of 214 West 11th;
the Reformed church at New Era.
and not otflcial. 1 can fully realize how street, says: 1 was bothered for years
difficultit is for an honest man to recon- more or less with heavy, aching pains
w ill \ an Zanten, who is taking aicjje sincere sympathies for the Boers in my back. 1 could not rest comfortamedical course at the Milwaukee Medi- j with a loyal support of President Me- bly and it was painfulfor me to stoop
cal College, is home for the summer Kinley’s administration,because sym- or to straighten up. Seeing Doan s
pathy* with the BoeVe directly forbids Kidney Pills so highly recommended I
vacation.
mpathy with the British scheme of got a box at J. O. Doesburg’s drugstore
At K. P. Hail, tomorrow, Saturday, b'oody conquest.The weak and flimsy and tried them. They relieved me right
afternoon,the Ladies Guild of Grace excuse for tne English censor presented away and in a short time my complaint
Episcopal church will serve ice cream by the Grondwet is scarcely complimen- disappearedentirely. Doan’s Kidney
tary to the high intelligenceand re- Pills are a fine remedy."
and cake.
fined conscience of the gentleman who
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by all
dealers.Price oO cents. Mailed by
A sugar -oeial will be given at tht edits that Influential publication.
bandrooms in the Beach block
letters of the American consul Foster-MilburuCo., Buffalo.N. Y.
at Pretoria,whether private or official, Sole agents fur the U. S. Remember
r»*. Sthmlay. evemos. Toe eaod boy, whether MIlt from Wa.hingtoi!, D. c! the name, Doan’s and take no substideserve
1 or East Liverpool, Ohio, were sealed : tute.

Go

day of our Muslin Under,

vestigated.

tisses-

i

it is tilt*

'

j

I

24 East Eighth Street.

|

wear and Embroidery Sale. Don’t miss

the last

---

1

STEVENSON

Remember, to-morrow (Saturday) is

TO BE DEPENDED UPON.

law

!

W.

|

Lace Curtains and Draperies.
Just received, a large new line of genuine Brussels Net
Curtains, ranging in price from S3.75 to $14.00.

SEE OUR NEW LINE OF COUCHES.

Ottawa >t.

WE GIVE CREDIT.

in the

4b Acre Farm, most fruit, itouse
J. H. Nibbelink A- Son Lave added a Netherlands, should learn that his letand barn, near school house, six
linn coach team to their lice liven!16''0" had been opened by an
miles from town.
, * officialof the ocean steamer or at some
stab.es. 1 hey are a steel gray, about foreign port, would not the writer of 100 Acre Farm, all level ground,
1200 pounds each and were bought iultbe letter feel that he was outraged
soil is heavv gravel loam.
aud Lad a just cause of complaint to the
Grand Rapids.
30
Acres standing timber located
American government,and would not
The local offices of the Beil Tele- tlie Grondwet agree that this treatin Holland settlement,two miles
phone Co. will be changed from the ment wan wrong and ;.u insult, justifyfrom Holland church and one-half
212-214
present location to the first flat of the ing a demand fur an explanation?
mile
from
school, in Missaukee
These lettersopened by the English
Van Dyk block. A new switch board
Co.. Mich . near Cadillac.
.vih replace the
th,- *rvice
upon their
for the city greatly improved.
Any of the above property I will sell
face appearing to be officialwhether
a r. j.
Robert M Moore, of Douglas, a weap they were or not. The criminal wanton- on reasonable terms or will exchange
thy lumberman with extensive interest 1 ness of the act and its insultingdisre- for other City property. Please call
2
in Louisiana and Texas, has purchased gard of the rights of an American of* and see me.
B L Scott’sline homesteadeast of the tidal forcibly appears from the fact
i Central
city. This place includes 20 acres land. that the letters were going to Pretoria
and not coming from it. Had the JetOKTGA'.i: SALK.— Default huvIiiK been
M r. and Mrs. H. G. Van den Berg of
DR. F. M. GILLEsPIE,
lettersbeen mailed in the Transvaal
made In tbe payment of money due on a
East Sixth street will celebrate 'their
DENTIST.
uiortKage
ulven by Arend Lamati and Hendertk
Capitol there would have been some ex3
golden wedding next Tuesday, May J.
Laman hit. wife, of the city of Grand Haven,
CALL ON
cuse for opening them although with- County of Ottawa, and State of Micbljran.to
4
18 East Eighth St.,
Holland, Mich.
They are old residentsof Holland, ‘and out permissionunder postal treaties,
Luttt- Veeis-traof the 'Mine jilace. dated May
undoubtedlya host of friendswill on
seventh,
8»1,
and
recorded
in
the
Register
of
i Were the English authorities prying
that day heartilycongratulate them.
first-classdentistry
Deed's ofllce of said Ottawa County, on the fifj into the home correspondence of Amerteenth day of October. l*m. in libre :« of mortAND PRICES RIGHT.
The new stamp books recently issued ican officials to learn if possible whether gages, on page 431; and said mortgage having
by the post office department have put McKinley's administration was false in been duly assigned by the said Luwe Veenstra
1 Horns: 8:30 to 12 a. m.: I:30to5:30j*.«.
to Ann Koolman on the eighteenthdav of April.
in an appt-aranc
at the local post office. its professionsof regnrd for the cause 1HUU and recorded in said Register of ’Deed'sofEvenings by Appointment
This year's styles in Flowers and Trimmings differ greatly from last 4
One can now put chase 12, 24 or 48 of the British?
fice aforesaidon the eighteenth Cay of April.
Ottawa Rhone 33.
stamps at a time neatly done up in a
Fully realizing the enormityof the 1900 in libre 67 of mortzage».on page 39: upon year's. They are much more elegant. We keep as fine an assortment T
which mortgage there ih claimed to be due at the
•mt t
n si
i i i n
booklet for one cent more than the ac- outrage put upon hi nisei f and* the in- date of thl* noticethe *um of four hundred doltual cost of the stamps.
sult to his government, no less than the lar- for principaland interest, and no suitor of beautiful Flowers and Trimmings as can be found in any Millinery
.
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;

JAS. A.

BROUWER,

RIVER STREET.

HOLLAND. MICH.

.fd

j

“'KU,.

!

T.

SLAGH.

M

Fine Millinery

-

4
Mrs. M. Bertsch.
-

1

—

i

m

violation of a treaty, hy this unexcusa- proceedingsat law or in equity having been in- store.
stitutedto recover the debt -eeured by -aid
mortgage or any part thereof, therefore.Notice
It is always a pleasure to us to show you our fine Hats and Trimis hereby given that -aid mortgage will be foreclosed by sale to tbe highest bidder at public
auction of the premisesdescribed in said mort- mings, and it is a pleasure to inspect them.
gage. viz: the south half of the south-eastquarThe ladies of Holland and vicinity are invited to come, aud see our
ter of the south-west quarterof the north east
quarter of section twenty-eight c>. in Town
line
of fine Millinery.
vited guests.
eight t8> north of range sixteen .16) we-t. contreacherous work of an English censor tainingfive acre- of land be the -ume more or
H
Hinze who has been engaged in His receptionby our state department less, on the Twenty third day of duly. A. Ii.
1 HtH). at ten o'clockin the forenoon thereof, at
Cor. Eighth St. und CoUege Arc.
the sugar manufacturing business in is the most remarkable and humiliat- the north door of the Court house that be' tig the
ing feature of the whole disgraceful place where the circuit court of said Ottawa
Germany and Californiafor the last 25 affair. He was removed from office and
County is held. In the city of Grand Haven, in
years, has been engaged as superinten- bis report unceremoniouslyignored. said county, to satisfy the sum due on said nmrtFOB SALE OK EXCHANGE.
DON’T MISS
SEED

A delightful musicalewas rendered
ble and indefensible conduct of the
Dr. O.
English censor our consul at Pretoria
E. Yates, in which Prof. Campbell,
obtained leave of absence to return to
Henry C. Post, Misses Grace and Amy
the United States that he might proYates took part. The entertainmentperly present the matter to his governwas attended by a large number of inment without further exposure to the

nfm

n?

last evening at the residenceof

_st.

MRS. M. BERTSCH.

W

J
i

3 DR. P.C.

..

*oreclo'’ure

provided by

OFFER.
$4.00

or

M

a27-jy2o!

Notler, 200 River

i

;

Twenty-fivebead of horses, cheap,
Workers and drivers, at fair grounds.

WmEU™ ZZZ

or’

me

Fred Park.

OFFICE IN

First State

Bank Block.

HOURS. - - 2 to

9 to 11 A. M.,
4 P. M. and 7 to 9 P. M.

Sundays • . .

OUR PREMIUM

dent by the Holland Sugar Co. He is a This was a serious episode in the Trans- faw6 aUd thC C°SlS °f
Dated April 25. 1900.
capable man and is thoroughly acquain vaal war reflecting on British respect
IRT
for American rights and demanding exted with all the detailsof the work
planationor apology, but our Englishi- inortga;e.
.. .....

MEENGS,

4
4

2 to 4 P. M.

Calls promptly attended day or

night. Residence

a-m-m

i

;

-m

m

81
;

W.
i

*

10th St.

m-mtS

ten. The Presbyterian Church is now
agitated about ill creed. Some good
men in it are for keeping it because it
was framed from the belief of John Cal*
vin. Other good men in it want rerisloc. I am with neitherparty. Instead
of revision I want substitution.X was
aorry to have the question disturbed at
all. The creed did not hinder 2s from
offering the pardon and the comfort of
the gospel to ail men, and the Westminster Confession has not interferedwith
me one minute. But now that the electric lights have been turned on the imperfections of that creed— and everything

M

of cr^ds

iShWng\iJoroIirnndge^

a^rat d

What Many of you Chriitlauf aoat
need li to get your graveclotheaoff. I)
rejoice that you have been brought from
the death of sin to the life of the goapel,
but you need to get your hand loose, and
your feet loose, and your tongue loose,
and your soul loose. There is no siu that
the Bible so arraignsand punctures and
flagellatesus the sin of unbelief, and that
ia what is the matter with you. “Oh,”
you say, “if you knew what 1 once waa
and how many times I hare friavoualy
strayed you would understand why 1 do
not come out brighter!” Then 1 think
you would call vourself the chief of tinners. 1 am glad you hit upon that term,
for I have a promise that fits into your
case is the cogs of one wheel between
the cogs of another wheel or as the key
fits into the labyrinthsof a lock.
A man who was once called Haul, but
afterward Paul, declared, .“This ii a
faithful saying and worthy of all acceptation that Christ Jesus came into the
world to save sinners, of whom 1 am

KEWS OP

0tiR STATE.

ITEMS OF INTEREST TO MICHU

GANDERS

A

Chautauqua assembly will be held
Owosso June 24 to July 4, inclusive.
Corunna Methodists are discussingthe
questionof building a new ehureh edifice.
The Owosso Sanitarium,located half a
mile south of Owosso, will be opened
at

May

IMMENSE DAMAGE IN MANY MISSISSIPPI TOWNS.

1.

There were 3,133 dentils iu Michigan
F* racr Attackedby Crows-Marl Beds
in March, the rate being 13.4 per l.UUO
of Hillsdale County-Had Her Money population.
Burled-Twin Cities Want Paw Paw
The grocery businessof Davis A SeaHirer Opened to Navigation.
holt of Ann Arbor has been sold to Kinsey

HAVOC BY THE FLOOD.

&

Many

(SouthernRivers Are Raglaf

Torrents — Several People

Drowned

and a Number of Buildings Wrecked
—RailroadsSuffer Severely.

Seubolt.

Bank of Mt. Clemens,
Lemuel Hindi's of Osbtemo township,
New Orleans has ceased to regard the
work iu his field was attacked capital $30,000, has filed articles with the flood situation as a temporary inconvenby a large flock of crows and frightfully Secretary of State.
ience. As time lias passed and as the
injured. Ilindcs was distributing a wagThe building of the Snuitas Nut Food full scope of the excessiverains has been
on load of fertilizerover the field and Co. at Buttle Creek burned. Loss $11,- learned the convictionhas been irresistbefore he had warning a flock of appar- 000, insurance $4,000.
ibly brought home that a calamity of apently a thousand or more flew into the
Lucy Hale, aged 10 years, of Marion palling magnitudehas been experienced,
field from the direct ion of Kalamazoo. township,was killed by a window falling aud that insteadof the worst being over
His attempts to drive them away with aud breaking her neck.
the evil lias just begun. Partial reporta
a pitchfork were futile, and they attacked
Lapeer is trying to induce the Arm- of the damage incurredin the storm belt
him viciously.He killed quite a number,
sffung ManufacturingCo. of Flint to have run the figures up into the millions,
but the remainder of the flock peeked his
and, taking into considerationthe losses,
move its factory to Lapeer.
face and neck iu a terrible manner. His
real and resultant, the amount foots np
The
Bay
Cities’
Consolidated
Street
cries attracted his wife, who came to his
to an enormous figure.
Railway
Co.
will
build
a
$30,000
power
rescue with a shotgun, with which she
Advices receivedin New Orleans from
house this sprnig at Bay City.
Tin* City Savings

W’hile at

chief." Mark .that— "of whom I am
chief.” “Put down your overcoats and
hats, ami I will take care of them while
you kill Stephen.” So Haul said to the
stoners of the first martyr. "I do not
care to exert myself much, but 1 will killed a score or more.
Pcurlingion say Pearl river has reached
guard your surplusapparel while you do
The combination formed at Kalamazoo its highest mark since 1S74. The timFine
Mori
ItcdH
in
Hilladalc
County.
the murder.” The New Testament acto raise the price of ice cream soda to ber boonis have commenced breaking up,
iWe dismounted from our horses on the
Another tine marl deposit has been lo- 10 cents a glass has been broken.
aud thousands of dollars’ worth of timber
way up from Jordan to the Dead sea. back and stick to what Robert Fulton count says, "The witnesses laid down cate*] at Sand lake by Hillsdalecapitalknew about steamboats and reject the their clothes at a young umn’s feet,
The Michigan Trust Co. of Grand Rap- has floated out to sen. All businesson
Bethany was the summer evening retreat
ists
who
have
secured
options
on
all
the
subsequent improvementsin navigation, whose name was Saul.” No wouder he
ids, has acquired a controlling interest iu the river is at a standstill. The sawmills
•f Jesus. After spending the day in the
and go back to John Gutenberg, the in- said, “Sinners,of whom I am the chief.” laud in tin* .surroundingterritory, it is the Peninsular Trust Co. of that city.
have had to discontinueoperations.The
kot city of Jerusalem he would come out
likely that a cement factory will be erectventor of the art of printing, and reject
Pardon for Kvcry One.
there almost every evening to the house
The coal mines at Corunna may close water has reached the first floors of all
ed
there,
if
the
Mosherville
plant,
now
apall modern newspaper presses, and go
of his three friends. 1 think the occuChrist is used to climbing. He climb- proaching completion,turns out as well down owing to the increasedcost of pro- •tores along the river. Traffic of all kinds
back to the time when telegraphy was
duet ion, which consumers refuse to share. is suspended.Every bridge from Pearlpants of that house were orphans, for the
the elevating of signals or the burning of ed to the top of the temple. He climbed ns anticipated.There is a good deni of
father and mother are not mentioned.
to
the
top
of
Mount
Olivet.
He
climbed
Maude McQuecr,the 9-year-old daugh- ington to Logtown has been swept away.
Iliilsda!)money
in
the
Mosherville
facBut the son and two daughters must bonfireson the hilltops and reject the to the top of the cliffs about Nazareth. tory and the gentlemenwho have the ter of Ed. McQucer of Maple City, died The water in the public roads is deep
have
He climbed to the top of Golgotha. And Sand lake options want to see some good from the effects of poison from canned enough to swim a horse. People living
on the Louisiana side have been forced
to the top of the hills and the mountains results there before making further heavy tomatoes.
to abandon their homes and flee to tbe
of your transgressionhe is ready to investment.
The Puritan Corset Co. has begun op- Mississippi side for safety. Hundreds of
•pul cut home. Lazarus, the brother, was
erations
at
Kalamazoo.
It
will
turn
out
der the sleeve of the gown of a sixteenth climb with pardon for every one of you.
Money Duir Out of a Garden.
head of cuttle and bogs have been drownMov ;it the head of the household,and his
century doctor. I could call the names The groan of Calvary is mightier than
Mrs. Jerry O’Neil died nt Rockland IUU dozen corsets per day and will give ed. Deer and other game are swimming
•liters depended on him nud were proud
the
thunder
of
Sinai.
Full
receipt
is
of twenty living Presbyterian ministers
recently, at the age
She was born employmentto fifty hands.
across the river at every available point.
•f him, fyr be was very popular, and
of religion who could make a better creed offered for all your indebtedness.If one iu Ireland, and came to Rocklandwith
Orpha L. Taylor of Hillsdale, a well- All farms aud gardens will have to be
•very body liked him, and these girls were
than John Calvin. The nineteenth cen- throw a stone nt midnight into a bush her husband some fifty years ago. Neigh- known singer, has been granted a divorce replanted.
•pleudid girls— Martha a first rate housetury ought not to lie called to sit at the where the hedge bird roosts, it immedi- bors knew that she had money.' but no from her husband, aud has assumed her
Belated news is beginning to arrive rekcoper and Mary a spirituelle,somewhat
ately begins to sing, and into the midfeet of the
^
one knew how much or w*.erc she maiden name, Orpha L. Kinne.
garding the loss of life. Four people were
dreamy, but affectionate and as good a
night hedges of your despondency these
Chance in Conditions.
Maple Rapids will endeavorto raise drowned near Meridian aud two near
piri as could be found in all I’alestine.
words I hurl, hoping to awaken you to kept it until the day before she died,
But one day Lazarus got sick. The sis“But,” you say, “it is the same old Bi- anthem. Drop the tunes in the minor when she revealed the hiding place after $23,000 to secure the location iu that vil- Hattiesburg,Miss. In the vicinity of Enters were in consternation.Father gone, ble, and John Calvin bad that as well as key and take the major. Do you think it making Iter will. Witnesses were called lage of the power house of the proposed terprise, Bliss.,the waters of the Chickssawlia are raging. The water is five feet
and mother gone, they feel very nervous the present student of the Scriptures." pleases the Lord for you to be carrying and over $.”.400 was dug up out of the Lansing-St. Louis electric railway.
lest they lose their brotheralso. Disease Vcs; so it is the same old sun in the aronnd with you tbe debris and carcasses garden. It was mostly gold, hank notes
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Beach of Berrien deep in the main streets. The three
did its quick work. How the girls hung heavens, but in our time it has gone to . of old transgressions?You make me of the old Spinner issue and checks on Springs have celebrated their golden wed- bridges between East and West Enter•ver his pillow! Not much sleep about making daguerreotypesand photographs. think of some ship that has had a tem- the old Minnesota Mining Company. The ding anniversary. The couple have lived prise have been swept away. The Enthat house— no sleep at all.
terprise Academy, a buildingwhich was
It is the same old water; but iu our cen- pestuous time at sea aud now that it checks are now valueless.
in Berrien County for forty-six years.
the pride of the town, is gone. A numFrom the characteristics otherwise de-. tury it has gone to running steam en- proposes another voyage keeps on its
The North American Chemical Co. of
Want
to Open P »w Paw Kivcr.
ber of buildingswere demolished.
•eloped, I judge that Martha prepared gines. It is the same old electricity;but davits the damaged lifeboatsand tlie
A petition signed by the leading busi- Bay City has let a contract to a New
Shubin a and Desoto. Miss., are inundatthe medicines and made tempting dishes in our time it has become a lightning splinters of a shivered mast and the
ness men of St. Joseph and Renton liar- York firm to put in a system of compress•f food, for the poor appetite of the suf- footed errand boy. So it is the old Bible, broken glass of a smashed skylight. My
ed. The rise of the Chickasawhahas *•
t-or has been sent to the Secretary of ed air pumps to raise the brine from the
ferer, but Mary prayed and sobbed. but new applications, new uses, new infar been in the neighborhood of thirty
advice is: Clear tbe decks, overboard War prayingthat the Paw Paw river be new salt wells.
.Worse and worse gets Lazarus until the terpretations.You must remember that' with all the damaged rigging,brighten
feet, and the torrent is rising. The Pasdoctor announces that he can do no more. during the last 300 years words have up the salted smokestacks, open a new opened to navigation. It asked that the
I.oanderOpsimer. aged 70 years, living cagoula river, too, is raging and muck
highway
and
railway
bridges
be
removed
in Merritt township, lias been robbed of damage is feared to the lands adjacent
TV shriek that went up from that house- changed their meaning, and some of log book, haul in tbe plunks, lay out a
and swing bridges be placed ia position
hold when the last breath had been drawn them now mean more and some less. 1
new course and set sail for heaven. Tou over tbe river. If tbe Secretary of War $150, his savings of many years. He to its banks. The floods have been worse
•nd the two sisters were being led by do not think that John Calvin believed, have bud the spiritual dumps long
would not trust banks and kepi tbe thau ever before known. The railroads
grants the petition it will menu a grat'd
sympathizers into the adjoiningroom ail as some say he did, iu the damnation of
enteringNew Orleans have incurreddamenough. You will please the Lord more improvement to the twin cities aud will money in the house.
those of us can imagine who have had infants, although some of the recent hot
Chicago and Grand Trunk Railway offi- ages which, figuring the loss of business,
by being happy than by being miserable. open up a territory with a river frontage
•ur own hearts broken. But why was disputeswould seem to imply that there Again, my text has good advice concials say they will put on hourly service will amount to hundreds of thousands of
suitable for large factories.
aot Jesus there as be so often bad been? is such a thiug as the damnationof inbetween Port Huron and Detroit,and dollars.
cerning any Christian hampered and
J ar away in the country districts,preach- fauts. A man who believes in tbe darn- bothered and bound by fear of his own
will also cut the rate to compete with
Boy of It) a Suicide.
MORMONS IN CANADA.
ing. healing other sick, bow unfortunate nation of infants himself deserves to lose dissolution.To such the book refer*
Harlow W. Carter, 10 years old. ’ook the new electric road.
toar this omnipotent Doctor had not been heaven. I do not think any good man when it speaks of those who through fear his !if" in Chicago Itceause of the condiAttorney General Oren says that where Spread of the Sect 1« Alarming Do«i that domestic crisis in Bethany. When could admit such a possibility.What of death Were all their lifetime subject to tion be had been left in by an attack of
minion Officials.
private banks are situatedin townships
«t last Jesus arrived in Bethany. Laza- Christ will do with all the babies iu tbe
bondage. The most of us, even if we typhiid fever contracted while serving different from those in which the owners Canada is becomingseriouslyalarmed
rus had been buried four days and disso- next world I conclude from what he did
have the Christian hope, are cowards with u Michigan regiment iu Cuba. The reside, these banks are to In* assessed in •t the rapid spread of Mormonism in
lution had taken place. In that climate with the babies In Palestine when he
about death. If a plank fail from a scaf- suicide was found in a room at the Palace the townships where the businessis car- some parts of the country, especially in
the breathlessbody disintegrates more hugged them and kissed them. When
the northwest. The Mormons themselves
folding and just grazes our bat, how pale Hotel. He had swallowed carbolic acid. ried ou.
rapidly than in ours. If, immediately some of you grown people go out of this
claim to be increasingin the Dominion at
we
look! If the Atlantic ocean playa The boy's home was at Hastings. He
after decease, the body had been awakJudge George P. Wanty of the United the rate of thousands per year, and, acworld, your doubtful destiny will be an
ened into life, unbelieversmight have embarrassmentto ministersofficiatingat with tbe steamship, pitching it toward went to Chicago after the war ami work- States DistrictCourt at Grand Rapids
cording to a Quebec correspondent,assert
the heavens and letting it suddenly drop, ed for Barnhart Bros. & Spindlcr, type
lias appointed as commissioners Ira C.
that within thfe last
how even the Christianpassengers pester
. .pi
A
tbe steward or stewardess as to whether
Held on Counterfeitink Charge.
of Ironwood and
there is any danger, and the captain, who
tahfy had been renewed. No! hour are no “ifs” or "huts” or guesses.
John Butcher, who was brought to Lan- Ignacc.
If this is continned Canadian ‘public
has
been
all
night
on
the
bridge
and
4ays dead.
We must remember that good John chilled through, coming in foi* a cup of sing from Shiawassee County, was hound 4. F. Wildemiuth, proprietor of the men fear that they will shortly control
over
to
the
United
.‘tales
Court
ou
a
The Sepulcher of Christ.
Calvin was a logician and a metaphysi- coffee, is assailedwith a whole battery
Wildcrmuth House at Owosso. lias pur- large sectionsof the country. As the
At (he door of the sepulcheris a crowd cian, and by the proclivitiesof his nature
charge of counterfeiting.A gang has chased the Merell House for $5,850. It
bulk of the people in southern Alberta
of questionsas to what he thinks of the
«f people, but tbe three most memorable put some things in an unfortunate way weather. And many of the best people been working in the central portion of will probably be run as an annex of the have come from Utah, and as the Morthe
State
for
some
time.
Butcher
con•re Jesus, who was the family friend. Logic has its use and metaphysics has are, as Paul says, throughout their lifeWildcrmuthHotel under the same man- mons have so thorough. an organization,
fessed that he had been making counter- agement.
•rid the two bereft sisters. We went into its use, but they are not good at making
it is dawning upon the country that they
time in bondage by fear of death. My
feit nickels for the past six months. He
thf traditional tomb one December day, creeds,
brothersand sisters,if we made full use
The body found near Zilwaukcehas may become a serious menace to the
and it i* deep down and dark, and with
also admitted making dollars, which, howof our religion we would soon get over
been identified as that of John Loetiler State, especially as there is a grave susDefects of Some Creeds.
torches we explored it. We found it all
ever, were so inferior that they could not
this.
of Kochville. It is thought that he Mean- picion among their Gentile* neighborsthat
What a time we have had with the dugsjuiet that afternoon of onr visit,but the
readily be disposed of. Isaac Smith, an
dered aimlessly into the cornfieldaud. polygamy is practicedsecretlyby these
Onn Not the Only World.
4ay spoken of in the Bible there was matics, the apologetics and the hermencuaccomplice,was also held.
becoming exhausted,fell down and died. Canadian Mormons.
presont an excited multitude. 1 wonder tics- The defect in some of the creeds
Backed up by tbe teachings of yoor
Many of the leading elders In Alberta
He Mas 83 years old.
Duckalon
Found
Guilty.
what Jesus will do? He orders the door *8 that they try to tell us all about the de- Bible, just look through the telescope
Fred Buekaloo, charged with statutory Dr. Andre Beziat De Hordes, professor assert that polygamy is one of the chief
of the grave removed, and then he begins crees of God. Now the only human be- some bright night and see how many
privileges of the communion, and if is
to descend tbe steps, Mary and Martha ‘“S that was ever competent to handle worlds there are aud reflect that all you burglary, was found guilty. Buekaloo iu romance and language at Kalamazoo
asserted that in some cases the privibroke
into
a
Howell
store
and
stole
a
do.-e after him, and the crowd after that subjectwas Paul, and he would not have seen, comparedwith the number of
College, has been invited to Columbia
lege has been held out as a bait to wouldquantity
of
furs,
taking
them
to
Fowthem. Deeper down into the shadows have been competent had be not been in- worlds in existence, are less than the
Universityof Ncm* York to take the chair
be adherents of the baser sort.
*nd deeper! The hot tears of Jesus roll spired. I believein the sovereigntyof lingers of your right hand as compared lerville, where he sold them. He is only of literature and languages in that instiOutside of Alberta and the other north20
years
obi
and
was
but
recently
releasover bis cheeks and plash upon the back tied and I believe in man's free agency, with all the fingers of the human race.
tution. aud has accepted.
west provinces of Canada the Mormons
of his hands. Were ever so many sor- but no one can harmonize tbe two. It is How foolish, then, for ns to think that ed after serving a sentence for larceny.
It has been discoveredthat Rev. Chas. claim to have no fewer than 19.999 memrows 'compressed into so -.mall a space as n°t necessary that we harmonize them. ours is the only world fit for us to stay *n.
M. Sheldon of Topeka, Kan., mus once a bers in the province of Ontario. The
State New* iu Uriel.
In (bat group pressing on down after Every sermon that I have ever heard
One of our first realizations iu getting
barefootedboy iu Lansing. Some thirty leaders or "evangelists”of the church enA yacht club is being organized at St.
•Christ, ail the time bemoaning that he that attempted such harmonizatiou was out of this world, I think, will be that in
years
ago ins father. Rev. SteMart Shel- deavor to obtain .i footing in new center*
had
before?
to me as clear as a London fog, as clear this world we were very much pent up Joseph.
don, m’iis pastor of Plymouth Congrega- by posing as “ministersof the gospel.”
N-nv ail tbe whispering and all the as mud. My brother of the nineteenth and had cramped apartments aud were
Thompsonville'sucm- bank M-ill soon bo tional Church of that place.
They profess at first to folloM* Christ and
crying and all the sounds of shuflling century, my brother of the sixteenthcen- kept on the limits. The most, even of opened for business.
The records of the register’s office iu the apostles very closelyand keep the
f<vt arc* stopped. It is the silence of ex- tury, give us Paul's statement and leave our small world, is water, and the water
E. O. Dewey, editor of (he Times, has
peculiar doctrinesof the Mormon rhurelk
.peetaney. Death had conquered,but now out your own. Better one chapter of says to the human race, “Don't come
assumed the duties of postmaster of Oakland County sIiom- that 3,130 mort- very much in the background until they
gages
M-cre
tiled
from
Jan.
1,
1883,
to
tin* vanquisher of death confronted the Paul on that subjectthan all of Calvin’s
here or you will drown.” A few thou- Owosso.
•scene. Amid tin* awful hush of the institutes,able and honest and mighty as sand feet up tbe atmosphere is uninhabJan. 1, 1900. With the exceptionof the gain the confidenceof their converts.
Twenty-one bicyclists at Bay City have year 1895 every year since 1883 has
tomb, tbe familiur name which Christ they are. Do not try to measure either itable, and tbe atmosphere says to the
SHUT-DOWN OF THE MILLS.
had often bad upon his lips in the hospi- the throne of God or the thunderboltsof human race, “Don't come up here or you been arrested for violating city ordi- shown a decreasein the number filed.
nances.
talities o£ the village home came back to God with your little steel pen. What do
A
Detroit
and
Mackinac
freight
train
cannot breathe.” A few miles down the
Nearly 10,000 Men in the Steel and
Ionia County newspaper publishers are ami a switch engine drawing six ears colhis tongue, and with a pathos and an you know about the decrees? You can- earth is a furnace of fire, aud the fire
Wire ItiiMnjH* Idle.
•Imightiuessof which the resurrection of not pry open tbe door of God’s eternal
organizingan association for mutual ben- lided head on in West Bay City. The
says, “Don’t come here or you will burn.”
It is claimed that the sudden shutefit
aud
protection.
the last day shall only be an echo he counsels. You caunot explain the mys- The caverns of the mountains are full of
engine crcMs, except Engineer Shipman down of the tM-elve miils of the Americries. “Lazarus, come forth!” The eyes teries of God's governmentnow; much
The Chicago and NorthwesternRail- of the freight train, jumped and escaped. can Steel and Wire Company has throw#
poisonous gases, and the gases say,
of the slumberer open, and be rises and less the mysteriesof his government live
"Don't come here or you will be asphyx- road is establishing the block system on Shipman was scalded on the face ami nearly ten thousand M-orkmen out of emconies to the foot of the steps and with hundred quintilliou years ago.
hands, but not seriously.
iated." And. crossing a track, you must its upper peninsuladivision.
ployment. The mills affected are at I’itts*rest difficultybegins to ascend, for the
I move for a creed for all our deuomilook out or you will be crushed.Aud,
Belding bakers are at war among
Muskegon County Supervisors by a burg, Cleveland, Joliet, 111., Newcastle,
ceremenlsof the tomb are yet on him, aations made out of Scripturequotations standing by a steam boiler, you must
themselves, and as a result the people vote of 23 to 3 decidedto resubmit to the Fa., Anderson, ind., ami Waukegan aud
and his feet are fast and his hands are pure and simple. That would take the look out or you will be blown up. And
are gettiugtheir bread at half the usual people the proposition to raise a (Mo-mill
De Kalb, 111. These mills have a capacfast and the impediments to all his nyive- earth for God. That would be impregpneumonias and pleurisies and codsuu){>- price.
tax in 1901 and a similartax in 1992 ity of between 3,000 aud 4.909 tons of
ments are so great that Jesus commands: nable against infidelity and Apolljonic lions and apoplexies go across this earth
Farmers about Vicksburg u-ill experi- for the erectionof a new county alms- manufacturedproduct a day, and their
“Take off these cerements!Remove these assault. That would be beyond human in flocks, iu droves,in herds, aud it is a
ment
in raisingtobacco this year. An house. The propositionmiis snowed un- shutting down during what was believed
hindrances! Unfasten these graveclotbes!criticism. The denomination, whatever world of equinoxes ami cyclones and
to be a period of great activity and profitexjierienced grower of the weed has lo- der at the spring election.
Loose him, and let him go!”
its name be, Hat can riae np to that will | j™". Yl.t wc are under tbe delusion
John W. Roat of Burton was divorced making came as a surprise to people genOh, I am so glad that after the Lord he the church of the millennium, will ,|iat it is the only place fit to stay iu. cated there and will instruct the farmers
in the care and cultivationof tobacco from his wife Mary on Jan. 22 last, the erally.
riii.sed Lazarus be went on and command- swallow up all other denominations aud
We want to stick to the wet plank in plants.
Tbe cause of the 'hut-down is given by
defendant not putting in an appearance.
ed (he looseningof tbe cords that bound lie the one that will be the bride when mid-ocean while the great ship, the City
A few days ago he apitcurcd at the coun- John W. Gates, chairman of the board of
his feet s.> (hat he could walk and the the Bridegroom cometh. Ix*t us make it
'I he Manistique Democrat tells of a
of God, of the Celestial line, goes sailing
ty clerk’s office and took out a license to directors of the company,as slack busibreaking off of the cerement that bound simpleraud plainer for people to get into
past and would gladly take us up in s man iu that town who Ment to a local
ness and over-production.The slack busifs hands so that he could stretch out his the kingdom of God. Do not hinder i*oclothier and reque.-ted that his measure remarry her, claiming sin* was the only
lifeboat. My Christian friends, let me
iue.-s,it is explained,is brought about
•rms in salutation and the tearingoff of ple by the idea that they may not have tear off your despondencies and frights be taken for a suit of clothes. After it woman he had ever loved.
th-* bandage from around his jaws so been elected. Do not tak on to the one
Judge O. W. Coolidge in the Circuit by a decline iu the building trades owing
about dissolution.My Lord commands miis done he said that he didn’t Mant' to
to widespread labor roubles. The suslha; he could witk. What would resur- essential of faith iu Christ any of the inCourt
at St. Joseph quashed the ease
bay
a
suit
from
the
merchant,
but
Mounted
me regarding you, saying, “Loose him,
pension of building operations shut off
rected lift* have been to Lazarus if he numerablenon-essentials.A man who
against William 11. Thompson, a fruit
to
send
an
order
(o
cu
out-of-town
dealer
and let him go!”
the demand for some of the products of
bad not been freed from all those erip- heartily accepts Christ is a Christian,
buyer,
arrested
for
violation
of
the
new
Heaven is 93 per cent better than this aad didn’t know how to measure himself.
the American Steel and Wire Company,
plcmcnts of bis body? 1 am glad that and the man who does not accept him is
State
law
forbidding
soliciting
fruit
aud
world, a thousand per cent better, a milChancellor McCracken of Ncm- York
such as nails, etc. Another product of
Christ couuiHMidcd bis complete emanci- not a Christian, and that is all there is of
vegetablesexcept by persons paying $19
lion per cent better. Take the gladdest, Universitygives out a list of those whose
the company is fencing Mire, and the
pall ;u, saying, “Loose him, aud let him it. He need not believe in election or
bond.
brightest, most jubilant days you ever acceptances of invitations to serve as license fee and furnishing
price of this had gone so high that the
go.”
reprobation. He need not believe in the
had on earth and compress them all into judges in connection M-ith the New York The case was a test, the defendant hav- farmers refused to buy it.
eternal generationof the Sou. He need
Only Half Liberate:].
ing
Hie
support
of
all
solicitors,
and.
it
one hour, and that hour would be a re- University hall of fame have been reThe Americuu Steel and Wire Company
Tne unfortunate thing now is that so not believe iu everlasting punishment. quiem, a fast day, a gloom, a horror, as ceived. The judges will consider tin* is claimed,n combine of the fruit dealers
was incorporatedin January; 1899, with
He
need
not
believe
iu
infant
baptism.
ai my Christiansare only half liberated.
compared with the poorest hour they names submitted for inscription on the of South Water street. Chicago, bucked a capital stock of $90,999,090. Iu comTh<*y have been raised form the death He need not believe iu plenary inspira- have hud in heaven since its first tower
vails of the hall. Among those mIio have Mr. Thompson in his fight. At the first
and burial of sin into spiritual life, but tion. Faith iu Christ is the criterion, is was built or its first gates swung or its acceptedare PresidentAngell and Profs. trial, in a justice court, Thompson was mon stock -old last May at 72 and on the
they yet have the graveclotbesou them, the test, is the pivot, is the indispensa- first song caroled. "Oh,” you say, “that Burke A. Hinsdale and A. C. McLaugh- found guilty as charged, but the latest day of the recent shut-down the selling
price was 32. Preferred stock sold at
tl’hey are, like Lazarus, hobbling up tbe ble. #
ruling is taken by the fruit men as a demay be true, but I am so afraid of cross- lin of the Universityof Michigan.
over 100 last March.
stairs of the tomb bound hand and foot,
But there are those who would add un- ing ever from this world to the next, and
cisive victory.
Rev. John Gray. 1). 1>., who for sevand the object o£ tills sermon is to help to the tests rather than subtract from I fear the snapping of the cord between
Mr. Shilling- of Bentley's Corners unFort Tampa City, Fla., has a “curfew
' their body and free their souls, and 1
them. There are thousands who would soul and body.” Well, all the surgeons en years past has been pastor of the First earthed the skeleton of a man M-hilc digPresbyterian
Church
at
Kalamazoo,
bell” in n new form. No male colored
aliali try to obey the Master’s command not accept persons into church memberand physicians and scientistsdeclare
ging iu a sand pit on his farm. It is
that comes to me and comes to every ship if they drink wine or if they smoke that there is no pang at the parting of preached his farewell sermon. He is pres- thought the body had been buried for man is allowed on the streets of the city
after 19 o’clockp. in., unless he hus a
minister of religion, “Loose him, aud let' cigars or if they attend the theateror if tbe body and soul, and all the restlessness ident of the Michigan seminary and Mill many years.
pass signed by Mayor Dempsey. All
him go!”
they play cards or if they drive a fast at the closing hour of life i.s involuntary devote his entire time in the future to
Miss May Kellar, known at Bear Lake
others ore jailed aud lined iu the- police
Many are bound band and foot by re- horse. But do not substitute tests which and no distress at all. And I agree with the building up of that institution.
as “Aunt Mary," got tired of living and court the next day.
ligiouscreeds. Let no man misinterpret the Bible does uot establish. There is the doctors,for what they say is conDr. Arthur G. Canfieldof the Univertook a big dose of paris green. She had
ru-* as antagonizingcreeds. I have eight one passage of Scripture wide enough to
sity of Kansas has been chosen as profirmed by the fact that persons who Mere
been in poor health of late years, and
Rumored that the Jewish union college,
or ten of tlieui—a creed about religion,a let all iu who ought to enter and to keep drowned or Merc* submerged until all fessor of Roman* language aud literature
was aliout (59 years old.
Cincinnati, Ohio, may be removed to Chicreed about art, a creed about social out all who ought to be kept out, “Be- consciousnessdeparted and Mere after- at the Universityof Michigan.Tbe uniM. Yuhmatter, aged 18 years, went to cago.
life, a creed about government, and so lieve in the Lord Jesus Christ and thou
Miird resuscitateddeclare that the sen- versityregents have also voted to build
on. A creed is something that a man shalt be saved. Get a man s heart right, nation of passing into unconsciousness this summer a $10,009 addition to the me- work in an Alpena mill to learn the business. Two hours later he was taken home
Large delegationsare expected at Norbtlieves, wliether h k: written or imwri;- and hus life Mill be
chanical laboratory for the ucm- courses
f M as pleasuwble rather than distres'itl
minus his right hand, which had come in folk. Va., May 28, to view the total solar
iu marine engineering.
contact with a circular saw.
•dUMM.

rtr;
>ear?

""d
terest. The test is John si.. 41: “Loose ?““drc'1* of
fa8hio“
“n
appropriate creed for our times. John
Jkim and let him go.”
was a great and good man, but
My Bible is at the place of this text t Calvin
he died 33(1 .ugnrs ago. The beat ceuwritten all over with lead pencil murks
Rntiinnn
» i. . s,,r*e*of Bible study have come since
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the F iliplnowar tiace the first day’s fight*
log around Manila. Authentic report*,
mostly offldai,show a total of 37N Filipinos killed,twelve offleersand 2-i* men

HoUaiMl, Jllch.. v,Hda.v. April 27,

MORE NEW WARSHIPS

captured and many more wounded. TM»
number wounded is hardly guetsable.
Cousidering that the Filipinosentirely
lack hospital facilitiesa great majority
PLAN TO MAKE THEM FINEST of the wounded will die. Probably the
IN THE WORLD.
week’s work finished 1,000 insurgents.
The American loss was nine killed and
In accordance with the recommendation
sixteen wounded. Two sergeantsand one
of the President in his message the SenUncle Seat to Build Boat* of the Type private were killed in ambushes while
ate on Thursdaypassed a jolpt resolution
•f the Iowa, but Larger In Hixe- escortingprovisiontrains.
providing for the administrationof civil
Thoauude of Japanese im migrants The insurgents have been aggressivein
affairs in Porto Rico, pending the appointY&almost every province of Luzon. (Jen.
ment of officers under the Porto Rican
Corning Into This Country.
Pio Del Pilar’s band, numbering300,
(•ovcriinient law recentlyenacted.The
which was out of sight for three months,
Alaskan civil code bill was again under
The three new hutilcHhi|w to he con the lender being reported killed, has recons idem I ion, the debate continuing on
•tructeij for the I'nited States will excel appeared in its old field about Man Mi• he Ilmiftboroiiglialien miners’ amendanything in the world'snavies in speed, guel. Pilar is supposed to be in comment. Mr. Carter presented formallyhis
anuRtncnt and power eotnhinod. The mand again. He gave the American garsubstitutefor (lie llansbrougii nmeudnara! board on constructionhas finally rison at San Miguel, consisting of three
uicut and delivered a speech in support of
approved the plans for the ships author- companies of the Thirty-fifthinfantry,
Hr. Spooner antagonized both the
feed by the last Congress, and gave in- with a Catling, a three hours' fight durN,,
nlll’/c
•>rigiua! and substitute amendments, holdstructions to have the specificationspre- ing a night attack. The loss of the inA>
ing that the courts ought to .-Attic the inpared at once preliminaryto calling for surgents in this engagement is not inflicting da inis without interferenceby
bids from the shipbuilder'.The ships cluded in the foregoingtotal, as they reLongress. The (louse spent the day conwill be enlarged lowas in type, with the moved their dead am) wounded, but presideringthe naval hill in committee of
,’ut“
same rectangularsuperstructure and the sumably it was considerable.
the whole. The most important ection
’""met.
two turrets, how and stern, on the main
1 wenty Filipinos in the provinceof Bn
was ihi- striking out of an appropriation
deck. The turret guns will l>e 12 inch tnngas attackedLieut. Woudc, who, with
of MUO.OOU for the use of the navy in
wat »•
caliber, like the Iowa's guns; there will eight men, was scotihg near .San Jose.
making surveys and charts of the waters
l*e a turret at each corner of the super
'•f our new island poMssions. The reguI he lieutenant and five men were woundstruct tire carrying two 8-inch guns and ed and one private was killed.Sergeant
lar appropriationof $10,000 was pu: m
twelve O-inch rapid lirers will he disposed Lcdoius of the Thirty-fifth infantry was
tltt* hill, the work to he done by the coast
test
and geodeticsurvey.
along the sides of the central i it add. The badly wounded in an ambush near Baliships will make nineteen knots spec 1 and nag. Lieut. Balch of the Thirty-seventh
(lit Friday the Senate had under conhave a displacement of about 15,500 tons, infantry, with seventy men, had a five
siderationthe conference report on tlur
making these new ships by far the largest hours’ light with 400 insurgentsin the
Hawaiian civil government measure.
in the I'nited States navy and as big as Xueva Cnccras district. Twenty of the
Final action upon it was postponed until
the latest type of British armored cruis- insurgents were killed.
Saturday. The Alaskan civil code b
er. As ilie constructorsarc limited in
Col. Smith of the Seventeenth infantry,
was considered for a brief time. Mr.
the draft by our shallowharbors to a lit- who captured (Jen. Montenegro and
l orakcr pronounced n eulogy on Lorenzo
tle over twenty-five feet, and as seventy- brought him to Manila, is in the isolaHanford, a former Represent ati\;e from
five bet representsabout the greatest tion hospital suffering from smallpox, preDhio, and the Semite adopted resolutions
beam consistentwith speed, it will be sumably caught from the Filipinos.Col.
expressiveof its sorrow. In the House
necessary to provide for the weights by Smith's command captured 180 officers
after protracteddiscussionof the naval
/
giving the 'hips more length than the and men with Montenegro.
>*
appropriationbill the provisionenabling
Jown class, and they will be almost 440
One hundred escaped Spanish prisoners
the Secretary of the Treasury t.. contra.-t
feet long. The secondary batteries will from the provinceof Tayabas, south Luf«»r Krnpp armor for the hattleshipH
6e made up largely of 14-pounders.
zon. have arrived at Manila. The insurMaine. Ohio and Missouri, at $545 a ton,
was ruled out of tin* hill. Also the progents have 400 more Spaniards in that
BIG FIRE IN PHILADELPHIA.
vision to repeal the $300 limitation placed
district.Recently the Filipinos destroyupon the priee of armor by the current
od several rods of the railroad line near
Flames Starting in a Paper Spool Factory
Paniquo in an unsuccessfulattempt to
law. Two amendments to modify thDo $230,000 Damage.
wreck a train.
provisionsfor tin* increase of the nuvv,
Hre, which started on tin top tloor of
which authorizestwo battleships and . 'v
J. \\ . MeCattsInnd'spajwr ..... I manuFIANCEE his child.
cruisers, were defeated.One proposed
factory n 227 Church street, Philadello add provisionfor six gunboats and tin(V
phia- spread to adjoiningproperty,and I’liotoKraphLends to a Discovery and
other lo strike out the provisionfor tin*
before the fiamc' hud been gotten under
Bads an Bnungcnicnt.
battleships.
control did damage to the extent of about
But for an accidentaldiscoveryof his
The Senate on Saturday agreed to tin*
F-'»<WNJO.From the .Met’anslandbuild- dead wife’s picture in his atlianced wife’s —St. Paul Pioneer-Press.
resolution of Mr. Bacon asking the Secing. only the two upper li mrs of which photograph album, Adam Cordiff, a midretary of War for information rel.ning
were damaged, the tire spread to the dle-aged Ohioan, living near Hopedale,
FOREST
FIRES IN THE NORTHto the extra allowance for army ollicors
nine-story brick building in the rear would have been married to his own
RAINS DELUGE THE SOUTH.
stationedin Cuba and 1'orto Rico. The
on Filbert street, used by John and daughter. Ife. had arrived in Charleston, Vast Areas in Minnesota and Manitoba
Quay resolutionwas taken up ind Mr.
James Dobson, manufacturers of W. Va.. to be married to tV> young womDrcuchiii-;Torrents Full Over All the
Wrapped in Flumn.
MPerkins (Cal.) spoke in favor of scaling
carpets, as a warehouse for the storage an. Miss Lucy Cole, and on the evening
Flooded District.
Almost tin* entire northern portion of
Mr. Quay aif a Senator from Pennsylof woolens and carpets. This building lieforethe ceremony was sitting with hei Minnesota and the lower portion of ManThe flood situationin Louisiana and vania on the appointment of the (lovwas formerly used as a sugar refinery, looking at the portraits in an album. H« itoba is in II times. In Minnesota the fire
lAND&i
Mississippiwas just beginning to brighternor. At the conclusionof Mr. Perkins’
and all of the nine tloors were thoroughly was surprised into sharp exclamation bj area extends for many miles through 8t.
en when it began pouring rain over most
speech the Quay ease was laid aside unsaturated with sugar and molasses and seeing the picture of his wife, dead fo’i Louis and Itasca counties in the heavy!
of the same district again. Reports from
til Monday. The House passed a naval
the flames spread quickly to every floor. more than eighteen years. Miss Cole, pine timber of the State. Already oev- 1
Mississippi and Louisianatoil of a stead v,
appropriationhill without a record vote.
The Dobsons' loss will reach about $200,- noticing the exclamation,said: “That it cral small settlementshave been wiped
drenching fall and that the streams are
As adopted the measure provides for two
000; .MH’ausland’sloss will be about my mother; she has been dead mans out and as the lire spreads and grows
again raging.
battleships, three armored cruisersand
f2i*.O00; Fisher, Bruce A: Co., wholesale years.”
the bigger towns are threatened.
New ^ ork — The outlook for the irou This flood has been the most destruc- three protectedcruisers.The $545 figure
china ware, and Fleming
Chapman,
In answer to CordifTs excited quos
The loss of life will, it is believed, be and atcel trade has been the subject of tive of any within the memory of the old- on armor was strickenout. After 1 p.
wholmle spool cotton. $25,000.
tioningthe whole story came out. Mist heavy, as reportsreceivedin Minneapoest inhabitants. One in ’71 approached in. the House devoted' itself to eulogies of
considerable comment, both in speculative
it, but the ruin was not
Cole la not Ike daughter of Mr. and Mrs I U* fhow that many personshave alreadv
......... s0 widespread. , the
,uc ,u
late Representative Settle of Kenand legitimatebusiness circles. StateTELLS OF BOUNDARY JUMPINa
(.ole, with whom she is living. Thej Perished. In the path of the flame* riKe
ments coming from authorities on the sit- I rcoi Vicksburg on tbe Mississippi river I lucky,
adopted her when she was a little child, the
'* 'homes of hundredsof settlers and
Immigration Atfent Hcaly Says Thousands
uation have been decidedly conflicting. acroaa to Jackson, thence ou a line to I n ' «,
and she therefore took their name. Sin homesteaders. Searching parties with
Meridian, Miss, and ou down lo Mobile
^ oud:,-v ,k,‘ •''•Tale begun a two
of Japanese Evade the Law.
"" ,he r^,u uf H- 8. Quay
''“"j* ruin and desolationmark tbe path of
I nited States Immigration Agent said she new knew who her L.t'i.er wml wagons and a ccompiniJbv'^rtrrsVnd cm slwf
could not remember her mother Her nurses, are scouring the edges of the orable wcficm for a »ie mfd.h«nSld’ great flood. Cotton and corn crops are I L° a 8?al !,s ;1 St‘ns,,orfrom I’onnsy] vania.
Hcaly of British Columbia says 5,000 and
adopted
totally destroyedand as the waters begin 8p»*ech*s in favor of seating Quay were
"ara"s
r^kialburaing disirictin tLo hope of picking up vu-.ion ta
Japanese immigrants have arrived in
something of the story.
to
recede the destituteconditionof the made by Chandler, Kenney ami Penrose.
I rsons ^ho have managed to cscajie,al- most people that the whole thin" was
British t olumbiu..t.iWO are on the wav,
Those speaking in oppositionwere Piatt
people
is just beginning to be revealed.
though the chances of finding many are merely the act of a reckless and desnerand 2->,000 more will probablytake pasIn Bayou Pierre district, one of the of Connecticut and Quarles.Tim IIoiho
Mnail. U is the opinionthat the loss of ate gambler in the stock markets Wall
sage before the end of the summer. Mr.
entered into- genera I debate upon the poston.
Hcaly says the Canadian and United
iff,
tiat °f tbe H,lnckleylire, street naturally suffered some disturb- richest cotton sections of Mississippi, not ofllcc appropriationhill. The minority
only are the crops destroyed,but the subof a few j cars ago, when nearly 400 per- 1 unee by reason of tin's move
Static (jovernmeutsshould take joint acsoil of the fieldshas been washed to sea. dissentedfrom tin* provisionsrelating to
tion at once, as the Japanese are evading
Tor tbe fiT.
' , ^icago-After a week of ‘comparative
pneumatic tube service.
A
specialfrom Enterprise,Miss savs extension
“'V? of
of the
,i“-,J,,",uu,il,,c t","•
l or lie first time in many years tin* dullness the grain and provisionmarkets
the laws by walking over the 150 miles
jmber country the northernportion of closed at a decline. There continued to the water is standing five feet deen in the I s,,f,cla r:isl l"1"1 fi"'illti‘,sand the cost of
of unprotected border between Blaine
--------*
» railroad transportation.
Mrs. Jotibert,
the widow
of the late
and Seattle— paupers, contract laborers
.......
..... .. ,uc laiv.l,! :;1'
,0W(,r portion of be «n abundance of news of n bearishnu- houses and stores. In ’71 it reached a
height
of
only
two
feet
in
the
buildings.
Tile Senate on 'J'uesday by a vote of 33
and all. There js no machinery to pre Boer general, has from the days of hei
U
'hy. :!s tI'ldor- <-':l,lsod lure and of quite as much importance to
vent this wholesale boundary jumping. earliest childhood been used to war'c | Hi!.! ,1.1!1 r!!ln aildi!e !,!Jsonce°f heavy all the grain markets were the reports Jhe same wire says all goods are ruined to 32 refused to seat Mr. Quay. Puss.-j
and that houses were carried off to the the bill in the interests of iiorthwcsiern
Seattleand Puget Sound an* being over- ''lla1r‘us- s,1e can load and lire off a gun, ftU0", 1;lst winter. The fire has already and statistics of the last seven di vs
—
•<
i ami en mo.,.. —
. i mv aueu the proposed national — •- - ----• '
deep sea. All
run with the Japanese, who are glutting I au<1 011 mnDy occasions has shown the I "J! aut'u /“c proposed national park of was the Governmentcron rcr)0rt7he°npeO.*AI1 ,,ri,I«(‘s which have been lumbernien,authorizingtin* Secretary of
M'ar
make regulations
governing
the labor market. Mr. Hcaly says that, I !;rt‘at^co»lra?e.She has an extensive
n’ ln ,ll“ l^'1! lako r^ion, and.vious week. This season of the voar : bC m°an8 of iusrt‘ss ond egress have
- to
............
- .......v.,n „*••,•,
u.m the
owing to the flagrant infraction of iniini- 1 ^owjcdge of Kaffir warfare and her ad- 1 r.A f.fcllla;1,(‘wns 1,1 ^at localiity are brings with it the irrepressibleever- , (‘n swcpt away. The farmers all around I ril,,lliu«"f loose logs, steamboats
gration laws, friction is bound to
ia,s 0,ften boon acted upon by hex Uke, ^ f0r
varying prosjiectsfor the new crons’ which ' i * surro,lll(]intf country are now in bad I r:,r,s •>•' •••‘rtain rivers.The House passlK*t\V(*«*n the Canadian
........
...... k
..... ° “
.»• or. .uo»i I . ........... •"••*n'*
nroAmeri-n*.I
““I-1*" uvmi; ccii iI cst,.„—
«• cause anXlCIV
wiclrty anil
and arnnso ^
,'"r:,.k,'r ........... in
to ,«•
Governments.*023!$.
Uiscussedover her dinner table. During ,,'',dn .rivor’ 10 ,niIes northwest of Du* interest among speculators The v,,rA*i,i °f bem ,l!ui *)Ul out their fertilizersand I Vlde for ,l|c continuation in ofllcc of
.......
furnace» with little between the prices of the VDtvTii.V’lnlv Plantotl c<
Voum Olrl Ha. Vanished. I
AnT’’1'' S«'81S T* vaEt ftX'seUI™
l111'1' ’K',TO" **** "f 1I|C M.v and
«»*' «»'<>" Their fences |
h,l,ni„is,t„,i„„ i„
I’orto Rico, with amendments providing
S10r,°L3./Ol,!bc
Tlm]
...........
A npread if iS’L!*!? swept away, the crops plantHad the card, otmiied to swallow* her, the shade-and the fever, joined the' gem ')‘hhin lllt‘ lir,‘ Iin(,s-Tllus ^r half a htin- -c
• hat franchises
skull he approved by the
is the generaltalk. The only sunnort ed totally ruined and most of their live
stock drowned.
u!.. ' ,’r<i‘1!ce /f0011'°ral a week or two after his arrival a e- ?rt‘d or
camps, in adc
I'rcsidcnf and placing certain restrictions
hardt of St. Louis. JO years old. conhi not I
o7y
,
upon charters, corporations, etc. AmendSULTAN WILL PAY.
hau* Imcn more complete or more myste- 1 Kaffir maids. Finding Gen. Joubert
and. Ii0t, a , word has been heard small, is’ supposed to be practically
ed postolUteappropriationbill so as to
rious. i ho last seen of her was wbeu
anything but a com fort able tent; she
t,a‘ huadr,‘d8°r IUC“ employed in control of the situationami i- |„ king
authorizetbe employmentof temporary
she took her littlebrother to a dentist eu
I nde Sam's Threat to Send Warsllipii
nim
out, erected
-'f ____
•
o«ro:~,.* _
. .
'•huks ]„ first-dass offices at 25 cents am
iu
mm
out,
erected
a
tent
of
her
against
a
large
majority
Everythin,
“ho!
to have ills tooth extracted. She sent
"Ong** Favorable Reply.
‘^'tches say that the for- been in favor of lower prices ‘ tb0 most
fiour; also adopted an amendment providhim up to the dentist’s otliee and said and installed him amid all the comfort
Jhe Porte has replied to the American
for letter ear
she would wait outside,but when he of home. What was more, she rccon .l ircs lung the southeasternborder are important and influentialfactor beiniMhf tie, Hand for payment of the $30,000 claim- n.'» for extra coiii|iens:ation
st meted the general’s mess arrangementb;i1t.f,la
c‘xact a,uo"at of dam- weather. Apprehension L, felt
ners
when
they
work
in excess of fortycaurn hack in ten minutes she was gone.
and cooked his meals with her own hand 1 flce
nf life
l,f<* ,,oc
,*Af ,*''*'-------.......of the heavy rains in ih,.
ionoo7,7t
mat m"i. ed as compensation for damages
flge or ,0SB
loss Of
has not
been ascertaincause
uauiages to
to •jiglit hours a week, work on legal Imii.
td An entrappedspecial train succeeded the plantingwould he del* v, d *,
1
d"rint? tbe Armenian oays to be counted as eight hours.
Death in Labor Riot.
If the printedpicturesof British otli- # breakl,‘" 'lir‘;"ghthe flames after one ers’ deliveries retardedbv h J L m
10 'Su,t!u* aKrees t0 Pay
One man was shot and instantly killed,
On M'edncsdaythe .Senateagreed to
mid six others were wounded in a riot cers in South Africa are trim to life they L * L In° r ,brilI!ng11,’i,)s
history rains have ceased in most places i, id thi'- as am!!vri!!,nS-(*nJer 6ai!leconditiojls
it news has
......
**i'm.‘"•
u» ciuzens
other forelgu
foreign I
''e|.«.rion the llawaii.r
reveal the SWret ol II, a er, ,, 1.,
/a, roa.1,,,,. J,
1
ld 1 '» •*•’
"*1^.
«••»»«
of
which
has
boon
in
progress
at
the
Baker........... ..... * “* i’**'*ui-''ui iuc oaKer~r~ 8eoro^ °f ,ke great mortality i
\ awter ' oiiijianyin Chicago for the past a,aon® ^W®*, The large per cent of killed condition'
fo,l,ld1,,n./' ,!<‘si'(’ral«*of ,ine growing weather, depressing uprisings"''The
few months.. Harry C. Buster,superin- a,1(I wounded officershas been attributed
J
*, Besides ,,,,meusc
oL n-nVi
, drffld8 a“ i'nicli' omm-i.t for debt having bee,, amended to
tendem of the mills,
mUls. fired nine shots at an I generallyto the superiormarksmanship u.iibcri
'Vood’ two Il,r^
...........
I .LL l1
d‘:,.,'0,‘*,rat,on '» «»'<*-Moditerconform to the ideas of the Sente. The
HH IS W,TH US AUAIN.
aitackiug party, with fatal results to of the Boers. The latter undoubtedlyI
"1,jl fortJ'wagons and!
I'eter Miller,a picket for the union shoot well, hut it does not require a high
01 IL 'v;,k'0,,s are kD'*wn to
forces.
.....
......
•
‘l Jllkn
o tier
of marksmanship
to top over
men ' ®e bur“‘‘fl* The drivers and bushmen
•lad ui knickerswith bosoms built on the have scattered in ail directions and out of
Chicago Man Kills Himself.
dors hithertohave lodged with his mal'ld*‘,''l,|,",
f"r a" hour, but no progr-ss
balloon order. The central feature of JW only about thirty are known to have
A* Meeiir. Utah. Frank H. Deters, the uniforms look as though the ‘’bishop reached a place of safety. The remainj* ty four ineffeetual protests, now he
'«! !ni"
' V: Bk,:l ,*,s'* ' .t moved into
• liicf bookkeeper for tin* Union Mercan
Mr. Quay'' old -cat. The House . mconsents ............ the matter.
dcr ar<* doubtlessstrugglingdesperately
nlc Company, one of the best-known sleeves worn by women a few years ago through the woods for their lives.
sidcrnl the post office appropriationbill.
Ho*
representatives
of
the
other
great
had been converted Into abbreviated
im-n j„ the camp, committed suicide by
tirtu long debate struck out the
powers at Uonstantinoplewatch the issue
trousers for the warriorsat the front, and
tm* npproprititioiif, r pnciimntif tube
blowing life brains out with a revolver,
of the Jurco- American difficultywith
the underpinning is so long drawn ou' OKLAHOMA ELEVEN YEARS OLD.
vice.
i’cicrs was formerly a Chicago man,
i great intcnst,correspondentssay, for if
as to present the appearance of golf sticks
wher,. his parents reside, a* al-o his two
Vo, ingest Territory Now H11M i»ollt|,a.
Mb'*
I
mtod
States
succeeds
in
get
tin"
u
in boots. The veriestamateur could
children.
settlementfrom this (](1|J,„rtjl(, ot, r
At tli»- National Capital.
tion of Over 400, ()00,
scarcely miss such irresistible targets.
Dclngon
Bay Railway award will b.*
I powers will demand
the
immediate
adThirty Killed in Explosion.
JJicy would provoke an unloaded gun to
accepted.
jus. ni» ut of their claims. It is claimed
Advices from the Orient received by the action.
".v foreign correspondentsthat the Anicrsteamer Australia say ,ill(I a |K)wdor
A 20,000-acrebuffaloreserve in Now
opeuct! to white settlers. The Cherokee
Mexico is favored.
,t«'an (.oveniniciit actuallythreatened to
magazine blew up at Kam Shan, China
Gen. J.ord Kitchener’sreputationhas strip,with its 0,014,233 fertilettcrcs, was
r'-ml the Jurkisl,minister, Ali J-’errouh
recently.Thirty iierson
No more superimposed turretsarc* to
- were killed
^rionsly compromisednot only by oji'mcd m JS3J, and now the territory’s
244 houses destroyed.
Lej. his passports unless the matter is be used on warships.
settled
urea
is
something
over
13,000000
Ins strategicblunder at Paardehurg,
quickly cleared up.
Our Philippinearmy consistsof (;;{ which cost 1,500 men in a single day's acres. 'J'Jiearea of Oklahoma is 38715
Emperor William’sMother Marries.
| u85 officersand men.
, Th<‘r(!.art‘ n°w tweutyIt s.id in Uiiris,on good authority, lighting, hut also by the eompieTe faitere I
f-r/ie-ot Li, rrunt F. vent a.
unties and the jiopuhithai Enijirc's l**n*deriek of Germany of J.ord Roberts’ transportservice which tbret ork,aui5';,,,l
Havana and Pinar del Rio departments
. •,lipa,tlik !,id lo want to get a foothold
'^‘0 assessedva|uhave been cousolidaied.
mother of t Ik* present Kaiser, has been Gen. Kitchener organized.Kitchener's !,rU 18
in southern China.
married to Count Saeekeutorf.
expedition through northern Cape Colony wLs^^O^ll'i'
for ]S!J!)
Pure food legislation is expected to la*
to quell the rebellion also proved an
o, ’‘1H‘
ar,‘ tweiity.UVc.
|,ai,lt
«hil»,
consideredthis session.
Perish in a Burning House.
‘ I'ri,|k'heid,Ohio, burned. J.oss $7,0110.
fiasco, and his officers,among whom his !. L ^ .L ‘ ? I'op",u',on of over 3,000, six
Three personswere killed and three inColorado Republicans are pushin" Wo!
George Scagcr and wife, Cindunuti,
n Z; “ !°n r °V<‘r \,'<m •'l,ld
ieott for Viee-J
" " 0''
Ninel j I'oii^e** Ruriiel,
jured severelyin « fire in the sir-xtorv f ern, overbearing methods make him «itii a
population
of
over
J0,00(».
'I’hcre
.....
'I
”f
-^.500
worth
of
jewelry!
highly unpopular,write most disparagingNinety of (he houses in the jdaguc*
tenement, (4 Forsyth street, New York.
Tawney's
repeal
of
war
tax
proposed
are four territorialschool buildings that
Geu. Botha’s wife was a Miss Emmet.*
Uriel;.*,i portion of Kobe
cost nearly $1,000,000.
will only cut off $3(54,304 a year.
,
- ------ . t'hina.have
descendant of a relative of the Irish
Man-Killing Elephant Dies.
patriot.
- --------I.7'
...... 'i* m,t n,,.
Mail bag repair shops may he moved
Rajah, ti„. u,.,,,killingelephant, died at.
Gen. Gatacre’s return to England is
At a recent meeting of a \,.n- )0I± I l,‘. Al1
,,a,lk defrayed the cost of
to ( olutiibus, Huo. More eeutrnl
fhe winter quartersnear Argentine, accepted as being in the nature of a re- labor union one of the delegates from the "0VmK
“''<1 luniihlrng new
SecretaryHitchcock decliticsto pay the
Kan., of-brain fever. Rajah was one of call, though no reason is given for it
Cherokee $4,530,000 under the .SJ-.dL
| line.
the biggest eieplmiits ever brought to this and it will he associatedin the public
Bendee award.
country. He was 35 years old and dur- miml with his Jack of success.Lord
In the
coal strike
strike in
in Bohemia,
\vore a menace to the public*health, jl. |
'
.oc recent
in m, coat
Ways and means committee will con
ing his career is credited with having Roberts criticisedhis management of the said that men and animals slept togeth- 1
Arrest of u Count,
killed nine men.
sider removal of cheek and receipt
htormberg attack, and possibly Gat acre’s er
in these
and he
he askc.r
n,,. | Count de Toulouse La u I roe
c. ...
mese bakeshops,
m.K, •shops, and
asked the
'vo'a' '‘'^''''rfied! '
,jU’t'°0 l“'UdH
in view of growing surplus.
having arrived an hour and a half too
Minneapolis Printers Suffer.
Joe Wheeler has
Joimlate to rescue the Redcrsburg force may make aVimesuJa'iion0^'1 ^ i,<‘Ul,L10 Jho c,I' 'n l<1,il ‘ i» •f0rl"l“‘*a,ld 'G.' h.r,
are more than 102,030 Free Ma- I Gen.
. ....................
- asked
-nncu Gov.
uov. Joi,a.
Tim Printers'Exchange,Minneapolis, nave decided his
1
I J.1
* ^MU'•,"f "'ale A among 80118 1,1 k'0'"1 and regular standing in th,. I 8100 of •Hahutua to call a special deci.e.
•
was badly damaged by lire. The building
A German physicianexplains why rerbi 1 L«/’q^mti0rn,''‘!’.wa,s
arr,,8l‘‘'1 <>t the •i“ri-dit',i0»the grand lodge of Nw 1
bi“ HUCt'^or 10 Congress
is occupied by several printing and pubwldom 2cm <o 2, „liil'! ,ormm
«
|
K-t dcdlm-. ,o
National offices of the W. C. T. U. have
lishifg establishments.The Jots is $75,changes in the army canteens
been moved from Chicago to Evanston,
liquors will still he sold by civilians*
Kruger's
000 blonde or 105,000 black hair
Representative Gillettewill introduce
more ex- a hill barring fro,,, statehood newly a,| nerc rlcUmtod, arc
‘#w*w*
mnred dependences of the United State.
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Wnjr U Wae Br iee.
We read in the Book of Prorerbe: fcA
oft anitwer turneth away wrath.” It

Woman's

In also true that

a

QUAY

BARRED OUT.

witty reply often

UNITED STATES SENATORS DE«
CIDE AGAINST HIM.

takes the edge from an unwelcome crlt-

Refuge

IS

lelsm. nn In the following instance from

the Chicago Pont:

A

Motor’s Tears

“I

Would Cry Ivory Tim#
Washed My Baby.”

A

friendly magazine editor was talk*
Ing In pleasant but critical mood to a

I

Deny AdiuUnion by the Clo*e Vote of
to 32 Many Hepublicaaa Cm!
“When he
slok Is Lydia E. contributor. lie said: “It seems to me Their Lot with the Oppoeition-llaa* was 3 mouths
you use a faulty tlgure of iipeech when
<*Id, first fesnn Paired Agalimt Him.
you say a ‘bravo old hearthstone/How
ters and then
can a hearthstone be braye?”
large boils
The .Senate on Tuesday by a rote of 33 broke out os
"Well, sir,” said the contributor,“the
ho other medhlno In the
baby’*
one 1 am writing about has been under Jo .‘12, refused Matthew S. (Juay a reat
world has done so
e c k. The
Are for nearly forty years without in that body on the appointment of the
Governor of Pennsylvania.
good.
lores spreqd
flinching.”
The entire time of the Senate was deh i>
voted to debate upon the question, many back until it
ho oonfldenoe has ever
Tea Drinking In Eurupe.
The “cup which cheers.” and which of the greatest lawyers and orators in became
keen violated.
the body deliveringspeeches.As the Bass of raw h fa
| women have come to associatewith all
day’s sessionwore on and the hour for flesh. When//'
ho woman's testimonial that Is homelikeand comfortable, has the iinal vote approached the galleries
washcd/|f
found favor in France, and “le lif graduallyfilled until they were thronged * n
over
p 0 w -I
without o'clock"lias now become quite a favor- with multitudes,while other multitudes dored him Ilf
ite little domestic function in Paris.
were unable to gain admission.The great would cry, re- 1
special permission.
Even in distant Italy the charms of a throng listened with deep attention to the •hzing what pain he was
* .......
brilliant argument of Mr. Spooner in
ho
ever wrote to fragrant cup of tea have made them- favor of the seating of the former Penn- wailing was heartrending. I hud about
given up hope of saving him when I was
selves felt, and Italian society now
Mrs. Plnkham for
chats over the tea cups and delights sylvaniaSenator and to the dramatic and urged to give him Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
hcry cloquenee of Mr. Daniel.
without getting help*
an other treatment having failed.
over the dainty accessories of the cosy
the big cluck opposite the President washed the sores with Hood’s Medicated
sees those letters. and refreshing litle meal with much proAstempore
indicatedI o’clock there was 8nup, applied Hood’s Olive Ointment and
Her advice Is free,
the same satisfactionas we do.— Chi- a liudi in the chamber. Mr. Frye, in the gave him Hood’s .Sarsaparilla. The child
cago News.
chair, announcedthat the hour for the seemed to got better every day, and very
Is
linai vote had arrived and that tin* ques- soon the chaugo was quite noticeable. The
She Is a
Million* for Ilnaeba!!.
tion was the pending motion of Mr. dischargegrew less, inflammationwent
you can tell her the truth, A million of dollars is spent, every year 'handlerto strike out of the resolution down, the skin took on a healthy color,
for baseball, hut large as this is. it canliving person Is
declaringMr. Quay not to be entitled to and the raw flesh began to scale over and
not equal the amount spent in search of
a scat the word "not.” Senators through- a thin skin formed as the .scales dropped
to
nealjh. We urge those who have spent
off. Less than two bottles of Hood’s Sarmuca
and
lost hope to try Hostetler's out the chamber eagerlyfollowedthe roll
hone has
Stomach Bitters. It strengthens tiie ••all,for nil knew the vote would be close. Mparilla,aided by Hood’s Medicated
such experience.
stomach, makes digestion easy, and cures 1 lie lirst sensation was caused by the Soap and Hood’s Olive Ointment, aecomdyspepsia, constipation,biliousnessand failure of Mr. Pettigrew of South Da- plHhcd this wonderful cure. I cannot
weak kidneys.
praise these medicineshalf enough.” Mrs.
She has restored a

when
Plakham's Vegetable
Compound.

By

muoh

down

was

I

published by

Mrs. Plnkham

d

in.

woman

advho
ho

and
Lynn,
woman,

<

ho
oompetent

so
advise

women,

had

mB-

hon sufferers to health.
You oan trust her. Others
have.
_

Ljdl* E. PInkbam Med. Co., Lthb, Must.

Swaifow

A
gold

dtpreatlon.Many swallowa of

kota to answer to his name, although he
was in his seat. When Mr. Vest’s name
Mining in Spain.
was called he voted "No” in a clear, disSpain 'is the home of 1,800 mining tinct voice, thus dashing the lust hope of
companies,among which are repre- tli(> friendsof Mr. Quay, who had exsented the following products: Iron, pected confidently that the distinguished
.'{.OUT; coal. 401; lead and silver, 31. In
Missourian would vote for his long-time
these are employed 02,008 men, women personalfriend. In perfect silence' it was
and children in the proportion of 85 p«r announcedthat the Sen n't 0 had denied
Mr. Quay the seat which he has sought
cent., UK per cent., and 3^ per cent.
for

“That, sir,’’ said the photographer,
Male. Hawley, McBride. McCuniber, M
what 1 call a speaking likeness.”
"
Millan, Piatt (Conn.),Proctor, Quarles,
"Nothing of the sort, sir: not at all. Ko>-'. .Simou, Teller and Wellington.
karlca E. Blraa Co.
Why. the mouth is shut/’-PhiladelPairs wen* announcedas follows, the
Malt era, Pa.
pbia Bulletin.
first named in -ach instancebeing favoraide to Mr. Quay and the second opposed
to him. Pritchardwith Gallinger, Dopow
Try Grain'd! Try Grain-O!
Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a wjtli Hanna, Foster with Kean, Lodge
package of Gif AIN-O, the new food with ’1 hursion, Kenney witli Caffery. FIdrink that takes the place of coffee. The kius with Chilton,Fairbanks with’ Maichildrenmay drink it without injury as
flour with Pettus, Kyle with Rawwell as the adult. All who try it like it.
lins.
GlfAIN-0 has that rich seal brown of
EXCURSION RATES Mocha or Java, but it is made from pure
I he followingSenators were unpaired:
.Woi'arn Cnnadaand pan
Aldrich, Beveridge. Clark (Mont.) and
IcuUn aa to lioir to aacoxa grams, and the most delicate stomach re-

are b«t for a aprinc tonic -an l for a cnmi
perarac*-. 5 aaikJE* f»r •:5 cBt«. Wriiafir.
U»»
'.ffrr*4fr»» for ItMt.
(

m

“is

arretof tha boat Wheat
rowing land on tha Conti,
ant, caa be Mcncwd on tali cat ion to the ifipertn.

coffee. 15c ami 250 pvr package. Bold
by all grocers.

OU

A

In the days when Mr. A. D. Bartlett
was king of the Zoo the hippopotamus
oace managed to break out of its house,
it employed Its freedom very properly
to make a friendlycall on Mr. Bartlett.
He was not pleased to see this huge
charge out of bounds, and sent for one

naturallyprefer ALifr
BASTIN' E for walla and ce&
Inge, because It Is pure, cleea,
durable. Put up in dry powdered form, In five-pound pack*
agea, with full dir sc Hons.

LL kalsomlnnare

cheap. Ismporary preparations made froas
whiting, chalks, clays, etc.,
and stuck on walls with decaying animal glue. ALA BAATINE Is not & kalsomlnt.

It.

To

this man the “hippo” had taken
extreme dislike, and when he shouted
to it it turned and chased him. Away

EWARE

of the dealer whe
ays he can sell you the "Fame

thing" as ALABA8TINE or
“something just as good." He
is either not posted or la trying to deceive you.

flew the keeper at the top of his speed

toward the hippo'sden, the big beast in
hot pursuit.

KD IN OFFERING
damage you

1 vi

EN BIBLE dealers will r.ot
u Inwiiiill.!)• ... : i it „ -3 r>r
sellingand consumers bv ;*ing

|

i:-1

,

InfringementAlabni «

this

is (he Peabody Medical Institute, -i
Bulliueh streel,established nine years before the death of the great philanthropist,

the late Mr. George Peabody, from whom
it lakes its mime. During the past thii'y

years it has achieved a wide and lading
distinction,and to-day it is the best of its
kind in this: country. The medical publi*
cations of this institute have millions of
readers, and are as standard a gold.
Their last pamphlet, ninety-fourpages,
entitle^ “Know Thyself,”free by mail on
receipt of
cents for postage. .Send
for ii to-day.— Boston Journal.

e|
every rhur h and rchoo' h jje
be coated only with pur-:, durnl> .\L\i: '.STINK. ’• -.•reguards health.
ol
tons used yearly for ti..s work.

|

Hundrc

I

i

Jf

!

BUYING ALARA'.INQ,

customersshould avoid rolling cheap kalsomlnt under

|

Jus

different names.
having our goods In pa
and properly labeled.

;

frS-S
.W-Viaii

^

Aftau

tbe Gorrmmeni of Canada,

for

DOUClS
S3 & 3.EQ SHQEft Hfe.
w. L

Vorth |4 to S6 compared .
t with either makes, i
\lndora«d by o*er
1(000,000 wearer*,
: TAcpetlMfito have
Ll

>

W

DooyW name and

price
l ake,
no aubitituteclaimed to be
good. Vour dealer
bould keep them — if
not, we will tend a pair1
on receiptot priceand
Jttra for carriage- State kind ol leather.
Axe,
ixe,and width,
width^ (ilaln
plain orcaptoa
orcap too (
Cat free.

atampedon bottom,

i

M

15c.
,

aor^V
a mm

V.

L 00U6LA4 nHQE CO., Bracktan

-

Mm.

Cream Balm
WILL CURE

Ely’s

CATARRH
Dragflita,00 Cta.
ApplrBalm Into «eh ncwtrll.
ELY MROIL66 Wtir*a tJUN.Y.

wall rarer 's okvlat-d by A LA BASTIN' U. II
can bo used on plastered vrs-la,
wood ceilings, brick or canvas. A child can brush It on.
It does not rub or scale off.

!

'

i

m

BUSHED In favor. Shu*
all Imitation-.Ask paint thaler or druggist for tint care.
Write us for InterestIng booklet. free. A LA HASTING CO,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

STA

Pretty Had.
There have been many neriean humorists.good and bad, but only of late
lias the very worst one been discov-

“Well,” replied Aunt Ann

tiie

Amerlcs’Ktrcirc;; cxnnrd meat packer-

Peebles.

1

was a baby he had the nettle-rash.
he got over that be was troubled
with a breakin’ out that looked like
measles. Then he had a ringworm on
one side of his face. He has a bile
every spring, and once in a while he
gets somethin’the matter with ids
bands that the doctor says is salt
rheum.”
“He must have some kind of humor

Hi m1*’*
li.\i

!

'

POTTED

HAM

j

BEEF

In his blood.” suggested the neighbor. I

TONGUE

“Yes,” said Aunt Ann, shaking her
tor# Threat, Creua.In*
iLBronchltiiandAithma.
I.

head gloomily. “He's the worst humorist for his age that I ever see.”

Three sindwich-subsixmials
straysreadfor use. Eich his s delicious, apzeihinj
flavor mikes the sandwich taste so goo:
the more you eat the more you want.

i

Vjon in firs!stages,

not entitled to a seat was carried, 33 to
the roll call being the same as in the
previouscall.

fflWAS
by dealerserery*
coals and to seals.

old

Handy with the Skulls.
The Duchess of York is the most ae-

tina

,Ul,y

p,c^e<*'n sn,,**

^

INEXPENSIVE-ECONOMICAL

’

Ask your grocer. If he doesn't handle them
Mr. Bimm— Tonic? That’s what ails
coivflished oarswomau in the British
write
POWERFUL COAL TRUST. her, she’s been taking every sample
roya! family.
LIBBY, McNEILL & LIBBY,
tonic left "'t our door this winter.— InCHICAGO. ILL. u. S. A.
Three Men Now Control the Entire
----- Z Writsfar
f t rn k »l«ut UUn'a l.utirliwia-'H*dianapolis Journal.
Trade of the United States.
U a»*« (JowJ Tkinp W Ul. • (!»•* FJ.t.01.A trust was formed by the recent alliCoMghlajcLeaJa to Conaumptlon.
ance of yhe YamliTbilt-Morgun-Cn.'satt
Kemp's Balsam will stop the cough at railroads, and henceforth the absolute
once. Go to your druggistto-day and get control of the American coal trade, both
end srsry iiieiolah on MOKEY I1KES MGIEY
sbosuty,am) drflM through oa aUolulalyguaranteedby gllt-e-ly-daw
a sample bottle tree. Bold in 25 and 50 anthracite and bituminous, will rest in
• .dsteeUon. It tun
curlty. Itefercnrtm furnlohod. SUmpforpartli-ulara
cent bottles.Go at once; delays are dan- the hands of this powerful combine.
f*77„*tood Ui* u*i of M
Nelson <U Nclafm.Lrokera, rxi l".'\.ull
. i
gerous.
While the coal trust has practically
to be sure It U proa
WALTON A CO.. Attomeyw
existed for two years and more, it has
erly made. Iccci-t
Waablngton. D. C., Ule
Cloth in » Turkish Turban.
no counterfeit of
anilr.erA U. 8. pittent offlot
never had control of the bituminous situsimilarnam a. pr. j..
A Turkish turban of the largest size
.The
Best
iluok and Informationfra*.
A. bay re Mid to a
ation, although .1. Pierpont Morgan, its
Saddle Coat
lady of tbe haul-ton
contains twenty yards of the finest and
ruling spirit,has been an important' facC. N. U.
(a patient),"a* you
No. 17-1900
softest muslin.
i ladle*will ui* them, I
tor in soft coal affairs. But now by the
Keeps both rider and saddle perl recommend •(iourYVMEN Wk-TlNQTO ADVERTISERSPLEASE SAT
Ifectly dry In the hardeststorms.
aud'a Cream 'an tb*
alliance between the railroad interests of
y*« saw (be advert Ikbcsi is ibis paper.
least hannrul of all
Pino's Cure for Consumption:s an inSubstitutes wllldtsappolnt.
Askfor
\\ . K. Vanderbilt,
J. P. Morgan and A.
tha'Bkln lire para*
1S07
Fish
Brand
Pommel
Slicker—
fallible medicine for coughs and colds.—
Mona."
----r eala by
For
J. ( assatt tbe entire coal situation is so
It Is entirelynew. If not for sale In
all Pnirui-t-and
N. W. Samuel, Ocean Grove, N. J., Feb.
Fanct-OoodaDealers tn the D. 8., Canadas, and huropa.
bottled up that it can be controlledby
17,1900.
FiRD. T. HOPKINS. Prop r. SI Great Jones St., H.Y
the three men named, and the final set. _i;ps *«ut auiit he,.
uen • uuKh Syrup. Ta>tes Go<n1. Cee
tlement
of
details
is
now
being
made,
In time, gold by drugglate.
Opium's Ravages in China.
D
Mr.
Morgan
having gone to London to
Opium is said to kill about 100,000
:l Tfaompsoii'sEyeWatft
see Mr. Vanderbilt for that purpose.
persons annually in China.
In the hands of the Vnnderbilt-CnsMr*. Wlatlow**Sooth iso nricr tor Chlldrsa satt interests is lodged practical control
teething: soften* the cubm, reduces Inf samitioa,
of the New York Central,Delaware and
shays pain, cuns wind colic. Meant* about*.
Hudson, Pennsylvania,Norfolk and
It is remarkablehow many Ideas can Western. Baltimore and Ohio, Chesasweep through a man’s mind without peake and Ohio and Big Four. Mr.
Morgan has the Reading, Lehigh Valley.
removing tbe cobwebs.
Erie, Ontario and Western and enough
of an interest in the small soft coal roads
to make competitionpractically impossi-
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Causes bilious head-ache, back-ache
and all kinds of body aches. Spring

and you want to get this bile
poison out of your system, easily,
naturally and gently. CASCARETS
are just what you want; they never
grip or gripe, but will work gently
while you sleep. Some people think
the more violent the griping the better
the cure. Be careful-take care of
your bowels-salts and pill poisons
leave them weak, and even less able to
keep up regular movements than beis here

feifyal;

Forb^toandCUldren.

Zoia, at 21, often went hungry.

The Kind You Nave

AttorneyGeneral Griggs is a crack
hot.

Jm \Vis/<

Always Bought

HI

1.1)

Bears the

President McKinley’s favorite game
chess. He is quite an expert player.

10

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful-

kot Narcotic.

is

oi

The King of Sweden never touches n
gun. The King of Belgium has shot only
once in his life, and the Sultan of Turkey cannot bear to sec a gun.

/hye

tfOUnrSWUELmOKR

’Z&Jr1'
RmkdLStlM-

The

In

Use

Sour Stoovach, Diarrhoea
Worms, Convulsions, Feverish-

Tion.

LOSS OF SLEEP.

For Over
Thirty Years

NEW YORK.
Dosi s -

‘

- r

Legislature for

Joseph L. Mayers. State Senator of
Ohio from CoKhoctou, walked to the capital from his home, a distance of 1UU
miles, to show his independence of rail-

,

,

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

,

s

,

,

nidi'll

;

sweet, fragrant

CASCARETS. They

~

muscles and restore healthy, natural action-buy them and try them.
You will tmd in an entirely natural way your bowels will be promptly
and permanently put in good order for the Spring and Summer work.
the

CURED BY

Representative Littlefield of Maine,
favors the prohibitionlaws of the
State, was cm ha missed at a euchre party in Washington by winning as a prize a
handsome beer stein.
in

,

fore. The only safe, gentle inside
Spring cleaner for the bowels are

don’t force out the foecal matter with
violence, but act as a tome on the whole 30 feet of bowel wall, strengthen
.

roads.

1

j

a

who

FacsimileSignatureof

{

who was

fifty-nine years, made the longest record
for service of that kind in the State.

MueSmdt

ness and

lute William Dickey,

member of the Maine
'

A perfect Remedy forConstipa-

'/r

is

In the paper mill owned by Gov. Crane
at Dalton, Mass., workmen who become
too old to labor are retired on their regular salary as long as they live.

Signature
ness and Rest. Contains neither
Opiun.,Morphinenor Mineral.

Lx- 1 nited States Senator Sawyer
83 years of age.

George Gould lias purchased one of the
finest packs of fox hounds in Kogland.

andRegub-

I

WINTER BILE

IcTIliflMPi

Boweb of

PATENTS

I

%

ting the S tonacte aid

M

.

liM

AVfcgetaUe Preparationfor As-

.

,

ble.

similatingthe Food
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.•i-gse

UISANCE of

j

i

s,vr

Co.

own riyht to make wall coating to mix with cold water.

|

When

>

rsxr,

by a

“he’s got the hives Hits time. When he

•

•*2.

ton:.'.

will suffer

kalsumlne on your walls.

HE INTERIOR WALLS

dty

•‘How’s Johnny?” asked one of
neighbors.

Couch
l
•

some’.blnf

he has bought cheao and trlee
to sell on ALABASTINK S demands. he may not realize the

The keeper darted through the gate,
and bolted up the stairs to the platform over tbe hippo’s tank. Here lie
was safe.
Meanwhile Mr. Bartlett, who had
been following the runaways, hail securdy closed Hie gate, and the hippo
was again in prison.

A Hostcm Institution,
Among tiie unique institutions of

orfftafll

ABIES

of the elephant keepers to conic and se-

cure

the

and only durable wall cutting,
entirely different from all kif
aomlnes. Beady for uae Ik
white or fourteen beautlfw
tints by adding cold water.

ered.

Hie vote was then taken on the resolu-

A II it for Drugs.
Doctor -Well. I think your wife bad
better take a

DU

tion declaringQuay was not entitled to
a seal. The resolution declaring Quay

«.- aaa-JMB»a«a^Ma!,,ld,ptJ»t
Immigration,
Cant'ta,or thnatn*

The above testimonialis very much
condensed from Mrs. Gutri net’s letter.
As many mothers will be interestedin
reading the full letter,we will send it to
anyone who sends request of us on a
postal card. Mention this paper.

Pettigrew.

ceives it without distress.V4 the price of

X)

Gneriaot, 37 Myrtle St., Rochester,N. V.

some months past.

The followingRepublican Senators voted against the resolution. Bard, Burrows.

<»f Hi* Wife.

HIRES mm.

«

LABA8TINE fa

1

man

her address
Mass.

A Queer Caller.
A writer In Cassell’s Little Folks tella
a story of a runaway hippopotamus,
whose keei>cr succeeded in recapturing him in an tiusual manner.

nited States Senator Nelson was horn

Norway.

Maine’s Legislatureordered a bust of
ex-speaker Reed.
Miss Fioretta Vining of Hull, Mass.,
owns nine newspapers.
Former Senator Ingalls’ mother is .still
living an active life in Boston at the advanced age of 99 years.
President Eliot of Harvard is something of a pedestrian. He frequently
walks from Cambridgeinto Boston.
Of the twenty-fivemen who have tilled J
tiie Governor’s chair in Indiana Gov.
Mount is the only one
'

living.

CANDY CATHARTIC
10c.
25c. 50c.

_

ALL
DRUGGISTS
«nd 3 box free Aid™,'

To wy «edy morul .dferinf from bo«l jrenblo too poor to boy CASCARETS w, will
SlpUnXRtma|y Company,Cbicajo or New Yort, mention in* advertuemeotand

paper.
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VMtfgitor, and fortune hid netrwflt
Mi inquiriei. He bad Anally ktord of
Hlaa if air residing with • family of
wealthy planters. IIIss Mnlr was greatly
surprisedto hare news from the leag
silent lover, whom she bad. perhaps,
more than once supposed to be no longer
In the land of the living. But, strange
as It may appear, she had neither forgotten nor altogether ceased to love him.
Hers was a singularly deep and intense
nature;she bad made up twr mind to the
probabilityof a long separationat tha
time that it had seemed forced upon her
by prudential reasons: and now, after
this great lapse of time, she hid been
ready enough to accept all of the ex
cases that Weems coaid invent in palliation of her lover’s neglect— sickness, continued and apparently hopeless poverty,
his apprehensionthat she must have died,
or married some one else, and the liki
and to receive, with becoming gratltudo
and pleasure,the news of his changed
conditionin life, together with the proposition that ahe should make herself
resdy to accompany Luke’s messenger
back to England, there to return to the
this auburb of the town. The shops are
presumably faithful anna of bim who had
crowded, the restaudants and drinking
waited aud pined for her so long and
saloons are dispensingtheir refreshments
wearily.
at a great rate, the court yards of the
two or three quaint old Dutch-builtinns Agnes Muir had, acting upon the advice
of the neighborhood are thronged with of Mr. Weems, accompanied his nephew
miners,teamstersand adventurersof ev- to Cn|»e Town, in company with an aged
and worthy dame, who had acted as
ery complexion.

m

%

Sampler Yerv,

ROBERT3 ARRAIGNS BULLER.

Mn.

Alice Morse Eorto -as recently

quoted some sampler ^eea which
many a reader may find *« the ancient
needlework of his oW* family. One

OsmmnndlnB General

Scathingly Re*
views Hplon Kop Movement.
All Enf land is aiof over Lord Roberta*
dispatch,In which he severely arraigns
Sir Bedvers Duller and Sir Charles Warren. After sketebinf Gen. Bullcr'sIntentions, as communicatedto Sir Charles
Warren, who commanded the whole force,
Lord Boberts points out that Gen. War
ten seems to have concluded,after consultation with his officers,that the flanklag movement ordered by Gen. Duller
was Impracticable,and, therefore, so
changed the plan of advance as to necessitate the capture and retention of Hplon

very popular hymn ran.
This is my Sampler,
Here you *•»
What rare nu mother
Took of i*..

Another one

wa»

*ery wide-spread

indeed:

Mary Jackson In my name,
America my nation.
Boston is my dwelling place.
Col. Ebonezcr Burgess Ball, noted for
And Christ is my salvation.
having been for years the nearest living
Kop.
relative t’f George Washington, died the
Some
of these embroidered vereen
Lord Boberts continues:“As Warren
other day of senile de- were “natural composures,”or, as wn
consideredIt impossible to make the wide
bility. Col. Ball supportshould say to-day, original composied himself by keeping a
tions. A century ago, Ruth Gray, off
little cigar and tobacco

stand in the pension de- Salem, embroidered on her sampler:
partment.Permission to Next unto God, dear Parents, I address
earn this slender liveli- Myself to you in humble Thankfulness.
hood was granted to him For all your Care and Charge on me bw
in view of the fact that
stow'd.
Copyright, 1881, by Cohort Bonner'i Son*.
he was the nearest of kin The means of learning unto me allowed.
CHAPTER IV.— (Continaed.)
to the “father of his Go on! I pray, and let me still Purine
On the following morning, when she
country.” Col. Ball’s re- Such Golden Arts the Vulgar never knew*
Vts sweeping the best room, in which
semblance to Washington
her last totenriew with Sir Luke had
Don’ts for the Table.
was so close as to be
taken place, she came across a paper,
startling. His photoCertain books of manners printed
COL.
BALL.
Which she rightly divined to have fallen
graphs were often mis- England more than two centuries agot
•aporceired from his hands at the time
taken for copies of portraits of his dis- enjoined various rules upon young chil!iousckcc|>crin the planter's family where
Seated
in
an
tipper
balcony
of
the
he had consulted the memorandum coutinguished ancestor. When the great dren. and we may be sure that tbn
larger of the inns and overlooking the Agnes had Inst lived as governess,and
•rruiug the cottage at G nr nock.
Washington monument was completed he
who
was,
likewise, desirousof returning
youthfulAmerican colonist also read
She unfolded and read it, though not novel and busy scene that is going on in
applied for the position of custodian,but
to England.
the
court
and
street
below,
are
a
gentleand digested such sapient bints. Onn
Without a good deal of difficulty;and
he never received the appointment.The
Miss Muir leaned over the balcony and
then her eyes blazed, aud her indignation man and lady; the latter young, pretty
grandfather of Col. Ball was the Col. littlemanual of etiquette, widely drenW«> such as even her worthlesshusband and attractive, and the former, though followed Dashwood with her eyes as he
Ball who served in the revolutionary latod among our forbears,shows somn
passablyhandsome, well dressedand like- made his way through the crowded street
had seldom aroused in her before.
army. He was a cousin of Mary Ball, things which the child was trained not
below
in
the
direction
of
the
newcomers,
wise
young,
presenting
such
n
vulgar
and
K.r Luke was but an indifferent letter
the mother of Washington, The colonial to do.
Writer, and the paper that she perused coarse contrast to his companion's evi- whom he had isiiuted out to her a few
Col. Ball and Washingtonwere cousins,
Never sit down at the table till aske^
war evidently the first rough draft of a dent refinementthat at first one wonders moments before.
OKNKRAI. DULLER.
both being grandchildrenof a Bull, and and after the blessing.
These were Weems, whom she readily
letter to Agnes Muir, which had after- at her conversing with him in such an
recognized, Mr. Dunmore, whom she had flankingmovement which was recom- thus it is that the old man who kept the
Ask for nothing; tarry till It be ofward been carefully copied, and intrusted easy and familiar fashion.
“You are quite sure, then, Mr. Dash- also little difficulty in recognizing,^ and mended, if not actually prescribedin the cigar stand in the pension department fered thee. Speak not.
|o the keeping of Weems, to 1m* delivered
was
doubly
related
in
blood
to
the
first
Into her hands in the event of his search wood.” said the young lady, "that our then there was a tall, half-naked Kaffir secret instructions, he should,forthwith,
Bite not thy bread, but break It
friend, Mr. Weems, will be found some- in the group who was evidentlythe ser- have acquainted Buller with the course President of the republic. Col. Ball was
ttrr-scasfor her proving successful.
Take
salt only with a clean knlfn.
born
in
Loudoun
County,
Virginia,
in
vant of Mr. Dunmore, while a gaunt, un- he proposed ,o adopt. There is nothing
“The villain!The mean, treacherous wl ere in this train?”
Dip not the meat In the same.
“Yes, Miss Muir," was the young man’s couth-looking,elderlyman, evidently a to show whether he did so or nof. But 1817. J
Villain !*' she gasped ns, the first shock of
Hold not thy knifo upright, but
the discoveryover, she secreted the tell- reply. "My letters from him assured me Scotch Highlander, was halting his horse it is only fair to Warren to point out that
Beauvoir, recently leased by Admiral sloping,aud lay It down at right hand
tale paper in her l»osom, and at once set that he would accompany the train that a little behind the rest, and apparently Buller appears throughout to have been
•bout preparing herself for the journey is now coming in. He must be straggling explaining the scenes that were taking aware of what was happening.” Further Dewey as a country home, and Into of plate, with blade on plate.
place around him to an odd, little weaxen*
to Southampton, whither she knew, by somewherein the rear.”
Look not earnestly at any other that
on he says: “But whateverfaults War- which he has moved all the valuables, is
"You think he has been successfulin faced lad of six or seven years, who was ren may have committed, the failure must a modernized colonial structureupon the
• referenceto the clock, that Sir Luke
Is eating.
Mast have alft*ndy started. "But I will the speculations that called him to Uma- perched before him, there evidently exist- also be attributedto the disinclination outskirts of Washington. It is u square
When moderately satisfied, leave thn
ing much affection between the two.
Bot lose an instant in confronting him lundi?”
of the officerin supreme command to as- building surrounded by about ten acres table. Sing not, hum not wriggle not
“Indeed,
I
do.
Miss
Muir,”
responded
Miss
Muir
was
wondering
what
could
.With this evidence of his treachery!”
sert bis authorityand see that what he of ground. It is located at Woodiy Lane,
She arrived too late— that is, to find the other, with n coarse guffaw that was have induced the old Highlander to take thought best was done, and also to the
Ubby, McNeill * Libby.
that the Monarch had just quitted her meant to 1m? agreeable. "My uncle Zaeh- the lad, presumably his son, upon such a unwarrantable and needless assumption
Housekeepers frequentlyfeel the need
4o< k. and then she found herself almost arla Weems is almost as good a judge of wild and rough journey as he had eviof responsibilityby a subordinateofficer.”
of luncheon meats which are either ready
lost in the great aud bustling crowds that'
to serve or can be prepared for the table
IWero surging nrotmd her. Puzzled and
CUBA’S CENSUS COMPLETE,
at a moment’snotice. Such a need in
kalf terrifiedby a commotion such as she
abundantly supplied in the superior meatn
Bhowa m Population of 1,572,707,with
had never seen before, she struggled
put up by the old reliable house of Libby,
a White Majority.
through the press, and at length stood,
McNeill & Libby, Chicago, one of whoan
trembling and breathless, at the edge of
Cuba numbers 1.57-.797souls, accordspecialties is advertised in another colthe dock.
ing to the census just completed by the
umn of this paper, and their booklet,
"You here. Mary?” presently exclaim*
United States Government. It is said
“How to Make Good Things to Eat" 1*
«d n dis<*ont«*ntedand well-known voice
that this is the first accurateenumeration
-/
offered free on application.
•t her elbow.
ever made in the island. Officialsof the
y.
She looked up to recognize her husband
War Department now acknowledge there
Shoppinc In Scotland.
Id the speaker. He was pushing bis way,
is no reason o* further delay in granting
In Mr. Chelmsford's company, through
The Scotch have their own idea of a
of municipalsuffrage. The census shows
niy
the crowd. She perceived that he had
that the white native-born Cubans hold
“bargainday,” nud their view Is not
Lw J
been drinking more than had been his
safe majority of the votes under the
without a touch of shrewdness. A LonWont since coming into his good fortune.
property aud educational limitationsto
don paper describes a conversation beIll'll
Which caused her to change her intention
be imposed upon the exercise of suffrage
dkwet’s summer douse.
tween an English matron and Mr.
•oir.ewhatas to her manner of greeting
in the island. There are 187, Slid white
Angus Mclver.
bim.
adult males who were born in Cuba, as and for severalyears has been the sum“I suppose, Mr. Mclver.” said she;
"Yes, Luke,” she replied, hurriedly, to
againsthii.083 born in Spain, (1,794 born mer residence of John R. McLean. A
bis gruff salutation. "A very strange
in other countries aud 127,300 colored. broad hallway divides the interior of the “that they have bargain days In Glasand importantdiscovery caused me to fol*
The figures themselvesshow that the pro- house. On either side of this hall there gow?”
low yon here at once. 1 am hungry, too.
posed basis of suffragewould not result are two large rooms. Dr. Bussey of
‘Ma conscience, no! It wad n& do
(Take me eomewhere. I would apeak with
In the Spaniards gaining controlof the Washington originally built Beauvoir,and aval”
you alone."
idtnd.
to the place was attached many historic
“Indeed!” replied the lady. “Why, I
-With as ouch wonder as ill-uatnre,Sir
memories.
thought bargain days would just salt
|Uike separated himself from Chelms*
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XOrd with a few words of explanation,
•nd conducted Mary into a neighboring
diamonds
•atiug house, where they were given a
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LUKE DALZ1EL BKOUGUT TO BAY.

WAR NEWS IN

your people."
According to a report received at tin
“Woel,” said he, “that’s Just it It
as he is of horses. He disposed dently just returned from, when she perState Department from United States
wad
suit them over week If they had
of his last shipment to excellent advan- ceived the entire group making a moveConsul William T. Fee at Bombay, the
privateroom.
tage
and
I
doubt
not
that
he
will
be
The
British casualty list lengthensout famine in India is the worst ever known bargain days, naebody wad buy onyment
in
the
direction
of
the
inn,
under
“Well, what on earth is your discovery
equally fortunatein securingthe hundred Dashwood’s guidance, and hastened to steadily.
in the historyof that country. He says: thing on the Ither days, ye ken!”
that you venture to dog me about the
thousand pounds’ worth of rough gems retire from the balcony.
Italy has refused to iutervene in the "The season of acute distress was hardly
country In this way?" he growled, after
Catarrh Cannat Ba Carad
that he expects to w*nd to Englaud by
(To be couiiu iii*<1.)
commenced. The official estimate places
Boer war.
•rdcring some refreshment for bis comwith LOCAL APPLICATIONS, a* they eaiaal
the steamer
panion.
If hard pressed, the Boers will retire the number of persons receiving Govern- resell the seat of the dtae*. Catarrh U a Mood
"Dear me! what an immense sura of
DOCTORS EARN BIG FEES, across the Vaal river.
ment relief at 3,500,000 at a daily ex- or constitutionaldtseoM.andIn order to euro It
‘That is my discovery!” said Mary,
money to invest in diamonds! exclaimed
penditure of $84,000.”The consul pre- you must take Internal remediesHairs Catarrh
•nddcnly flashing upon him with her pontClose
estimates
place
the
number
of
Cure is taken Internally, and acts directly oo the
Muir, opening her pretty eyes very One Got $4, BOO for Bavins: a Patient’*
dicts that before India is able to furnish blood and mneous surface*. Hall'* Catarrh Curt
P indignation, as she produced his letter Miss
Boers in Natal at 12,000.
wide. “I should be afraid of having
Life with a Good Dinner,
its own supplies several million people Is not a quack medicine. It was prescribedby
Co Agnes Muir. "You must have dropped
them stolen on the way hack to EngKruger attended a conferenceof Boer will have died of starvationand disease. one of the beat physician*In thu country far
It in the cottage yesterdayby mistake.”
The doctor aud some of the reporters
years, and Is a regular prescription It b co»
land.'
commandants at Brundfort.
Sir Luke flushed to the roots of his
i:>*d of the best tonics known, combined with
... were talking in the littleroom opposite
e best Mood purffien, acting directly on the
Boers practicallyagain hold the Free
bair. He saw that he stood completely
The officialsof the Departmentof Agmucous
surfaces.The perfect combination of
<*•- «
State eastward of the railroad.
•elf-betrayed;but even then his brazen
riculture are considerablyannoyed by the tite two ingredients
Is wliat produce.-.>ueh won. best of insurancepolicies before shipping, Hospital.
Impudence stood him in stead.
Gen. Chermside has taken command of continual reappearance of a fake story derful results In curing Catarrh Sand for taotimonlab.
free.
"No, I didn’t make any mistake,"said them,” said Dashwood, smiling. "You j “I see by the papers,” said the doc.or, Gatacre’s column at Bloemfontein.
about millions of dollarsthat are being
P J CHENEY A CO.. Props., Toledo,
be, drawing a long breath. “I dropped mustn’t believe him richer than he really ! mentioning the story of a large bill reBold by Druggists,price 7Sc.
Commissioner Fischer says the present made in skunk farming in different parts
j
is.
though.
He
is
investing
for
two
othported
to
have
been
sent
in
bv
a
surIt there on purpose.”
of the country. The publishedarticle asBoer strength at the front is 38,000.
She was too excited to detect the shal- or parties, besides
geon of the city, “that this doctor didn’t
sumes to have been written upon inforThe Itoneon
y.
The
Boer
forces
have
changed
their
| “So you linve told mo before, .aid
sat|sfle()
He
lowness of his bruggadocia.
mation gathered at the department, and
When
it was the fnshiou for young
tactics and are now on the offensive.
“Indeed!” she exclaimed, white with 'Miss Muir, suddenly blushing very deeppeople in every part of the country are Englishmen to go up in balloons with
be ought to have $4,000. That's a rathThree thousand armed Basutos line the writing daily for detailed information.
jealous and just rage. “And did you sup- Imer line distinction, perhaps, but it all
Green, the well-known aeronaut, Albert
pose that this exposure of your villainous 1 "Ah! I ventureto interpret the meaning
frontier to resist Boer encroachment.
Secretary Wilson and all of his subordiSmith, a friend of Dickens and esdesigns would assist my consent to your of that blush,” simpered her companion, depends on the sort of a case which
Winston Churchill declares that 230,- nates repudiatethe story.
the surgeon treated. A man with his
| “The slightest reference to Sir Luke Dnlteemed a wit, ascended one day befom
1)00 men will be needed before the war is
“I did suppose so. and I intend that it riel seems ever to find u soft response skill and his standingcan charge al- ended.
np admiring crowd of onlookers.
While the national House of Repre•bull!”ho exclaimed, in a brutal aud in your gentle heart.”
most anything he pleases.
Waving his hand to a young lady, an
Frank Smith, wealthy mine owner of sentativeswas all a-murmur with gen"Spoken interpretations of such a nathreatening tone. "Go to Greenock you
“The way in which some physicians Barkley West, has been captured by the eral conversation one day last week. acquaintance of his, as he was starting,
•hall, and remain there quiet and meek ture are not always in good taste, even if earn large fees is curious. I recall one
Speaker Henderson rapped loudly with be said:
Boers.
correct, Mr. Dashwood,”said the young
into the bargain, too!”
case of the sort— or at least a story of a
“If I come down again I will bring
Uiiyard Steyn, brother of Free State his gavel and said sternly:"The chair
"And thus leave the road open for— for lady, turning away her face, and visibly
case, for I won't vouch for the truth of President,expects the war to last till will please preserve order.” The House you a Skye terrier.”
liguea Muir?"
annoyed.
roared, the Speaker looked sheepish, and
He came down again, and without tho
"Still,yon cannot but be interested in it A man had been sufferingfor some Christmas.
"Yes, curse you! if I m> will it!" he
after a minute or two the member who
the fact that your lucky betrothed,who time with gastritis and had been treatprowled, with an oath.
terrier. “We didn’t quite make thn
The Britishlosses at Wepcner in four
I is awaiting your return to England with
ed for more than a year by severalphy- days’ fighting were eighteen killed and had the floor proceeded with his remarks dog-star,”he said In explanation.
undisturbed.
“Hark you, Mary!” hissed Kir Luke be- ! KUCh impatience,will also increase his sicians. The usual treatment is to put 132 wounded.
twi-en his clenchedteeth, and with a mur- fortune vastly by these investments in the patienton a milk d'et. That usuaiy
ITie British Government is closing conWhat Do the Children lirin'f?
Last week SecretaryWilson sent twenderous expressionin iiis eyes. "You will which my uncle is engaged!” continued does the work, but this tnau kept growtracts in New York for 30,000 horses for
Don’t give them tea or coffee. Havn
ty
barrels
of
sweet
potatoes
to
the
agent
Dashwood.
"There's
a
new
cloud
of
dust
pot thwart me in this, or in anything
you tried the new food drink called
ing worse. He finally summoned Dr. army service.
at the head of the street! Ir must be the
of the AgriculturalDepartmentin i/>n- GRAIN-O? It is delicious ami nourishrls*- -otherwise I will kill you!"
B., one of the best known physicians
The British war officeproposesto laud don, with instruetiius to see how the ing, and takes the place of coffee. Thn
"We shall see," said Mary, with sud- tail end of the diamond train, aud I only
den collectedness. "You oiuiit to know hope my uncle is with it. It may he that in the city. When Dr. B. learned the at Cape Town before the end of May, Englishmen like that kind of a tuber. more Grain-0 you give the childrenthn
These are said to he the first sweet po- more health you distribute through their
me well enough by this time, Luke Dnl- lie lias also found the person of whom history of the case he took one long ^0,000 horses.
systems. Grain-0 is made of pure grains;
look at the man’s face aud reached for
British officers are instructednot to tatoes shipped across the Atlantic,and
sici. to be sure that 1 would rather be he has been so anxiously in search.”
and when properlyprepared tastes likn
"You spoke to me of this once before," his hat.
killed than relinquishmy rights. You
take any mure expanding bullets to Af- the result wifi be watched with interest.
the choice grades of coffee, but cents
observed
Miss
Muir,
as
he
resumed
his
will wait till 1 have refreshed myself, and
rica for revolvers.
about % as much. All grocers sell iL 15n
“ ‘I need time to think this over,’ he
then conduct me hack to my homo. sir. place at her side. "Is it an old friend
Mr. Cortelyou,who has been appointed snd 25c.
The Boers have mounted several heavy
said. ‘You meet me to-morrowat DclWhether that home in the future is to that Mr. Weems has hoped to find in the
;uus in commanding positions in the Big- secretaryto the President, has been perinonico’s and I’ll prescribetreatment of
Tho Well Di’aerving.
continue at Hose Cottage, or to be at diamond fields?"
forming the duties of that office for sevo'ursberg mountains.
some
sort
for
you.’
"I suppose so,” said Dashwood, who
your side in Dalziel Towers, depends
Mamilx— Here, you’ll give something
eral
months,
owing
to
the
ill health of
It is calculatedthat Lord Roberts now
very much ou your future good conduct." was not very deeply in his shrewd uncle’s
“The patient appeared at the time has 214,000 effective troops, with 12,000 Mr. Porter. In fact, it has been nearly toward a monument to Spath, won’t
confidence. "I only know that he is on the doctor had set.
a year since the latter has been able to you?
more afloat or under orders.
the keen lookout for a man named DunCHAPTER V.
assume the responsibilities attached to
Payne— What did he do?
“‘Come
in
and
sit
down,’
said
the
Lord Roberts has warned Cape ColonA year or more has passed away. It more. who was last heard of as digging
his position.
Mannix— Well, he died, anyhow.—
physician.T can talk to you while I ists that furtheracts of hostility will be
Is toward the close of a very hot day in for diamonds away up somewhere bePhiladelphia North-Amerlcan.
am eating my dinner.’
treated with rigorous martiallaw.
Cape Town. The feverishrays of the yond the Transvaal.”
“Then the physician said something Fifteen thousand British are required Some big attorneys’fees were paid in
“Dunmore!" repented Miss Muir, in
western sun are casting a wondrous
the Clark case. Ex-SenatorFaulkner Ask Your Dealer for Alleo'a Font-Eaaa,
flow upon one side of the famed Table much surprise. "Why, a year or more in a low tone and when the waiter came .o guard 107 miles of railway between
of West Virginia, who looked after Mr. A powder to shake Into your shoes. It rests
Mountain in the distance,and the one ago there was an Englishmanof that back he brought two orders of oysters. Bloemfontein and Nerval's Point.
Clark’s interests, will receive a hand- the feet. Cures Corns. Bulbous, fewolicn. Sore,
Marl:, sluggish cloud that almost con- name— William Dunmore— visiting the The patient looked surprised.
A British scout who has visitedthe some check, and ex-Scuator Edmunds, Hot, Callous, Aching, Sweating feel und Instantly hovers over its oddly flat summit family 1 was with at Nyunza Station!"
“ ‘Now,’ said the doctor, ‘you just fall Bloemfontein water works reports that who has representedMarcus Daly, is un- growing Nalls. Allen's Foot-Ease make*
“-the Table-Cloth,as sailors are accus- "Perhaps it’s the very same gent," said
the machinery and dams are intact.
derstood to have been paid $10,000 al- now 0. light shoes easy. Sold by all druggists
Dashwood. "Why didn’t you tell Uncle to and eat a good meal. That’s all you
tomed to cull it.
and shoe stores,Sic. Simple untiledFKttK.
ready.
The
Boers
have
again
crossed
the
Orwant.’
AddressAllen S. Olmsted,Le Uoy, N. V.
In the suburbs of the town, and quite Zach of this? It might have saved him
ange
river
into
northern
Cape
Colony,
clcvo tn the sea, thorp is one wide street a long hunt among the mines. There he
“It turned out that the doctor was
stirring up u new rebellion among the
Couldn't Blame Them.
Bill Anthony’s widow has been given
that has presented a busy scene almost is, at Inst! Look! and that big bearded right. The man who had been nearly
a clerkship in the census bureau.
“When 1 stand on the stage 1 sen
from *jyly morning. Here the roadway man at his side— that must be the man dead was soon in good health. Then Dutch.
It is reported that the Boors recently
is alive with a great manv team? of he has been in quest of!"
noth.ng, and am conscious of nothing
the physician sent in his bill. It was
smuggled thirty pieces of artillery,some
every description, though substantial ox- 1 “It is, at all events, the Mr. Dunmore
There are four distinct reportsou the but the role I am playing.The audifor $4,000. When the man received it
of large caliber, through Portuguese tercarts are piedominantly in view, and the that I have had reference to,” exclaimed
bill to establisha cable between San ence disappears entirely!”
shaded sidewalks are picturesque with Miss Muir, in a very please,} tone of be hurried around to the doctor’s office ri tori’.
Francisco and Manila. Only one is in
“Well, I tan’t blame the audienen
“‘By
thunder,’
said
the
man.
‘Hi,
motley throngs— hwirded miners,wearing voice. "Who can the others he — the
Tlu* operationsin Natal have not yet favor of paying a subsidy of $3,000,000
much for that!”
broad hats and nondescript costumes; gaunt Scotch-lookingman. with the little you think I’m made of money. I can been fully explained. There appears to
a year for twenty years for the privilege
Kaiilr teamsters,Hottentots and other boy riding in front of him?”
pay it all right but now. honestly,doc- have been an attempt to outflank the
of sending Government messages.
Lane's A’amily Medicine
blacks, many of them wearing almost no I But few words of explanationare ro- tor, don’t you think it's pretty large?'
British at Elandslnagte and sever them
Moves the bowels each day. In order
costumos whatever; dHvers, farmers,' quired. Mr. Weems, upon his arrival in
“ ‘No,’ replied the physician, ‘your from their base at Ladysmith.
It is said that the arrangement now to be healthy tills is necessary. Acts
Bo**r proprietors,and even Arabs aud . South Africa, had first, after disposing life is worth more than $4,000, isn't it?
The main Boer position is a range of is to make Senator Wolcott temporary gently on the liver and kidneys. Cura#
Jews: all are goed-naturediycommingled of Ids horses,chiefly occupied himself Well, I saved your life. I can’t see
hills between Kroonstadt and Winburg, chairman of the Republican convention, tick headache.Price 25 and 50c
tog"!
! with discovering
the whereabouts of Aga distanceof sixty miles. It is fortified Senator Lodge permanent chairman, and
A long aud numerous train is just in ! nos Muir, in accordance with the instruc- that I’m asking too much.’
Don’t Wed Englishwomen.
“The man sent around his check the throughout and almost impregnable. have President McKinley’sname prefro:n the diamond fields;such is the ec- 1 lions he had received from Sir Luke DalA Boer shatters the traditionsof hit
Here, it is said, Sii.OOQ Boers, with ninety sented by Senator Depew, Senator Foranext
day.”—
New
York
Sun.
pia nation of this unwontedcommotionin . ziei. Weems was naturallya keen inrace if he weds an Englishwoman.
guns, are concentrated.
Ver and RepresentativeDolliver.
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“Never!"
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